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Giddy up 
Horse lovers are in for a 
treat at this year's 
annual gymkhana and 
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farther . . . .  lives: crltlc By JEFF NAGEL '.!': i " ( :  ' ~" ~!" 
THE LITTLE airline that ~:i !;::!:. :,I~ ~!" 
could is spreading its 
wings. 
Hawkair Aviation is 
getting a second airplane 
so it can start flying into 
Srnithers and increase 
flights to Prince Rupert 
and Terrace. 
The new leased plane - 
a 37-seat Dash-8 that's 
nearly identical to the first 
one - is to arrive in early 
October, Hawkair co- 
owner Dave Menzies said 
Friday. 
The airline plans to 
launch daily service in 
Smithers flying six days a 
week by mid-October. 
Prince Rupert service' 
expands from twice week- 
ly to seven days a week. 
And Terrace's twice 
daily service - now only 
available four days a week 
- will grow to six days a 
week. 
"We're looking at 
doubling the amount of 
flying we're doing," Men- 
zies said. "It 's a terrific 
expansion." 
It marks a major turning 
point for the fledgling Ter- 
race-based airline, nearing 
its first birthday. 
"It means that we can 
do this," Menzies said. 
"We are here for the long 
run." 
A parade of other com- 
munities from around the 
province and even the 
Alaskan panhandle have in 
some cases begged Haw- 
kair to come to their 
towns. 
Officials from Pentic- 
ton, Dawson Creek, Fort 
St. John, Quesnel, Wil- 
liams Lake and Massett 
have all called, Menzies 
said. 
Some offered to build 
the airline a free hangar. 
"They've said 'What 
will it take to attract you 
here?'" Menzies said. 
But the company wants 
to concentrate for now on 
its home tur f -  Terrace, 
Smithers and Prince Ru- 
pert. 
The customer esponse 
in Prince Rupert has been 
"fantastic", he said, and 
Smithers airport officials 
lobbied vigourously for the 
expansion. 
"Smithers was on the 
phone to us pretty well 
every month," Menzies 
said. 
The airline will consid- 
er further expansion - at a 
cautious and sustainable 
pace - once this phase of 
growth is working well. 
"We don't want to grow 
too fast," he said. 
For residents of Smi- 
thers it means the arrival 
of competition and chea- 
per flights. 
As with Terrace before 
Hawkair 's arrival, the 
Smithers airport is strug- 
gling with low passenger 
numbers because many lo- 
cals drive to Prince 
George to catch cheap 
Westjet flights. 
Since Hawkair's launch 
here, passenger counts 
have rebounded, more 
people are flying and the 
Continued Pg. A9 
i l  Show time 
ELIZABETH Peters, along with younger brother Andrew, <neels next to her eight Holland Lop 
bunnies who will all be entered in this weekend's Fall Fair rabbit show. See coverage pages B5- 
B7 for a guide to the Skeena Valley Fall Fair events. CRAIG BATTLE PHOTO 
Different rules for north eyed 
By JENNIFER LANG 
A CITY councillor warns an eight-month delay on a 
workplace smoking ban in bars puts the rights of busi- 
nesses ahead of human lives. 
David Hull says he's also concerned that the Liberal 
government is meddling with an independent, arms- 
length agency. 
He suspects the premier esponded to pressure from 
the hospitality industry. 
"I think Gordon Campbell folded like a cheap 
jackknife," Hull said. "I have to say, this is Gordon 
Campbell's first mistake in what is so far a pretty stellar 
performance in getting the province back on track." 
Meanwhile, Skeena MLA Roger Harris says Workers' 
Compensation Board environmental tobacco rules will 
be put into effect for the hospitality industry. 
But first the government wants to ensure the rules are 
fair to those businesses, particularly in the north. 
"Most of these bars and pubs are in fact small busi- 
nesses," Harris said, adding 
pub owners say they weren't 
adequately consulted over "Workers  aren ' t  
the rules. 
The WCB's revised en- e x p e n d a b I • ,  
vii'onmental tobacco smoke Human lives aren't 
regulations for the hospital- expendable." 
ity industry, long term care 
facilities and correctional 
institutes were supposed to come into effect Sept. 10. 
Last week labour minister Graham Bruce appointed a
caucus committee of rural and urban MLAs to review 
the regulations. 
He's given the WCB a week to respond. 
The six MLAS will consult with the hospitality indu- 
stry in order to come up with "common sense recom- 
mendations" for the WCB to consider and implement by 
April 30. 
"The overriding concern is that this probably goes in 
the face of employees, but it's not," Harris said. 
"It's about creating a healthy industry. Everybody re- 
cognizes that second-hand smoke is not a positive thing 
for anybody to be exposed to, but we've got to look out 
for businesses." 
The WCB came up with revised regulations earlier 
this year that permit liquor consumption and smoking in 
separate, ventilated areas - or safe smoking areas out- 
side - in bars, pubs and restaurants hat don't want to go 
smoke-free. 
Continued Page A2 
Mayor 'resigned' to treaty referendum 
By JEFF NAGEL 
MAYOR JACK Talstra urged B.C. At- 
torney-General Geoff Plant to exercise 
caution in embarking on a provincial re- 
ferendum on treaty-making. 
But he did not attempt o convince 
the government to backtrack on the 
issue. ,.:. 
"I'm resigned to it," Talstra said. 
The mayor met Plant last week as 
part of whirlwind talks with 12 cabinet 
ministers lined up by Skeena MLA 
Roger Harris. 
Aboriginal eaders have raised alarms 
about the referendum, which they warn 
will heighten tensions and drive a 
Wedge between atives and non-natives. 
Talstra and other Kitimat-Stikine re- 
gional district directors had already 
voted Aug. 11 to write a letter calling on 
the premier to scrap the treaty vote. 
The mayor said Plant broached the 
subject first, making it clear the referen- 
dum will happen. 
"I explained to the minister we are in 
the heartland of First Nations people, 
that there are many different First Na- 
tions around the Terrace area, and they 
tend to meet in Terrace," he said. 
"I told him these were sensitive is- 
sues, that the question of a referendum 
had to be handled with great care." 
Pressed further on whether he favours 
or opposes the referendum, Talstra de- 
clined to answer. 
He said the govern- 
ment is proceeding and 
to say more would cre- 
ate unnecessary fric- 
tion with Victoria. 
"I need to work'with 
these people," he said 
of the Liberal cabinet. 
"The question doesn't 
need an answer." Talstra 
Talstra noted he op- 
posed efforts to have a local referendum 
on the Nisga'a treaty. 
"I have always said I thought that 
would be too divisive for our commun- 
ity," he said. 
He said a province-wide referendum - 
on principles of future treaty-making, not 
a specific treaty - "takes the edge off a 
bit" depending on the question asked. 
"I'm still lukewarm on the issue." 
Aboriginal groups have their bargain- 
ing positions, as does the province, he 
said, adding he doubts either will change 
much as a result of the vote. 
"I think in the scheme of things th~ re- 
ferendum won't change anything, so why 
create hard feelings?" he said. 
A legislative committee is to decide 
what questions hould be put to voters. 
Premier Gordon Campbell has said the 
referendum will take place within six to 
eight months. 
Skeena Cel shuts down sawmill 
By JEFF NAGEL 
SKEENA CELLULOSE has told 
workers its Terrace sawmill will shut 
down this week for an unspecified 
period. 
The sawmill will close when it 
runs out of logs in the Terrace yard - 
which is expected to happen as early 
as today - sawmiillmanager Hank 
Ran&up told employees in an Aug. 
21 letter. 
then would be one week. 
That was extended to this week 
and the letter now indicates logging 
won't resume next week. 
The move is "in an effort to man- 
age our cash flow going forward, in 
the best interests of our employees, 
contractors and suppliers," the letter 
states. "The sawmill will run out of 
log inventory sometime next week 
Tuesday or Wednesday." 
The decisions means Terrace's A small crew at the sawmill will 
operations will join the Prince Ru-  stay on to handle some remaining 
pert pulp mill :and eastern sawmills, duties, he said, 
of logs," the letter said. 
Workers on the mill's planer may 
continue to work another week past 
when the kilns shut down, until they 
run out of lumber to process, it said. 
"We will review operations on a 
week to week basis, and make ad- 
justments if necessary to match our 
operating line," Randrup said. "We 
thank everyone for their patience 
during such challenging times." 
Competition minister Rick Thorpe 
has said three potential buyers have 
entered into due dilligence studies to 
which all shut down earlier, "The kilns will' continue to oper- have a serious look a t purchasing the 
SCI had shut down logging in the ateuntil ithasrun out approximately operations, 
Terrace area Augi: i0 for what it said ~o weeks after the sawmill runs out Continued Page A2 
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A LETOuRNEAU log stacker moves some of the 
last of the logs around in the Terrace log yard. 
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From front 
Delay on workplace smoking 
ban spawns health concerns 
Harris said northern and 
rural areas where "there 
are not a whole bunch of 
bars" have a different view 
on a blanket ban. 
Adding outdoor patios 
fl)r smoking patrons is an 
easy option in the south 
that "is not very applic- 
able in places like Ter- 
race, it's not very applic- 
able in Stewart - or Dease 
l.ake, for that matter," 
None of those argu- 
ments wash with Hull, who "Workers aren't ex- 
says Victoria is letting bu- pendable. Human lives 
sinesses to ignore WCB aren't expendable." 
safety regulations that For Hull, the move also 
save lives, raises concerns about gov- 
"Would anybody think ernment interference with 
it was correct for the saw- an independent agency 
mill to up its production by like the WCB. 
cutting some of its WCB "That's why we have 
rul~s?" these bodies at arms 
Hull said the delay length from government- 
needlessly puts thousands so a decision made about 
of B.C. workers at further employee safety isn't in- 
risk from smoke on the job. fluenced IJy government," 
Hull said. 
Doug Barrett, Coast Inn 
of the West manager, said 
smoking should be permit- 
ted in properly ventilated 
bars and lounges, an op- 
tion the WCB has refused. 
He's heartened by the 
fact the Liberals want to 
look at how the ventilation 
option could be included 
in the WCB regulations. 
"It's one of the things 
we should be looking at." 
Terrace logger dies on zne job near Kitimat 
A TERRACE man is dead 
after a logging accident at 
Minette Bay on Kitamaat 
Village Road Tuesday. 
Dean Stanley, 34, was 
employed at Western Sea- 





look at SCl 
He said the potential 
buyers include German 
pulp firm Mercer Interna- 
tional, an "outside compa- 
ny" and an as-yet-unre- 
vealed Terrace company 
or companies. 
The Terrace bidder is 
believed to be looking 
only at the sawmill and 
timber licence here, while 
Mercer and the other firm 
are looking at the entire 
company, says Skeena 
MLA Roger Harris. 
Ministry officials said 
last week that although all 
three have entered into 
confidentiality agree- 
ments, they're being 
handled differently from 
when Texas-based Enron 
Corp. conducted a due dil- 
ligence study of SCI two 
years ago. 
At that time, Enron was 
promised no other of fers  
would be considered while 
it looked at SCI. 
This time there are no 
such "exclusivity" arran- 
gements in place so far 
with any of the suitors, of- 
ficials say. 
All indications are the 
government wants to ad- 
vance to serious negotia, 
tions with a buyer or 
buyers quickly after the 
end of this month. 
Wondering what hap- 
pens after Aug. 31 when 
SCI's financing with its 
bank expires is wearing on 
employees, ays IWA rep 
Surinder Malhotra. 
"They want the mill to 
be sold so there is some 
certainty," he said. 
Malhotra noted the new 
government pledged in the 
provincial election to put 
more money into SCI if it 
was necessary to sell it. 
"The present govern- 
ment is not doing what it 
committed to do before the 
election," Malhotra said. 
"They were going to put 
money in and keep the 
operations running before 
finding a buyer and that's 
not happening," he said. 
The best outcome, he 
said, would be if Mercer 
buys the operations. 
"Mercer is a big inter- 
national company," he 
said. "They have deep 
pockets to fix the problems 
originating in the pulp 
mill." 
He doubted any local 
group could buy the Ter- 
race mill, unless the gov- 
ernment agreed to count as 
a credit against the pur- 
chase the money many i 
contractors and suppliers 
lost when Repap B.C. col- 
lapsed . . . . .  
Roger Harris said progr, 
ass is being made, 
"On May 16th when we 
iook over there was nobo. .  
accident occurred. 
"He was working on the 
log boom lashing logs to- 
gether," said Cpl. Roh 
Daly of the Kitimat 
RCMP. 
Stan]ey's work partner 
found the man laying un- 
conscious face down on 
the log boom shortly after 
the accident happened, he 
said. 
Stanley was rushed to 
Kitimat General Hospital 
where he was later pro- 
nounced dead, police said. 
The details of the acci- 
dent are still under invest- 
igation and the coron,~r's 
office has yet to release 
the cause of death. 
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NEW CAA SURVEY NAMES CANADA'S DREAM VEHICLES• 
The recent 2000 CAA Vehicle Ownersh ip  Survey  asked its members  what  vehicle they  wou ld  buy  if price and pract ica l i ty  were  not  an issue. Not  surpris ingly,  
5 of  the top  10 vehic les came f rom the same company:  DaimlerChrysler.  The Number  One dream vehicle was  Jeep Grand Cherokee Other  top  10 include: 
Chrys ler  PT Cruiser, Dodge Caravan, Dodge Durango and Dodge Ram. 
LEASE FOR 
$298",m-,0,.o00,,. ~us ~7~ d~nnayment or equivalent treUe and 
$350 secnrffy UepevU 
$955 freight inc~ded. 
2001 Dodge Caravan SE 
"Canada's #1 oell ng vehicle" 
OR FOR JUST AN EXTRA 
Sao:o0,  .,-=- n ~.e o 
I~  Grand Cnreva~ 
/ l Soon 28H. 
FANDARD 
Ph:638"7283 Fax :638"8432 
purchase financing 
up to 48 months 




08 o,' . ~OP lee financing uto to ~lL~9otili on all 2001 Oodge 
I Caravan models. 
28C Package Includes: •33L V6 engine - 180hp • 4-Spoed automatic transmission. Onal sliding doors 
• Mold-Stage dual front air bags ° Side door impact protection •Air condRionMg •Easy.out = roller seats 
• 7 Passenger seating • AMJFM stereo with CD changer control. Cargo net • Front & rear floor mats 
• Roof rack • Windshield wiper de-icer • Child seat anchor system • Complimentary tank of fuel" 
• 5yr/lOO,OOOkm' powertraM warranty plus 5yr/lOO,OOOkm' roadside assistance 
or equivaMnt trade and 
$350 seculUy deposit. 
e-qlO Ireight inclnded. 
factoryto relai[er 
incentives on all ~01 
Dodge Ram models. 
2001 Dodge Ram Quad Cab ST 4x4 
"Pickup that broke the rules with blo rig styling and four doors" 
24A Package includes:. 5.2L Magnorn. V8 230hp engine • 4.Speed automatic transmission * Air conditioning •Speed control 
• AM/FM stereo cassette with 4 speakers • 18" Chromo wheels ° 1~1t s eering. Bodyside molding • 40/20/40 Split front bench 
• Heavy duty shock absorbers °1,4201b Payload capacity ° Next.Oenerelion dual air bags with pass~ger on/off switch 
• Complimentary tank of fueP • 5 yrllOO,OOOkrn' powenrain warranty plus 5 yr/lOO,O(~km' roadside assistance 
2OH Pa'ckage niludes " I . . . . .  
r, (lulld s0atin[]o Cb'#aYer ' "* 
, Air conditioning 
with three zone 
temperature control 
:f,,~. . 
. . . .  
i 
2001 Chrysler PT Cruiser "Limited Edition" 
Motor Trend "Car of the Year" 
LOADED 28G Package includes: • 2AL DOHC 16.valve ngine • 4-Spoed automatic transmission 
Aircondidonin9 l~ltsteering Powersenroof Next.Generationduelfrontairbegs 16'Chromewheels 
. Leather wrapped steering wheel • Fog lamps • Security alarm • 'fin ed sunscreen g ass • Front & rear floor mats 
• Power driver's eat, locks, windows, heated fold-away mirrors • AM/FM stereo cassotte with CD changer control 
. Centre console, Sentry.Key, theft deterrent system. 65/35 Split folding & removable rear seats 
, Complimentary tank of fueP, 5 yrllOO, COOkm' powertrain wanan~ plus 5 yr/lOO,OOOkm t roadside assistance 
dy, absolutely nobody in, 
terested in it," he said' 
"The changes we've 
triode to date have attrac. 
ted some interest." 
2001 Chrysler Neon LE 
"A sophisticated and spirited petlormer" 
22D Package Includes: • 2.0.1itre 132HP engine *Automatic transmission 
• Air conditioning, 4-Wheel fully independent suspension ,,AMIFM stereo 
ca ssene with CD changer control • Full length centre console *.flit steering 
• Next.Generation dual air bags. Complimentary tank 01 fueP 




p to 45 months on 
aft 2901 Ch~srer 
Concorde moUeis. 
2001 Chrysler Concorde LXi 
"An elegangly styled full size sedan." 
24F pa ckage includes: • 3.2L V6 engine • 4.Speed automatic transmiss¢on 
• 8.way power leather seats • AM/FM Stereo c assetle with CD and 8 speakers *Traction control 
• Solar-cantrol windows .Automatic limate control with rear air ducts • Remote keylefis entry 
• Homelink ~ 3-Channel universal transceiver * Power windows, locks, mirrors 
• Sentry Key TM theft deterrent system. Next.Generation dual air oags • Complimentap/tank of fueP 
• 5 yr/lOO,OOOkm' powertrmn warranty plus 5 yr/1OO,OOOkm' roadside assistance 
• 5yr/lO0,O00km* pOwertrain warranty together with 5yr/100,O00km = roadside assistance on every 2001 vehicle. 
0nly at your neighbourhood Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep® Dealer. 
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1-800-313-7187 
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i Getting set 
LOCAL ROTARIANS, including Harold Cox and Frank Hamilton, were out at the Grand Trunk Pathway last week helping pour 
concrete for the foundations for a gazebo to be built there by the Terrace Rotary Club. The 12-foot octagonal structure will be 
made out of cedar and serve as a sheltered resting spot in the linear park. 
• F ingerpr in t ing  added to checks  
New requirement on criminal record searches adds to volunteer group costs 
I By JENNIFER LANG 
VOLUNTEERS and foster parents in Terrace 
I now have to provide finger prints to the RCMP 
as part of a criminal record back ground check 
required for anyone working with children. 
A recent internal review of the detachment 
discovered Terrace RCMP weren't following 
national and divisional procedure requiring 
fingerprints as part of criminal record checks. 
"The only conclusive way to say if some- 
one does or does not have a criminal record is 
by a fingerprint comparison through the natio- 
nal fingerprint repository," Staff Sgt. Tom For- 
ster said. 
Until June 1, Terrace RCMP simply ran a 
check using the applicant's name and date of 
.birth to determine if there was a criminal re- 
cord or not. 
"The problem with that is lots of people use 
aliases or they've had a legal name change 
done," Forster said. 
Terraee's detachment wasn't alone in not 
requiring fingerprints, he added. 
"We were doing what most places are 
doing. A lot of other places are going to have 
to be changing as well." 
Forster pointed out the change now means a 
much longer wait for Potential volunteers and 
employees waiting for results. 
"These things take at least six weeks before 
they come back," he said, adding the RCMP 
process approximately 10,000 fingerprints each 
month. 
Approximately 100 people a month apply to 
the Terrace RCMP detachment for criminal 
record checks. 
The change means it now costs people 
wanting a criminal record check $25 to have 
their fingerprints done. 
People requesting a record check to obtain 
employment also pay a $20 administrative f e 
to the detachment to pay for processing time, 
meaning it will now cost them $45. 
The city of Terrace pays the $20 admin- 
istrative fee for volunteers with non-profit soc- 
ieties and community groups but can't waive 
the new fingerprinting fee because it's a fed- 
eral requirement, payable to the receiver gen- 
eral of Canada. 
"We can't waive that, it's not our fee," said 
city administrator Denise Fisher. 
The RCMP doesn't keep these fingerprints 
,,..p- 
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on file. 
Forster said the information is returned to 
the applicant once the criminal record check 
is complete - even if they have a criminal re- 
cord. 
Forster warned background checks provide 
a false sense of security to employers and non- 
profit organizations because - depending on 
the level of disclosure requested - results don't 
necessarily reveal arrests or police interviews 
if they didn't lead to criminal convictions. 
Disclosing more than the record check ap- 
plicant wanted to reveal is one of the fastest 
growing areas for lawsuits, he added. 
"We're trying to protect the community 
from volunteers with sex offences and on the 
other hand we can get sued for disclosure. 
That's why we've really tightened it up." 
The RCMP are now telling organizations 
and employers to use criminal record checks 
as a last resort. Always check references and 
talk to past employers first, Forster said. 
"Too often you find out the person has al- 
ready told them they have a record, and 
they're still considering these people as a po- 
tential volunteer." 
Star Choice is cruising 
into your neigbourhood. 
Come and experience TV like never before. 
Check out digital picture and Dolby® surround 
sound in our state-of-the-art, custom-built 
Star Cruiser. 
You'll see everything Star Choice has to offer, 
including the most programming cho ice -  
movies, sports, and all your favourite TV 
shows. So hurry over and try out the future of 
television at the Star Cruiser, before it rolls on. 
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News In Brief 
Irish town can stay 
CITY HALL says a miniature Irish town in Jim 
Allen's front yard can stay put. 
City officials say Allen has pledged to put up a 
fence on the west side of his 5134 Agar Ave. front 
yard, effectively shielding his ongoing project - a 
replica of his hometown of Youghal - from the 
neighbours. 
A white picket fence already runs along the east 
and south side of the front yard, screening most of 
the tiny town from view. 
City officials were forced to investigate the 
structures - all about the size of dog houses - after 
complaints from what they called 'non-admirers'. 
Free bus rides to Fall Fair 
TERRACE BUSES will run passengers to and from 
the Fall Fair this coming Sunday - and better yet, 
service will be free. 
B.C. Transit, the city and the regional district 
have teamed up to offer and subsidize the first-ever 
special event service. 
After loops of lower Terrace - which will begin 
and end at Skeena Mall - buses will head off to 
the fair at 10:05 and 11:05 a.m. 
Return trips will leave the fairgrounds at 3:00 
and 4:00 p.m. 
Transit will also run fair goers out to the grounds 
on Saturday, but riders will have to pay. 
School disruption minor 
CONSTRUCTION projects at three Terrace area 
schools are on schedule and there will be minimal 
disruption to classes when students go back to 
school starts next week. 
A mechanical upgrade at Cassie Hall Elemen- 
tary is nearly complete, school district superinten- 
dent Robert Gilfillan said. 
Work there and at Thornhill primary, site of a 
heating and ventilation system upgrade, should be 
finished by the end of September. 
Once school is back in session, work inside 
those two schools will be completed in evening 
shifts. 
"There should be minimal classroom disruption," 
Gilfillan said. 
Three injured in crash 
THREE TOURISTS were injured in a single vehi- 
cle crash 42 kilometres west of Terrace Aug. 22. 
A 1996 Lexus had rolled over at the railway 
crossing on Highway 16, police said. 
The vehicle apparently did not slow down in 
time to negotiate the turn in the road, police said. 
An elderly couple, both 64, and a 12-year-old 
girl were driving to Prince Rupert in a vehicle with 
Alaskan registration when the accident happened. 
The female driver and the young girl were both 
trapped in the vehicle after it rolled over, fire chief 
Randy Smith said. 
"We had to literally lift the whole vehicle 
straight up. We used a combination of the jaws of 
life and air bags to lift it up," Smith said. 
Two occupants uffered head injuries. 
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Gas 'em 
:BRAVO to at least one federal politician for 
i linking Canadian energy exports to the soft- 
!wood lumber trade dispute. 
First to utter the idea was B.C. MP Herb 
Dhaliwal. 
Before the day was out Jean Chretien watered 
down the notion to avert panic in Alberta. 
But the prime minister did express the widely 
held cynicism prevalent in the western woods. 
It's disappointing, he said, that the Americans 
want to buy our gas on a free-trade basis but 
not our wood. 
The message is clear. 
Tempting though it might be to slap export 
duties on Canadian natural gas exports and in- 
stantly drive up American energy costs, Ottawa 
likely won't do that. 
Such a tactic would invite instant retaliation 
from Washington on other fronts. 
But - and it's a big but - if the U.S. persists 
in penalizing Canadian lumber producers with 
devastating tariffs that have repeatedly been 
overturned by international bodies, it will jeo- 
pardize its relationship with Canada. 
One of U.S. president George W. Bush's top 
priorities is to build a natural gas pipeline 
through Canadian territory to tap gas fields off 
northern Alaska. 
Ottawa has thus far been supportive, though 
there are differences on the route to take. 
No matter which route is chosen, the pipeline 
would raise issues that would have to be addres- 
sed. Will environmental risks be minimized? 
Will First Nations concerns be addressed? 
As the Americans know, we Canadians can be 
sticklers for politeness ~ind;d~e'pr'ocessl ~ ' 
. Clearly issues of this nature-would reqtiire 
studies and environmental reviews and extensive 
public input. Followed by more reviews and as- 
sessments and consultation. 
And all these things can take time. A long 
time. A very long time. 
The big one 
A TIP of the fishing hat to Ingrid Oeder. 
The visitor from Germany gets a hallowed 
spot in Terrace's history books for setting 
what's believed to be a new record for the lar- 
gest salmon ever caught on the Skeena River. 
With help from her local guide, Oeder reeled 
in a monster Chinook salmon, estimated to tip 
ithe scales at 99.6 pounds. 
: It may also be a world catch-and-release r - 
icord. 
: This sort of thing, of course, is pure gold for 
!the local tourism industry. 
We expect to hear the legend of Ingrid's catch 
shouted from the rooftops and beyond for a 
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Make v(]ndals' parents pa3, 
VICTORIA - I fully support 
the notion that children should 
not be held accountable for 
the sins of their parents, but I 
sure as hell believe in making 
parents responsible for some of 
the more destructive actions of 
their youngsters• 
To that end, I like the new 
Parental Responsibility Act, 
introduced last week by the 
provincial government• 
Under the act, property ow- 
ners who suffer property loss or 
damage through the intention- 
al act of a child can seek 
damages from the child's par- 
ents for financial compensa- 
tion. 
"Our government is com- 
mitted to fighting youth crime 
and creating safer communi- 
ties," Solicitor General Rich 
Coleman said. 
"Holding parents account- 
able for property crimes com- 
mitted by their children is a 
critical first step towards ad- 
dressing this serious issue. 
Public"safety is a c0rnerstbne 
to our quality 'of' life," he 
added. 
Property owners can sue 
through small claims court for 
up to $10,000. The new legis- 
lation excludes from liability 
foster parents, social workers, 
hospital staff and other adults 
looking after wards of the pro- 
vince or other children in care. 
Previously, property owners 
faced a legal challenge to es- 
tablish not only that the child 
..... •?iii, 
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HUBERT BEYER 
damaged the property, but also 
that the parents were negligent 
in their supervision of the 
child• 
Under the; new legisiation, 
parents wil lhave a respons- 
ibility to demonstrate hat they 
were exercising reasonable 
supervision over the child - 
and also that they made rea- 
sonable efforts to prevent or 
discourage the child .from .e a-., 
that caused the damage. 
Thelma and Louise, as the 
two lone NDP members of the 
legislature Joy MacPhail and 
Jenny Kwan have been nick- 
named, immediately con- 
demned the legislation as un- 
fair and unworkable. 
The law, they said, would 
punish mostly poor families 
who couldn't pay any resulting 
fine anyway. Various anti-pov- 
erty groups have expressed si- 
milar opinions• 
Well, they are supposed to 
oppose. That's their job as 
members of the opposition, al- 
beit not the official one. But I 
fail to see why poverty should 
be used as an excuse to re- 
lieve parents of the respons- 
ibility for the actions of their 
children. 
Poverty is undeniably one 
of the root causes of crime• 
When you don't have enough 
to eat, you are more likely to 
commit a crime to get food 
than someone with a well-fed 
belly. 
But the kind of transgres- 
sion we are talking about here 
is different. The willful de- 
struction or defacing of proper- 
ty is not done to enhance the 
perpetrators' way of life• It is a 
wanton act of irresponsibility 
that doesn't result in any mon- 
etary gain. 
In another age, that of my 
childhood, such a law was un- 
• neces,~ary. T, he adult world 
: r,~h~,,~ha, d..,djSferent recourses,' 
one  01 ~ ~Wi~iCh was that any 
adult catching you at some-' 
thing bad would give you a 
walloping you were not likely 
to forget. It had great preven- 
tive value. 
And if you still insisted on 
being bad, you paid the price. 
Once, a friend and I, we 
were about eight or nine at the 
time, were stealing cherries. 
Trying not to linger I ripped 
a whole branch off a tree when 
l saw the owner. 
My friend was faster and got 
away. I got caught and the en- 
suing treatment on my back- 
side reminded me for days that 
crime doesn't pay. I never did 
that again• 
Today, of course, you would 
end up being charged with and 
convicted of assault if you so 
much as gave a youngster a
few good slaps on the rear, 
never mind that he just trashed 
your home or cherry tree, for 
that matter. 
I don't delude myself into 
believing that this new law will 
miraculously end youth vandal- 
ism, but at least it sends a 
message to parents that they 
should be prepared to bear 
some responsibility for the 
actions of their children. 
But perhaps the law may be  
successfully applied against 
graffiti artists, many of whom 
are underage• There are few 
walls in Victoria that haven't 
been defaced by graffiti, most 
' 6f Wlii~:h iTGod'hwful tO ~ 15o6t!';: 
The Parental Responsibility 
Act isn't the most earth-sh.qk, 
ing legislation to come out of 
Victoria, but it is at least a 
new approach to an old pro - .  
blem, an approach that may 
hold some promise. : 
And that I like. 
Beyer can be reached at: E, 
mail: hubert@coolcom.com; Tel 
(250) 381-6900;  Web 
http ://www'hube rtbeyer'c°m 
Beware of th(, grandparents 
CUMULATIVE news re- 
ports suggest children are at 
unusual risk of serious in- 
jury, even death, whenever 
they visit grandparents, espe- 
cially if the grandparents live 
in the country and the kids 
hail from the city. 
Every few weeks the news 
reports a kid drowning in a 
dugout or a creek, suffocating 
in a grain bin or dying of ex- 
posure after wandering off in 
bush. They are run over by 
tractors or combines, tram- 
pled by livestock, and lost 
their legs in grain augers. 
On August 15 in Bowden, 
Alberta a brother and sister, 
aged 13 and i 1, died on their 
grandparents' farm when one 
wall of a natural sand pit col- 
lapsed as they played after 
lunch, The kids had dug there 
many times before. Only this 
time the sand shifted, suffo- 
cating them under sand so 
deep even police dogs failed 
to detect heir bodies. 
i i::/i 
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CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
As grandma of two girls, 
now 9 and 10, I've always 
felt responsible for their well 
being while they're with me, 
far beyond any anxiety I felt 
raising my own two girls. So 
keen is this anxiety I rarely 
take my granddaughters with 
me when I drive. 
Why are visiting grand- 
children so prone to disaster 
while in the care of loving 
grandmas and grandpas? 
Judging-by my own physi- 
cal limitations~ I expect hat 
grandparents' mobility re- 
strictions underlie the unrea- 
sonably high number of  
children who die while visit- 
ing grandparents' farms. 
Held back by arthritis, em- 
physema nd bunions, we lag 
behind healthy, eager three- 
year-old legs. Instead of ac- 
companying the kids on their 
expeditions, we have to make 
do with issuing orders, and 
trusting the kids to behave as 
they're told. 
This leaves us hoping con- 
ditions have not changed 
since last we saw a slough or 
creek. But a heavy rain might 
have filled a pond or undercut 
a creek bank without our 
knowing. 
We also feel more relaxed 
about rules, expecting our 
grandkids to have the savvy 
of a farm kid, Few do, how- 
ever, i f they've grown up on 
pavement. 
And that leads to a prime 
reason for city kids' vulner- 
ability - their woeful naivete 
about all things rural. 
No lifeguards watch over. 
farm dugouts• The bush lacks 
phones to call 911. And even 
though TV and Nintendo 
people revive to populate 
another episode or game, 
country air resuscitates no 
one. 
You can't expect City kids 
to be country wise when their 
parents arim't. At our recent 
farm reunion, the host lined 
up five restored tractors from 
a Ford Farmall to a hefty 
Massy Fergusson with wheels 
taller than a man 
As each family arrived, the 
men and kids migrated to the 
tractors as though magnetical- 
ly drawn by some giant un- 
seen force. 
One city mother, watching 
her five-year-old crank the 
steering wheel, asked, "Can 
he get hurt on that?" 
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BETI'Y CAMPBELL says she's ready to take on 
a bigger role in the community as a city council. Meet the lot. Family: single parent of two teenagers 
Terrace property/business interests: None, 
She's been an active force since she arrived (House in Thornhill) 
here - via a six-year journey that took her to nur- 
sing posts in Ottawa, Quebec, Prince RupErt and Statement: 
a northwest B.C. logging camp - from Australia 1 will: 
in i953. 1. Push for Terrace to create its own City Po- 
Campbell, an RN who worked as a nurse here didates lice Force. Terrace City Police Force members 
for 32 years, spent another 17 years with the c a n  " would be more community-orientated, spending 
Heart and Stroke Foundation, stepping down as most of their careers here, growing with and 
regional coordinator in 1997. being part of the community, not just passing 
She stresses he has no hidden agenda - other through. I suspect hey'd work closer with City 
than to serve the public to the best of her ability. Council also. 
"I always get the impression that those guys 2. Work to create a pedes- 
on council aren't very approachable," she says, A Sept. 8 byelection wi l l  f i l l  a vacant seat on city trian overpass/underpass con- 
adding she'd be different, council Here's your guide to the five candidates, necting South Kalum and 
"I will always keep an open door." • North Kalum. 
She wants to see council co-sponsor a youth 3. Support second sheet of 
drop-in centre with local business and immedia- ice. Possibly old Co-op site 
tely start working on a long-term plan to deal tied in with Kalum St. pedes- 
with the future housing and health needs of our "I just want to ensure we carry on," he said. Age: 61 trian crossing. 
aging Baby Boom population. Nominated by: Marilyn Kerr and Bill McRae 4 .  S u p p o r t 
Age:58 Occupation: retired music teacher, partner in upgrading/expanding Farmers Bob  Etb  
Age: 79 Nominated by: Vesta Douglas and Shayne Braid Northwest Academy of Performing Arts, marriage "Market. 
Nominated by: Dr. Alex Enriques and Elizabeth Occupation: retired, former director of engineer- commissioner 5. (a). Review taxi licen- 
Clent ing for the City of Terrace Been here: 38 years sing and business in Terrace. 
Occupation: retired Been here: 32 years, with stints away Lives at: #5-3215 Kenney St. (b) Investigate posssibility of local drinking 
Been here: 47 years Lives at: 4514 Cedar Crescent Family: Married 36 years, one daughter establishments supplying shuttle bus service to 
Lives at: #53-3232 Apsley St. Family: wife Marilyn and two grown sons Terrace property/business interests: co-own its customers. 
Family: Two daughters: Susan and Leslie Terrace property/business interests: house, rental house at 3416 Bruce St. 6. Develop a strategy to promote Terrace as a 
i Terrace property/business interests: home partner with son Mike in McBike Shop desirable retirement and tourism centre. 
Statement :  I believe the 7. Push for feasibility study for construction of 
Statement: Statement: coming years will bring thai- a one-way bridge heading off Ferry Island, north 
I am asking for your support so that I may I've seen many changes in the city in the past longing and exciting times, toward Terrace Curling Rink, building an over- 
have the opportunity to serve on our city council. 14 years while working with City Council. Employment and economic pass over tracks to Greig Avenue. This would 
As a senior citizen I have the time, enegy and Some highlights are greatly improved streets, development must be our first solve Sande overpass congestion and many traf- 
willingness to work full time on council matters, sidewalks, parks, planning and economic dove- priority. We need to explore fie flow problems. We must make tough deci- 
I will give my unbiased, honest opinion and pro- lopment, many options and make timely sions now, and stop looking for band-aid solu- 
raise to judge each issue on its merits for the I'm prepared to address the issues and take decisions. /ions or leaving it for future City Councils to 
best interests of the whole community, immediate informed involvement at council and As an independent business solve our traffic woes. 
I feel I can be an advocate and a woman for eomrnittee meetings, person and volunteer, I have 8. If elected I'm donating the $335 biweekly 
all ages. I feel the City must take action to strengthen developed the skills to assess Marilyn stipend to local charities: food bank, anti-pover- 
1 shall continue to promote the work of the our local economy, financial statement, cash Dav ies  ty, homeless helter etc. And I'm challenging 
Greater Terrace Beautification We need to work with other northern commu- flows and balance sheets, other candidates to do likewise. 
Society. i ::~: ~:: '~ .... ~ Health care issues and the iizi! nities to pressure the provincial government to We must never underestimate he financial 
recognize our needs and concerns, burden to the taxpayers. 
woods industry are two major The Council has to lobby There is a limit to what they can bear. ROGER LECLERC 
concerns with which 1 am fa- both the federal and provincial / ~  [ [ I
miller. I was an RN for thirty- governments for grant funding ilii:~ ...................... ' I think cities are simply individuals with corn- AS A TRUSTEE and past chairman of the school 
two years and I am familiar for the multiplex. !! ~:ili~ men goals and concerns, board, Roger Leelerc is no stranger to the'world 
with the current issues and my We need to work together Careful investigation is needed before consen- He was on the board during the turbulent era 
husband was a logger for el- with the regional district to i~ sus can be reached so I am not a single issue in which the provincial government forcibly 
most forty years. I feel our Bet ty  address the feelings of Thorn- candidate, fused the Terrace and Kitimat districts together 
council should take a more hill residents to ensure their 1 ~  I 38 years volunteer experience with the public to form the Coast Mountains School District. 
proactive approach in address- Campbell acceptance of this project. The has given me the skills to be a good listener. I In the midst of massive cuts forced by the pro- 
ing both these problems, people have said they want will take responsibility for conclusions, wince, Leclerc resigned as chairman - calling 
More affordable senior housing is needed and this project, let's get it corn- Stew I believe in recycling. Partnered with the Re- the board dysfunctional - so he could take on as 
I would like to be involved in this area. pleted. Chr i s tensen  gional District, we must succeed in making this more active role as a trustee. Other trustees had 
Another topic that interests me is the need for Another multi-million-dollar enviornmental responsibility a reality, forced him to abstain from budget meetings over 
a teen drop-in centre, project facing us is a new landfill. We must ad- With imagination, hard work and persever- what they claimed was a conflict of interest be- 
Terrace has been my home for 48 years. I love dress very long term concerns environmentally ante we will have an exciting future, cause his wife worked in the board office. 
this city, it has been good to me and I want to and financially as we build this landfill. I believe ! have the ability, time and the pro- He chose not to seek a third term. 
return the favour. With the higher cost of landfilling we need to yen effective work ethic to be a successful Running for city council, he says, is a logical 
take a serious look at the 3R's Reduce, Reuse Councilor for the City of Terrace. follow-up. 
STEW CHRISTENSEN and Recycle. "I've always enjoyed challenges in my life 
STEW CHRISTENSEN says the notion of run- These are just a few of the many issues that I BOB ERB and it's the next step," he said. 
would like to work on in the next year. I ask for, BEST KNOWN as the local candidate for the Leclerc has also served as a volunteer fire- 
ning for council did occur to him while, he .... your support'0n September 8th.' . . . .  5. B .C ,  Marijuana Party in the recent provincial fighter and on the boards of 16/37 Community worked for the city. r . : . . . . .  
More than a year ago, as his plans for March election, Bob Erb is now aiming at city hall. Future and the Terrace Economic Advisory Com- 
1 retirement became known, he was asked if he If elected to council, he says, he'd make re- mission. 
would run for council in 2002. MAFIYLIN DAVIES form of the RCMP into a city police force a 
He just didn't realize a by-election would MARYLIN DAVIES brings an extensive volun- major goal. Age: 50 
mean his chance would come up so quickly, teer history and time to serve to her bid for a Erb got just over four per cent of the votes Nominated by: Mary Greenwood and William 
The city's former director of engineering is no council seat. cast in Terrace in the provincial election. Lenuik 
stranger to public office; he spent 11 years as a She says she believes in continued fiscal re-  He's been active in local sports groups, notab- Occupation: manager of Interconnect employ- 
school board trustee in Terrace. straint and generally supports council's current ly the executive of the Terrace Bluebacks Swim men/and training centre 
During his 14 years with the city, Christensen direction. Club and as a minor softball coach. Been here: 50 years 
helped the city bring the Frank St. well on line. "There is a limit to what the taxpayers can He vows to turn his council pay over to local Lives at: 4615 Westview Dr. 
And he worked closely with many of the cur- pay," she says. "They can't pay much more." charities if elected. Family: married with three teen children 
rent councillors, and long-standing mayor Jack Davies campaigned for the B.C. Liberals in "If you're really truly serving your community Terrace property/business interests: house 
Talstra. the provincial election and continues to serve then you don't need to be paid for your time." 
"I'd like the opportunity to work on council with the party. Statement: 
with them," he said. Davies sa~,s citizens must recognize city hall Age: 49 I'm running for city council because I believe 
One of the goals he'd like to see council ac- doesn't have direct jurisdiction over health care Nominated by: John MacCormack and Charles that I can make a difference. 
eomplish is building a multiplex, problems, which she said will have to be solved Smoley I was born in Terrace and have lived here 
He counts lowering residential taxes over the elsewhere. Occupation: construction worker most of my life, and have a vested interest in the 
past decade as one of council's biggest aecom- One issue she does want to advance is recyc- Been here: 31 years community and want to see things improve soci- 
plishments, ling. Lives at: 3514 Dogwood Ave. in Thomhill ally and economically. 
I have been involved with many community 
1- people and groups as a volun- Where do teer and °lected °fficia' °" I numerous organizations and ::iS: 
boards. 
I have spent 25 years in the i:~: :~.~; they  s tand?  f°rest sect°r and have felt the ' i 
highs and lows of thai indu- .i=: ~:::~iii~i~ ,~ I 
str . , 
This experience provided ~ ~  I 
......... t l ............ 
Q esti Betty me knowledge of resource- u on Campbell based industries, Roger 
l believe that the economy Leclerc 
iSome seniors get free garbage collection and others don't __ of the community is the single 
[depending on whether they live in their own house or an biggest issue at the present ime, and the econ- 
iapartment complex. Should the city eliminate the exemption omy is deeply driven by the resource-based indu- 
land make all seniors pay regular rates for garbage pickup in stries. 
[the name of equality? YES  NO NO NO NO Without an active resource-based sector this 
community will struggle and not reach its full 
Should residential garbage pickup be completely privalized potential as a regional centre. 
if it saves money? YES  NO YES  NO YES  city council needs to support all aspects of 
-]- the economy like the serv=ce, education, health, 
Do you support council's decision to cut positions at the • j and tourism sector to maintain a stable commun- 
RCMP detachment o help balance the budget? NO YES YES YES NO ity'i would work towards enhancing the quality of 
Do you favour further investigation of replacing the RCMP life within the community by working with the 
hare with a city police force? NO NO NO YES  NO citizens and city council. 
In this age of economic hallenges there are 
Home owners who want their street repaved now pay part of still things that can be accomplished if the tom- 
the cost through Local Improvement Projects, Some say the munity works together. 
system isn't fair and doesn't work. Would you eliminate LIPs 
and have the city pay for all repaying, even if that Increases ! 
ta,,es7 ' NO NO NO YES NO " " "  
Should city council issue a gay pride, proclamation to end Each candidate was asked to submit a 200-word 
the human riglats tribunal action against It for refusing to statement outlining their objectives if elected. 
proclaim a gay pride day last year? YES  NO NO NO jr NO Other information is presented by the Standard. 
A series of questions on potential fi~ture issues 
The city paid nearly half the $700,000 cost of building the , was also put to the candidates, resulting in the 
linear park. Was that a good use of money? Y E S YES Y E S YES: Y E S question-and-answer chart at/eft. 
Much less federal-provincial grant money will be available for , It should be noted many cmzdidates had difficul- 
ty giving some answers. the multiplex than the city had hoped, Should the city scale [ NO 
down the current plans for a multiplex? YES  YES  YES  YES  , On situations ,/,at might increase ,axe,. or save 
money some said they'd /teed to know the anwunt 
Would you make a new pedestrian crossing of the railway t of money involved. 
tracks a high priority, Increasing taxes if necessary to pay for l Some candidates aid they'd favour giving all 
it? NO NO NO YES NO seniors free garbage collection to level the play- 
' ingfield, 
j t t 
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SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
3 DAY A IR  MILES 
"I l I I l l  J I i I 
.:~-VALID:.THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY AUGUST 30  -SI:~- a ,-MBER 1 ,, ZOO 
..... BONUS [~] "~'~-% 100 ',  AIR MILES'rewardmiles! ,~^~ 
" %~'~"Y' WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM $100.00 PURCHASE . . . . . . .  
I .  Limit ol one bonus offer~,er visit., Coupon must be.,Dresenled attime Of purchase.. AIR MILES' coupons are only 
I valid on base AIR MILES earned., Base AIR MILES offer- 1 reward mile ;or every S20 spenl. Excluoes tooacco. • AIR 
~M~LES~up~nscann~tbec~mbinedwi~hany~therdis~un~ffer~rA~RM~LES~`~up~n~erindudingCust~rner I1!1!1!1!1!1 ! ! ! !!11 I Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. • Excludes eleclronics tobacco poslaqe stamps transit i~asses, event hckel sales, qifl 
I certificate sales, and fuel purchases. Pharmacy prescriptions now qual~ for bonus AIR MILES reward miles offers.The 
I colleclion of AIR MILES' reward miles for prescnp~ionpurposes may vary by province and is governed by provincial 
I governments, provincial requlato~y aulhoril=es and th=re party insuranceplans, Coupon enective at all your participating 




: Lucerne  . 
',Milk 
II Assor ted  var iet ies.  
Inc lud ing  Choco la te .  
1 4 Litre. 
While stocks last. Coupon effective at 
your Saleway Stores only. 
I Limit one coupon per customer. 
'$ ]  Coupon effective from 
August 30 to 
SAFEW^Y September 1,2001 








EXTREME SPECIAL PRICE 
"~i~.. ~ • 
~~~ the fi~,r~,! ........... SAF WAY CLUB 
,~ ~; ~ ............................ : . ' . '  "" " : ,,".'." ~ " EXTREME SPECIAL PRICE 
l Old Dutch ~.. . .... Oven Joy 
~, , ,~ ,  Hot Dog Buns 
,' ' ~':.[~' ;' Assorted varieties 400 g ~ ~  Or Hamburger Buns, 
' Package of 8, 
• ~U~', h ,' SAVE at least $218 on two I ; '~ .~ .,:; . .... ;i, ' "~"~ ~ "  SAVE at least $1,20 
I i 
/ /  
i :~i~: i:~ ii ¸  
i i:, ~I ~:~ ~"~-i~: 
i-'i~ i '~'~;~ '~ ~! 
: ;~ i..:..; i'~ 
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BLOIA /Ot lT I _  
~ALL FRESH & FROZEN 
MEAT & SEAFOOD 
tit 
AMID THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY Ai_i_r-IILST 30  :-~:Sir'I"/I:MIIIER 1 ,~ 'u~ 
300 BONUS ~  AIR MILES reward miles! ,T~"EWAY 
'~°~" WITH COUPON AND A MIN IMUM $200.00  PURCHASE 
• Limit of one bonus offer~,er visit., Coupon must be~oresented at lime of p,urchase., AIR MILES" couponsare only 
valid on base AIR MILES earned, o Base AIR MILES offer - 1 reward mile ~or every $20 spent, Exc~uaes tooacco., AIR 
M LES" c°up°ns cann° be c°mb ned w h any °lher disc°unl °lfer °r AIR MILES" c°up°n offer' including Customer O IIl!t!l!l!l!lLl!l!l!l!!l II 
Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. • Excludes electronics, tobacco, postafle slamps, Iransd passes, evenl llckel sales, qdt 
certificate sales, and fuel purchases• Pharmacy prescriptions now quality for bonus AIR MILES ® reward miles offers,The 
collec ion of AIR MILES = reward miles for prescnpt~onpurposes may vary by province and is governed by prowncial 
governments provincial re~ulalory authorities and thirdgarty insuranceplans. Coupon effeclive at all your parhcipaling 




EXTREME SPECIAL PRICE 
k~ : ~ i : , : ~  EXTREME SPECIAL PRICE 
~.~,Ht Ii~lP,1LllIII,. " ;N 
~ ~. ~,~,,,-~ ............ 
P )S izz/a2 
28FIRSTONEi~:C~'tOso's:,.I:IiI::i.::;; :i ' : ii'ii~il ill:: 
, l es ;  L:.I; ~ ~ :i~ 
HOU!;E "IOE.D :~ ~1 EAR 'I;I ~ 
PRICEAPPLIES ~) 
~ sAVE;~[. ~ ........ !~c '"":!: 
0 
SAFEWAY CLUB 
EXTREME SPECIAL PRICE 
Lucerne 
Cheese Slices 
Assorted varieties. Process 
Cheese Food. 500 g• 
SAVE at least $2,78 on two 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Chamber of Com- 
merce not understand? We 
the working staff of local 
businesses don't want to 
give up our well-deserved 
statutory holidays. 
We have organized pe- 
titions time and again sta- 
The Mail Bag 
this holiday shoplging, idea 
": tf~;gt~ha'~twfeCsth;:~dith~Svent°ot fr°~labBoCu'r Day: Well yes, I ~:;:gn ?:rr:;at. utOry hoh Here we go again 
What part of "No" does keep on doing this every have worked at the same We all thank you. 
couple of years. 
Nothing has changed -
we still deserve our 3 day 
week-ends to spend with 
our families: 
Canada Day: well yes 
I 'm Canadian. 
B.C. Day: Well yes, l'm 
place for 23 years. 
November 11: Yes I go 
to the Remembrance Day 
parade each year. 
So once again I ask the 
Mayor and council mem- 
bers to decline Chamber of 
Commerce's idea of elimi- 
Diane Pipe 
Terrace B,C, 
(Editor's Note: it was a 
recent survey by the Ter- 
race Economic Develop. 
ment Authority, not the 
chamber, that raised the 
holiday shopping issue.) 
Service not geared to out-of-town loggers 
Dear Sir: choice because it's closed on Satur- tedby the logging industry, but some 
This is a beautiful country we live 
ALL ,  STAR ' 
Shoes &,Repairs :  
4617 Lakelse Ave. :~ 1635-6703 
Ill James W. Radelet RADELET & COMPANY Barrislers & Solicitors 
Tax Law * Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
1330. 107,5 West Georgia Skeet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
WHEN YOU'RE THINKING RV THINK... 
1 
in but right now there are a few 
things that really pick me. 
We live in Elsworth Camp and 
are loggers. Anything we do, plan- 
ning on one complete day, we come 
to Terrace and get food, parts and 
whatever we need for the next 
month. 
As it is we have to take Friday off 
so we can get to the bank of our 
day and Sunday, the days we don't 
usually work, so we have lost $400 
for that day's pay. 
Now what really picks me is that 
to get a dentist appointment you 
have to take another day off, be- 
cause they rarely work Fridays and 
your teeth never hurt on convenient 
days so now my only choice is to rip 
this tooth out with pliers. 
Terrace is a town that is suppor- 
important businesses are never open 
evenings or weekends when we 
could use them. 
They want us to shop local but 
when they are closed we go to an- 
other town and sometimes never 
come back. 
Loggers do not work 9-5. Please 
think about this. 
Laurie Reynolds 
EIsworth Camp B.C. 
Gays are no example for kids 
ary, that lost its popularity 
years ago. It is "sin". 
We are all guilty of it. 
People don't want to think 
about it, for it makes them 
accountable for their ac- 
tions. 
To ignore it, you can 
then just chalk it up to a 
preferred (or chosen) life- 
style. 
Homosexuality does not 
set an example for child- 
ren any more than adult- 
ery, which is also between 
consenting adults. 
Yet, both may love 
children, dearly, as I do, 
The most important hing, 
for a child, is a proper ex- 
ample and we are all re- 
sponsible for this. 
Lavallee is right when 
she wrote people, beliefs, 
morals etc. have changed. 
They are forever chan- 
ging, as well as science. 
People are fallible. Their 




Class C Bigfoot-24' 
The detailed finishing is BETTER THAN ANY 
OTHER CLASS C on the market. 
Dear Sir: 
In regard to the letter 
written by Kyla Lavallee, I
agree completely that I 
have no right, whatsoever, 
to speak for anyone, other 
than myself, and I don't 
want to. 
Also, I do not make 
threats, just quote from the 
Holy Bible. 
I have never claimed to 
speak for anyone other 
than myself. 
There's a little three 
letter word, in the diction- 
 bilu 
Ultimate Advantage Diesei Pusher 
Ultibay Chassis, True Air, Store More 
Feature for Feature THE BEST PUSHER 
in this Price range, 
~.~, '~ '~d l " :  ~'~ I I,,,"JlnWl'," 
"~b,~ . ,~  dl  ~ ' i  
Mirage 28RK Deluxe 5th Wheels 
Aluminum frame, Flex steel furnishings, 
Double slide-outs, Wide variety of floorplans 
DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE AVAILABI E.-EVERYIHINO CAN DE HANDLED BY PHONE 
Call Martin Crosbie for More Information 
1-800-567-0085 
17535 55B Ave, Surrey, BC V3S 5V2 
Visit our Web Site at www.tblnkrvs-ottomoblles.com 
The 4th ANNUAL SKEENA VALLEY 
EMERGENCY SERVICES CHALLENGES was a huge 
success. The Thornhill Volunteer Firefighters 
Association would like to say thank you to: 
• Blue Ridge Graphics 
• Bornite Mountain Wildlife & 
Taxidermy Studio 
• Canadian Tire 
• Coast Mountain Electric 
~ l ~ ; ] "  ~l Emai Iquick. net : ..... 
• Janitors' Warehouse 
* River Industries 
• Skeena Mall Merchants 
• Telus 
• Terrace Equipment 
• Terrace Freightliner . . . . .  
. . . . .  " 'Totem Furniture &Appliances,=,: 
• Tower Radio 
• Kokanee (Labatts Brewery) * Twin River Power 
* McDonalds . . .  for ~ ~i~~, " Neid Enterprises  
• Peterbuilt "~ "" 
" Profire /hank  you 
your support! /"  ~ i 
i 




NHL, NBA, MLB,  NFL, CFL & Col lege 
Team Jerseys & Caps 
I I  
615-5582 
4660 Lakelse St., Terrace 
i ¸ 
I T  ALL I :  
f lBE6IN5 
WE TH WATER! 
l i t  i S  a critical component of human lifeXi 
TaP  water that is healthy and great 
tasting is increasingly rare these days. 
S ince 1933, EVERPURE has been turning 




Naturopath ic  Doctor  
Naturopathic Doctors help individuals create optimal 
health, vibrant energy and joy of living, using natural 
therapies and gentle techniques including: 
• Allergy Testing • Vitamin/Herbal Medicine 
• Preventative Medicine • Homeopathic Medicine 
• Acupuncture • I.V. Treatments 
• Nutritional, Lifestyle and Attitudinal Consultations 
I ~(~;~12"~i~ : aturopath lc  Phys ic ian  I 
I ,~.~.~/~J~ 1283 Ma in  S t . '  Sml thers  I 
[ ~:.~,~.a' Te l :  (250)  847-0144 I 
ET ALL BE&ZN5 W.rTH WATER/ 
It is a critical component of human life!l ~ I 
Tap water that is healthy and great tasting ~ A I 
is increasingly rare these days. Since . . *~11111i~l  
1933, EVERPURE has been turning ' i ' : ' : :~~l  
ordinary tap water Into sparking, great i'~!&.; 
tasting, healthy water. Your authorized ~ 
EVERPURE dealer is 
SURETECH SYSTEMS & SOLUTIONS 
Call 250-635-7410 now for more information[ 
VIVA CLINIC 
4506 Lakelse. 635-2194 
Frances Birdsell, Natural Health Practitioner 
HEAL with an integrated program: 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Herbal Tea, Aromatherapy Oil, Clay Poultice, Applied 
Heat/Cold, Diet/Environmental Changes, Natural Therapies 
MASSAGE, FOOT or EAR REFLEXOLOGY, 
EAR CANDLING, SPIRITUAL HEALING 
1 
From front 
Hawkair gets second 
plane, hires more staff 
airport has just recorded a W( i  i ! i i i !g t 'k : ! i : '¢~ : work We dtdn t knOWno, f $200,000 profit credited in 
large part to the Hawkair 
factor. 
"We think we're going People did show up. 
to be able to do the same Hawkair now carries 
thing for Smithers," Men- 2,500 to 2,800 people a 
zies said. "I 'm sure people month out of Terrace. 
would rather fly out of That's around athird of the 
their own airport han drive local market share. 
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HOUSE OF COMMONS MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Andy Burton Serving Terrace, Kitimat. Smithcrs & Prince Rupert 
Member of.parliament Monuments Concerned personal 
for Skeena Bronze Plaques sera, ice in the Northwest 
Constituency Office Terrace Crema toriu m Since 1946 
4654 Lazel[e Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 156 4626 Davis Street " 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 ,.. Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 IA  R,m~ol~ 1'hone 635-2444 • Fax 635'635-2160 Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 
E-mail: andy@andyburton.ca H-~/umx:lotion 24 hour pager 
Website: www.and~,burton.ca 
"These appliances are darn heavy" 
four hours." 
Hawkair is now on a 
hiring spree to prepare for 
expansion. 
It now employs 40 
people - 34 in Terrace 
with a few each in Prince 
Rupert and Vancouver. 
Menzies said up to a 
dozen staff could be added 
in Smithers, including five 
more pilots. The reserva- 
tions office in Terrace will 
also hire at least two more 
people. 
Hawkair continues to 
seek investors and other fi- 
nancing to help eventually 
buy their planes, rather 
than lease them. 
Owning the planes, ra- 
ther than spending money 
on lease payments,would 
dramatical ly improve 
Hawkair's bottom line, 
Menzies said. 
"We are profitable," he 
said. "We're running on a 
razor-thin margin, but we 
are profitable." 
Hawkair can't run at a 
loss, he noted. 
"We're not Air Canada. 
We can't lose $100 mil- 
lion a quarter and laugh 
about it." 
The second plane will 
arrive from Newfoundland, 
where it was operated by 
Air Atlantic. As with Haw- 
kair's first plane, it's being 
leased from IMP Group of 
Halifax. 
Dave Menzies 
The homegrown airline 
took flight almost a year 
ago when the three Haw- 
kair partners - Menzies, 
Rod Hayward and Paul 
Hawkins - shifted gears 
from running a cargo air- 
line to carrying people. 
They staked the compa- 
"A year ago we 
were just about 
broke. We didn't 
know if any of this 
was going to work. 
We didn't know if 
anyone was going 
to show up and get 
on the plane." 
ny and most of their perso- 
nal assets on the idea, 
Menzies said. 
None of them was cer- 
tain their venture would 
prove viable, that the pub- 
lic would embrace it and 
they wouldn't be squashed 
by the corporate might of 
the Air Canada monopoly. 
"A year ago we were 
just about broke," Menzies 
recalls. "We didn't know if 
any of this was going to 
"We had put everything 
we could possibly muster NOW everybody knows that Maytag appliances are truly one of the best brands in 
into this," he said, "If the business. Now the wise guys in management want to let everybody know 
people didn't turn up and 
use the service it wouldn't about the great sale prices now on Maytag appliances. Great for the customer, 
have la.sted a week." sure. Great for the store sales, we'll grant them that. But they forgot about us, the 
Hawkair has had a 
colourful history, poor guys that have to move these appliances into the homes, which incidentally 
It got its start flying in also involves moving the old ones out of the way as part of the Totem Service they 
and out of northern B.C. 
mines with the world's (we, actually) deliver. Check these prices out. Maytag built-in d ishwashers ale 
only surviving Bristol priced fi'om $469, deluxe 19 cu. ft. refrigerators only $799, gas ranges from 
Freighters, giant propeller- 
driven cargo planes that $699, washer  & dryer pairs priced from $1148, plus portable dishwashers,  
date from the 1950s. cook-tops and wall ovens all on sale. Plus with your good credit, you wont have 
When engines acted up 
in one of their cargo tO pay for your maytag appliance for 90 days.'oAc So guess who is going to be 
planes, Anglican priests lugging all these appliances that are going to sell with prices like these? I think you 
were brought in to bless 
the engines and drizzle know, we sure do. The only good things is that they are Maytag appliances, 
them with holy water, knowing we wont be back for a long, long time to replace it. So I'm sure we'll be 
But the decline of 
mining in. B.C. in the seeing some of you 
1990s forced the company 
to seek new markets. 
That meant flying unus- 
ual jobs - such as when 
they transported a panting 
and kicking herd of agita- 
ted reindeer from the 
Aleutian Islands to Red 
Deer, Alberta. 
The merger last year of 
Canadian Airlines and Air 
Canada created a new op- 
portunity. 
Ottawa approved the 
merger but put in place 
rules designed to prevent 
the big carrier from using 
its might to drive new 
startup airlines out of busi- 
ness. 
High school reno may 
Dlock after school use 
maintenance superinten- 
d e n,t ~Rglle;~lr.~ilfi Ilan:,said~., 
Work will take place 
outside of school hours to 
avoid disrupting students 
but the many community 
groups that use the 30- 
year-old school may be in- 
convenienced. 
RECREATIONAL sports 
.teams and :o commp.~ity 
;groups that,use Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School 
on evenings and weekends 
for games and meetings 
may have to make alter- 
nate plans this fall. 
The school is the site of 
a $2,2 million heating and 
ventilation system upgrade 
expected to start in Sep- 
tember or early October. 
"There will be impacts 
on user groups," Coast 
Mountains School District 
"We're going to have to 
look closely at user groups 
and when we're going to 
be able to allow them to 
use the school," he said. 
Bids on the upgrade 
closed Friday. Once the 
"- BEGINNER BELLY'  
 ANcE c,AssEs / 
!,~.~.~,.~/~illi,.,b Learn the basics of belly dance. / 
' ~ Y  Eight week course, one night weekl H 
J~l~[ Instructor: Nancy Lamming | 
. / ;~[  ~ Start Date: Monday September 17 / 
l i Jm; l ; .  Time: 8:00 p.m.- g:00 p.m. / 
| ~  Location: Terrace Arena Banquet Room | 
I li.~lq~\ Last class Monday, November 19 / 
l i!!!'\?L **MUST PRE-REGISTER** / 
\ For more information, or / 
I]'tl I t, \'~,'~, to register, please call J 
Nancy at (250)635-2403 J 
tender is awarded, the 
~ c0ntractor's work schedule 
will be determined. 
Only then will the scale 
of the impact on user 
groups be known. 
Gilfillan said work will 
take place between 4 p.m. 
to 8 a.m. and on weekends. 
nect w i th  
~ :~: .... ~i~ : ~ii~i ~i~i ~ I~I~ 
Transi t  
. . . .  and  
i 
Now there's more service for shoppers and students! 
College half-hour service during morning & afternoon rush hour times 
Thornhill two new weekday trips and one new Saturday trip. : 
Saturday service every hour on most routes. 
New low floor buses for easier access - no more steps! 
expand your  t rave l  opt ions  
Pick up your new Rider's Guide today! Terrace Regional Transit .... your transit connection! 
_~BCTmnsit  I City of Terrace ] Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine I Transitlnfo 635.2666 www.busonline.ca 1306 
Come talk to us at the Fair! 
Government of 
Canada Exhib,t 
Skeena Val ley Fall Fair 
Thornhill Community Centre 
3091 Century Street 
~' Terrace 
ber I and 2 
qoon - 8:OOp.m. 
ouneay, ,u:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
We're making it easier for youto get information 
about government services you need. 
While you're at the Skeena Valley Fall Fair, stop 
by the Government of Canada Exhibit and talk 
to one of our information officers. 
Learn about the hundreds of services available 
to Canadians. 
Can adl; 
5 • • 
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Election finances 
Logging firms, doctors gave 
most cash to Harris campa,gn 
NDP backers saved their cash this time, starving Giesbrecht 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
FEW PEOPLE doubted the Lib- 
erals would cruise to victory in 
Skeena in the May provincial 
election. 
But supporters of Roger Harris 
poured money into his campaign 
coffers as if they were in the fight 
of their lives, 
In contrast, trade unions who 
traditionally contribute to the 
New Democrat campaign clearly 
decided to save their money this 
time around. 
That's the picture that emerges 
from the election income/expenses 
reports filed with Elections BC. 
Below, a summary of the cam- 
paigns of the two main contenders, 
Harris and NDP incumbent Helmut 
Giesbrecht. 
Liberals 
At $71,200, Harris' campaign 
spent double the amount Rick Woz- 
ney did in 1996 in his unsuccessful 
bid to topple Giesbrecht. 
Harris was able to go on that kind 
of spending spree in large part be- 
cause he received more than 
$48,000 in local contributions in 
cash and kind. 
Wozney raised just under 
$29,000. 
However, any direct comparison 
creates a false picturel In 1996 Re- 
form BC's Andy Burton was in the 
race and diverted cash that would 
likely have gone to the Libs. In fact, 
Wozney and Burton between them 
raised $58,600 locally. 
Harris received approximately 
$11,500 from individuals, $33,700 
from corporations and $3,000 from 
unincorporated businesses or com- 
mercial organizations. There were no 
trade union donations. 
Harris Giesbrecht 
on the burning deck while all around 
him fled." 
And nowhere was that more 
clearly demonstrated than when it 
came to trade unions. 
in 1996 they poured $24,000 into 
Giesbrecht'~; war chest, the most of 
any NDP candidate in the province. 
Alcan smelter union CAW Local 
2301 was the big contributor with 
$10,500. 
This time around unions came up 
with only $720, all donations being 
$250 or less. 
Giesbrecht did fractionally better 
with individuals, pulling in $777 and 
The largest single contribution of 
$3,000 came from West Fraser Tim- 
ber (Skeena Sawmills), K'Shian 
Construction was next at $2,500 fol- 
lowed by McAIpine and Co. with 
$1,250 and JM Siegel and Co with 
$1,191.50. 
Acadia Northwest Mechanical, 
Houlden Logging, Cole Petroleums, 
Main Logging and Bear Creek Con- 
tracting each kicked in $1,000. 
Individual contributions of $500 
included Terrace mayor Jack Talstra 
whose legal firm came up with an- 
other $500. 
Harris was popular with the medi- 
cal profession with $500 donations 
being received from Dr. B. Phillips, 
Dr. Bill Redpath and Dr. V.P. Lepp 
Inc. 
Carlyle Shepherd and Doug 
Groves, each with $500, were the 
sole Kitimat names to show up on 
the list - only those contributing 
more than $250 must be named. 
Harris also received $36,500 from 
the BC Liberal Party. 
And when it was all over, the 
Skeena Liberal campaign finished 
with $15,393 in the bank. 
New Democrats 
Financially, Giesbrecht's cam- 
paign was a case of "the boy stood 
Trades Certification Training in Terrace 
• It is possible. " 
Looking for a rewarding career in the 
Trades area? Earn your certificate right 
here in Terrace. Choose from:. . 
i Carpentry :, ~ ..... 
, Auto Serv ce Technic an 
' Heavy Duty .Mechanics: '~ :  : 
• Outdoor PoWer Technlclan ~ 
Programs range In lengthand all will give ' 
you the training and technical skills you 
need for a successful and rewarding career. 
The choice• Is yours -  
Northwest Community College 
makes it possible, ' 
~ NORTHWEST ~ ~COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
: 25 o° FHITECHHIKERS 
received $100 from an unnamed 
I 501 JEANS 
2,.A,.s S 1 1 0 99 
, ,~  V Reg, s12 ~c, 
~m i n l l i  i n | | | i | n | | | I | q  
m::~. - :~r :~ "~ ~ ~'~' T! :*" ~',~ "'~'::'~.~:~" /~' .q~: 
~.~.. '~ ' ~ ~ i i i i ~ ~  ',~? ::, ],: =,.. ..;, :,,: : ~ ;;~=~,:!~! I 
~ . | 
RED TAB JEANS ! 
j; '7 s 1 0999 m I 
1 2 OFF tt01T SLEEVESHIRTS l 
TUBE & SPORT SOCKS 
a s699 1 
corporation(s) for a total of $1,600 in 
local donations. 
That left it up to party organs to 
finance his campaign. The Skeena 
NDP came up with $3,200 in cash 
and kind, the Terrace NDP club 
$5,740, and the provincial party 
about $6,600. 
Not surprisingly, Giesbrecht's 
campaign spending was well down 
this year-  $16,230 versus $28,600 in 
1996. And it finished with $1,099 left 
in the bank. 
Others 
Just three supporters - Bill Kirby, 
John MacCormac and Bill Farther, 
who each contributed $1 ,000-  
fuelled most of Marijuana Party can- 
didate Bob Erb's $4,900 campaign. 
Green candidate Roger Benham,- 
who got in trouble for failing to file 
his expenses on time after the fed- 
eral election, made the deadline this 
time. He ran an austere $1,900 cam- 
paign. 
All Nations Party candidate Ger- 
ald Amos spent $4,900 in his run, 
and received money only from the 
provincial wing of the party. 
Kithnat Northern Sentinel 
Find Out What's 
Playing At 
Tillicum Twin Theatres 
O Go to www.tribute.ca 
O Click on Showtimes 
O Type in Terrace or scroll to Terrace in 
select city 
O Click on Search 
Showtimes And Movie Titles Will Appear 
P.S. For future ease try bookmarking 
the page as a favourite. 
FALL 2001 REGISTRATION 
In Hazelton 
ENGL170 Writing and Communication 
FNST 231 Gitksan Lang Level3 
In Terrace 
ENVS 100 Environments and People 
FNST 137 Tsimshian Language 
FNST139 Nisgaa Language Level 1 
FNST 239 Nisgaa Language - Level 3 
FNST 169 Nisgaa Culture - Level 1 
FNST 600 - Foundations of FNST 
Psyc 403 Patterns of Psychopathology and their Treatment 
SOCW 336 SW Philosophy and Ethics 
By Teleconference to Prince Rupert and Terrace 
ENGL 381 Renaissance Literature 
FNST 100 Aboriginal Peoples of Canada 
FNST 250 Canadian Law and Aboriginal People 
HIST 421 Environment History 
HIST 459 Resource Development 
PaLS 220 Canadian Law and Aboriginal People 
WINTER 2001 REGISTRATION 
In Hazelton 
FNSt 232 Gitksan Language 
ENGL 320 - Hazelton - First Nations Literature 
In Terrace 
ENGL 285 Modern English Literature 
ENVS 308- Northern Environments 
FNST 138 Tslmshian Language 
FNST 140 - Nisgaa Language Level 2 
FNST 170 Nisgaa Culture 
FNST 240 - Nisga a Language - Level 4 
FNSt 600 - Foundations of FNST 
SOCW XXX Elective 
By Teleconference to Prince Rupert and Terrace 
ANTHRO 201 - Medical Anthropology 
ENGL 383 - Romantic Literature 
ENGL 480 - Science Fiction 
GEOG 305 - Political Geography 
Worldwide Web 
ENGL 420 - First Nations Literature VWW¢ 
Note: Course delivery Is subject to change 
and sufficient enrollment. 
To obtain further information about UNBC or If you wish to 
apply, please contact the Northwest Reglonal Office located at: 
UNBC - Merthwest Regional Office 
4741 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, VSG lW2 
Tel: (250) 615-5578 Fax: (250) 8t5.5478 





Sign up for an Annual Cooler 
Rental and Receive 6 Free Bottles 
of Puri~ed Bottled Water. 
Rental Special - Terrace & gitimat only. 
Not to be combined with any other offer. 
,0 ,~ .~.~R 
11141 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Businesses here may 
get vote on treaty vote 
By JEFF NAGEL 
LOCAL businesses may soon be asked 
whether or not they support the B.C. 
Liberal government's plans to hold a re- 
ferendum on the principles of treaty- 
making. 
Terrace and District Chamber of Com- 
merce president Betty Barton said she 
plans to raise the idea of a survey of local 
chamber members. 
She said that would ensure any posi- 
tion the business group takes reflects the 
opinion of the majority of its members. 
"I'd like us to send out a survey to our 
chamber members o we get actual re- 
sponses from real people," Barton said. 
"That's the only fair way to deal with it," 
The move comes after aboriginal lea- 
ders, including Tsimshian chief negotiator 
Gerald Wesley, said they will ask the 
province's business leaders for their sup- 
port in persuading premier Gordon Camp- 
bell to back away from the idea. 
Aboriginal groups say 
a provincial vote on 
treaty-making will in- 
flame racial tensions 
throughout he pro- 




board, which repre- 
sents mayors and 
Betty Barton councils in the region 
have also urged the 
premier to reconsider. 
Campbell has since said he'll press on 
with the referendum, which he said will 
happen within six to eight months. 
Barton said the chamber survey, if it 
goes ahead, would come out in the cham- 
ber's October newsletter. 
She said the chamber would then pre- 
sent the findings to the government 
through the B.C. Chamber of Commerce. 
Verdict on PNG bill errors close 
AN INVESTIGATION into 
billing problems by Pacific 
Northern Gas is nearing 
completion, say B.C. Utili- 
ties Commission officials. 
Commission secretary 
Rob Pellatt said a report is 
being prepared and may be 
discussed by commissio- 
ners as early as this week. 
Some customers found 
they'd paid more than they 
should have for natural gas 
used during the winter. 
It happened because of 
an error in estimates of 
metre readings by PNG in 
January. 
Those very low and in- 
accurate bills effectively 
meant most of the gas 
some homeowners con- 
sumed in January was 
counted in February and 
billed at higher rates be- 
cause of a rate increase 
that took effect Feb. 1. 
Executive director Bill 
Grant said the goal is to 
correct any errors and veri- 
fy overcharged customers 
get their money back. 
The commission is also 
looking at the computer- 
ized billing program PNG 
uses that's the suspected 
cause of the inaccuracies. 
"It was not working 
well in January," Grant 
said. "We want to be sure 
that is not going to happen 
on a recurring basis." 
Airport solidly in black 
Competition boosts passengers, revenue 
TERRACE's airport is run- 
ning a healthy profit, ac- 
cording to new financial 
statements. 
Net  operating profit for 
the 2000-01 year was 
$196,277 - an improve- 
ment of"~ibOUt $157,0~b: 
from the prior year. 
Part of the improvement 
is due to the Terrace-Kiti- 
mat Airport Society's uc- 
cess in cutting operating 
costs .  
But  most of it stems 
from a $170,000 increase 
in landing and user fee re- 
venue. 
Society president Frank 
Hamilton said more people 
have been flying in and startup. 
out of the airport since Overall, he said, the 
Hawkair Aviation started airport's financial position 
up its passenger service has improved by $341,000. 
last fall, bringing competi- But he noted the airport 
tion to northwest skies, will soon have to pay its 
"Our passemzer numbers ~.J0. per ~cent ~share of the 
were certainly up tlianks to $2.2 m~1hon fiost of repay- 
both Hawkair and Air Ca- ing the mare runway, 
nada," said airport society 
president Frank Hamilton. 
"Both lowered their fares." 
Airport landing fee re- 
venues are directly tied to 
the number of passengers. 
In July, Hamilton said, 
the airport logged 18 per 
cent more passengers than 
the same month a year 
earlier, prior to Hawkair's 
which has just concluded. 
That will consume 
much of the current opera- 
ting profit. 
They also face big ex- 
penses again next year, 
when the runway apron is 
to be repaved at a cost of 
around $2 million. That 
will also be 90 per cent 
paid for by Ottawa. 
Marylin Davies For Councillor, a~y of Terrace 
culture, education, health & sports 
• 43 years independent music teacher 
• 12 years small business owner 
For energy, efficiency, interest, time and proven work ethic -
OGA 
Starting up September 11 512 
CLflSSES fOR BEGIIilIER gild IIITERmEDIflTE 
TIME: TOESDfl? fi WEDIIESDflY 
EUEfllIIOS 
6:30-8:00 p.m. 8 8:00-9:30 p.m. 
September 11 5 12 until 
Ilouember 13 614, 2001 
LOC6TI0fl: llorthwest Communitg College 
Trades Building - Room 1101 
IIISTRUCTOR: Roger Carling-EeUg 
(practicing Yoga Instructor since 19691 
REGISTRflTI01h I:or registration and fee information 
please call Roger at 635-5018 [work] 
or 635-9544 (home]. 
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Terrace Public Library would like to 
thank the following organizations 
ha showed a community spirit and 
donated prizes for the children in 
the Summer Reading Club. 
A&W Restaurant Mr. Mike's Restaurant 
Benson Optical Overwaitea Foods 
Cookie jar Bakery Pizza Hut 
Dairy Queen Ruins Board Shop 
Don Diego's Safeway 
Erwin's Jewellers Shopper's Drug Mart 
Golden Flame Restaurant Sidewalkers 
Krisfin's Emporium Subway 
McDonald's Restaurant Terrace Aquatic Center 
Misty River Books Tim Horton's 
We would also like thank the countless parents 
and caregivers who supported their children 
and read to and with them at home. 
The encouragement you have given the 
children will last a lifetime 
i 




"RITE WAY THE FIRST TIME" 
i ii " +[:" + ~: ' ';Y:~ 1 ..... " , ;~ S + ! f%";,~ 
ONE SUPPLIER 
ONE INSTALLER 
Doug & Menno working together for all 
your residential & industrial window needs. 
Start your university degree 
in Terrace. 
It is possible. 
Choose from over 80 university credit 
courses and earn your first 2 years of 
university credit right in your community. 
NEW courses Include: 
• Sociology of Deviance 
• Introduction to Criminology 
o Introduction to Women's Studies 
• Introduction to Film Studies 
NEW Science courses also offered, 
leading to a Bachelor of Science degree. 
The choice is yours - -  
Northwest Community College 
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Diane Turner & Nico}e Sei!er & ~ i !~ R=, 'k  7 
Russell Mather Jr. Mzke Fmk [~P'~:~t [ i¢i~:'+! ~,=,1= :; 
Se tember22  ~! + to School September l  p + : : : ~ ~  , . A • )~ 
Vanessa Hay & Melanie Turley & ~ ~  at Gemma s = r~/~. .  
Trevor Hoffman Philip Tare ~ ~  + ~ I ~ ~  
LucyVales& DianeStad& ~,~Lr~J~.~uu ~ ~L Iu~l  ~,. __t~.~.~ , .~ 
LUCKY DOLLAR B NGO PALACE 


















I T::i~ Cococelka~i~n: r 
+ ,GrandPr incess  ~7+ ;, 
) '. ' . '  7D+iY We~iern  Caribbea'n:."c :(") .[: 
RoUnd Tri~ Ft: Laud+rda|e".' '  + ;. r .4 
' . . i : , )  >N0Veml~er +,200i :.!..; ' . . 
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Sat. Afternoon Games 
 ni,.tao, 6 | 1 , ++1 [ 17 ]IrOner :aoamnPpo, r,e.ch ..... [ 05149 Terrace Little 
| '~=ts~ I Theatre Society i I Cadet SocletLI . . . .  deFnandsh 
| Muks kum-ot [ Kinette Club at|  | Terrace I S°c'et7 
I Nisgo'a i I Sisterhood and [ Terrace ] Te.ace M .... 
I Elders Society I soc,ety I o~b., ..... ,oo[ 
n II I 11 I Terrace 113  +*+ Big Brothers "r . t  ...... 
I Bluebock J Anti-Poverty I I and Br, [ Assoc,m,on 
Bone+eat I Sw,m C,ub I GroupSoc~ety I I Terrace I | Protectiv  ] Sisters of  K0rmode Pnendsh.D 
[ Order of Elks | Terrace [ Terroce.KiUmat | Socmty 
I #425 i' AssociatlonRingette i,Jehowsooetyl I'Te .0e.+Osociety h2:~: :oV:oo l  
18 1 21 22 
Terrace I ComlrauCnety I Terr~e Rotary Club of totem Saddle Club 
Peaks [ ~lunteer Bureau[ [ Anti Pave ty I [TerraceSkeena[ Terrace Hos~ce 
Gymnastics | RoyaICanadian I I Group Society I I Valley I 
I K'san House i ITerrace NIsga'a I terrace Skat,nd ] cub I Le,°;e;en0" I I society ...] L Society I Club • 
P I ,++,  +*o++ Terrace k t. Rescue | Bluebac I [ Group Society [ 
Order of | Swim Club [ [ Terrace I ~e,mo~e rr,~.ds~,p 
[ R°yalPurple I ' Shames I | Sa'mon'd I Tar,ace M,nor " 
I Mountain Ski [ | Enhancement I ~o~cAeaMo~n°~,on | Club I l Society I .. 
Doors 11:30 a,m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p,m. Games 6:15 p.m, 
Wed., Thurs., Fri.& Sat. - Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p,m, Games 9:45 p.m, 
(Late Night Bingos Are Now All You Can Play Main Cards Only.Wed,&Thurs, $6 ea., Frl,& Sat. $10 ea.) 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V, MONITORS AISLE CONCESSION 
441o Legion, Terrace 635-241! 
. -  ,)f  M ind  
Hand-p icked First Choice Vacation Club packages leave nothing 
to chance. Over  1000 worry- f ree vacations to choose from. 
Enjoy your vacation/ 
BOOK A F IRST CHOICE 
VACATION & RECEIVE  
 rom $724 
 rom*869  O 
PRINCESS 
where i belong 
Ask  
About  Our  
Hosted  
Depar ture  
February 18, 2002 




$ L ;',)9 ++ 
CAD 
Category 1, Inside Stateroom 
(Some restrictions apply) 





"Availab e to Go d P# n ,, ta dholdets on y Say ngs ave labia on select ships and sailings w*th participating partners $150 O0 CAD shipboard ued=l is avadaNe for bookings made between 
August 8" Decembe " 200 Some except one may apo y Ask your Ca son Wagon T avel consul an fat full details Prices are cruise only per person hosed on 2 people sharing cabin and 
ae nc sveo P# Chages Taxes and Gove nmenrFeesaeno included Ptlceswereavailablea he Imeofprmtmg are sub ecHo change wdltout notice and are capacffy conffollad 
'O e valid for new bookings on y o Ca son Wagon T avel only. no redeemable for cash Passenger will race=re one hall of the shipboard credit value for single occupancy $150 CAD 
is equivalent o two SS0 USD credits (St 50 e~thange) App icab e on a 200 a 2002 Car bbean ~l  ings OHet not combmab e w th se ec Car son Wagon it rravet g #up depa lu es 
Call  today for details: Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave,  Terrace 
635-2277 
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Battle over (,c)lour l)urple not over yet 
YVONNE Moen says the purple has to go. 
YVONNE MOEN hasn't given up her efforts to 
change the colour of the former provincial po- 
lice building. 
The Terrace Beautification Society volun- 
•teer says she still wants the purple colour to go 
- even though it wasn't possible to achieve 
before Communities in Bloom contest judges 
toured Terrace earlier this month. 
"We're still working on it," Moen said. 
"We haven't given up." 
A new tenant will move into the building in 
September. 
Barb McDougall, owner of Country Cottage 
Gifts, has rented the building and plans to 
move her business there from the Lazelle Ave. 
Mini Mall in early September. 
McDougall plans to redecorate the whole 
interior, but says she might wait a while on 
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Detailing 4838 Hwy. 16 W at Terrace Honda 
Locally Owned and Operated .~=~.,~-o~[~....~ 
• 
" '~ lumlnum Polishing • Scotchguarding 
AL-C'S GLASS.,. 
SPECIALIZING IN WINDSHIELD REPAIR & REPLACEMENT 
Glass & Mirrors of every kind for every purpose. 
We will pick up & deliver your car. We are known 
for taking pride in our QUICK, QUALITY SERVICE. ~ 
• " ~?~, -. -b 
I /  
tar. 
"The owner said I'd have to take it right 
down to the original paint," she said. "So I'm 
going to wait and see how it goes." 
McDougall said she may try first changing 
the yellow trim colour, adding the right accent 
might make the purple more palatable. 
Moen said the correctional centre has with- 
drawn a its earlier offer to have inmates paint 
the building for free. 
"They don't want to get involved in it," she 
said, adding the offer fell through because the 
building's owner had said he didn't want the 
society repainting it. 
Various people have offered to contribute 
towards the cost of the paint, Moen added. 
* Life & F inancia l  • Mobile Homes &,Jet  B~fs : ' . :  
• Home & Tenant • UabilPv : !~ i  i/ii!,:~ :i:'iiii 
O • Commercial :,• iTr~el:.".: !i:ilil ............ :- 
. , ,~..,.,, ,~ ,--+,+~ 
~ Northwest Training Ltd. 201-- 4622 Grelg Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: (250) 638-8108 Fax: [250] 63B-7212 
EMPLOYERS.. 
WE HAVE INCEHTIVES TO HIRE! 
We offer access to Wage & Training Subsidies 
Call and ask us about JOB START and 
ASPECT TRAIN ING WORKS Programs. 
Sponsored by 
~/~ ~.#~ FREE STIHL Wood-Pro TM Kit 
[ ~  A~ ~' , , ; '~  Our Wood-Pro"* sale has begunl Which 
l t~ l l~ .~.~ #'L,'"~',L '~1 means right now is your best time to buy. a L J  1 
~ # ~  .¢~=~ 5TIHL chain saw. The rugged 017 model is iV~i  
l i~ , :~  ~l~'~;~iL'~t now starting at $289% and you can save 
~ ' ~  ~]L~/',e ~ up to $10000 off other top-selling STIHL 
~)~11 II~E-~'~,¢~ chain saws. 
~ I  ~ k Plus, For a limited time, get 
~/ I ' ; '  J i~ | l~  a FREESTIHLWood-Pro:'1(it 
~AIP~,~'J r valued at $7500 with selected i ' ~  
p k  STIHL chain saws°' I . . . . . . .  :~ /  
4441 Lakelse Ave. Terrace Ph: 635-6384 
W 60 Big Screen Rut PrelectlenTV 
Free Screen Saver 
Quantity Limit~ "~'?~;~, t~"  
Suggested Retail 32699 ~-~'~F"  
~ P )  (3-Sizes) 
• Universal Glow Key Remote (3-Device) 
• 181 Channel Tuner w/Auto Programming 
• Front Panel 
Menu Controls ~ ] 
" Favorite Channel ~ I 
• Power Resume ~ I 
. . . . . . .  • Parental Locks ~ -~ i l  
4710 Keith Ave. Mall Computer Centres J ~ 2 ~  . . . . . .  ~q~_~ 
• 635-7767 e Ek~d~ F~n '" ~ "  ~(~ I 
Do you know who's who in the Terrace Business? 
Make it your business to know and win. Write down the number in the ad 
corresponding to the correct name in the list. You'll have to visit the participating 
businesses to find out the employee's names. Mail Or drop off the completed list 
of names and entry form in an envelope to: +~ + , 
I Larry Nordstrom /= Terrace Standard 
I- Vivian Raposo ~iii 13210 Clinton Street, 
i B C V8G 5R2 
I- Paul Barbosa ' " 
- Doug Closter 
r-- 
I - Ran Pine, -+ 
[- ] Issac M i l l s  




r- ]Brlan • ,I. ADDRESS: Gallan, ~,+: • 
]Marina-Merrison" _. + : . , 
I- ]Ran Gardner I i pOsTAL CoDE: -~: 
Readers may enter as. often.: a;:.+they, w!sh but +only;orlgin, 
reproductions or taxes wlll be ibc?eptecJ;:Draw will,belmade at. 
200;/::cqi~test::is3~Weeks !ofig and you may enterali 3 :week 
win aHit~bl~!;DYDi/LP[ayefiiMold#llDVP415 and, a DVD supplied 
M ust~b!e.:±8.!~ e Ps":bti:bide~i~ileSter,\iP, ri~-e~i~:ust bb, accepted .as: 
l' _inal forms.wililbe"abcbpted, No 
 made  5:00 .p.m,,-Fiiday,';AuguSt 31st,". 
wee sil Rrst cor~e'~t;?entry drawn will 
.  ie by Electronic. FUtu~esi Microagei 
 Pted asawardedl : : :  + ~ : " r ~'; ":~ 
I 
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JUST A THOUGHT:  
EV BISHOP 
The good-bye blues 
T HIS MONTH I sent the very last email that I would ever send from my old 
computer. Strangely, it made me feel 
sort of sad. I knew for a long time that my 
computer was on its deathbed and not doing 
what I needed it to do. In fact, I talked almost 
non-stop about how I wished I could afford a 
new one but still when the day for the new one 
came, I started to wax sentimental. 
It was my very first computer, after all, and 
it was the machine that gave wings to my de- 
sire to write again. It was the death of my "I 
can't write seriously, I don't have a computer" 
excuse and because of this, I owe the old girl 
a lot. 
Playing with my new, beautiful, fully loa- 
ded computer, I realized that it wasn't really 
the computer I was having a problem saying 
good-bye to. It was ~ merely triggering the feel- 
ings that often afflict me at this time of year; 
time goes on and things change, people you 
love, leave. 
It seems that August has always been a 
"good-bye month" for me. Ever since I deci- 
ded to stay on and live here after graduation, I 
have had to say farewell to friends and family 
as they left to go to school. 
Every summer I had to face the fact that it 
might be the last summer that they "came 
home," and this summer it happened, no one 
"came home," 'they just came to visit. Right 
now I'm enjoying the visits of people I love 
but my happiness in seeing them is dampened 
by the knowledge that in just a few days I'll 
haye to.saY g00.d-by e again... We just catch up 
and then we sepfirate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I can't gi£'e my old computer all the credit 
for causing my depressing musings. Seeing the 
"farewells to Terrace" published in the news- 
paper and hearing about decline in student en- 
rolments in the schools forced me take notice 
of how many people are moving away out of 
necessity, leaving for work in other places. 
While I do believe that true friends stay 
friends through the years, I dislike cllch6s like 
"friends are friends forever." The words sound 
comforting but they don't make up for the fact 
that you end up knowing very little about your 
absent friends' lives. You can't really be there 
for them when they have problems and vice- 
versa. You don't share little laughs over non- 
descript details of an ordinary day. Most 
events are more spectacular when you are pre- 
sent and they lose something when described 
over the phone or in a letter. 
Even while I find this all very depressing, I 
have found that there are positive things that 
come out of being separated by miles from 
loved ones. It makes you cease to take true 
friendship for granted. When your best buddy 
lives minutes away and you can have coffee 
anytime, it's easy to not take notice of how 
much you appreciate them and value their 
input into your life. There's nothing like a little 
absence to make you see how much you de- 
pend on someone. 
"This summer it happened, no 
one 'came home,' they just came 
to visit." 
It also makes you work harder on your 
friendship... You have to, if it's going to 
last. You won't be running into them down 
town or dropping by unexpectedly for a quick 
visit. It forces you to be conscientious, to 
make phone dates, write letters, and send 
pictures. It's funny but I just realized 'that I 
don't have pictures of my friends that live in 
town. Why would I? I can drive for five min- 
utes and see them in person. It's when people 
move away that annual picture exchanges 
come into play. 
Having people leave, makes me thankful 
for good friends that remain and inspires me to 
keep developing my friendships because I
know how important they are. 
However depressed I am by the moving of 
away of friends, I don't regret the closeness 
that causes pain at separation. Anais Nin 
wrote, "Each friend represents a world in us, a 
world possibly not born until they arrive, and it 
is only by this meeting that a new world is 
born." (The Diary OfAnais Nin). This is true of 
meeting new friends but it's also true of friends 
who leave. Through the changes in their 
worlds, you learn and grow and experience vi- 
cariously the delights and challenges of differ- 
ent cities, schoo l  classes and new 
jobs, Hopefully in my friends' lives, I represent 
some sort of intriguing world; one that they 
enjoy and will remember, one that will bring 
them back to me ttme and again, i f  only for a 
visit, ..... ~ ....... ...... 
~!.:~i~:'~ 
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TOMSON HIGHWAY in Kamloops. 
I Director helps 
I playwright draft 
• : . . . ,~  • ' • 
i hms new oromect 
~:~~ m CALL IT the best business meeting Marianne Brorup 
~ ~  I Weston has ever had. 
~::~ '(  ~ "m' ".~1'': i The local director hit the road recently to meet Tom- 
, son Highway, the writer be- 
~ ,t~?,; m hind her recent production, 
: I Tlle Rez Sisters. 
m The two met two weeks 
[ ago in Kamloops after 
~ ~  I months of trading thoughts 
I and ideas. 
................... ' i "All through the process 
I of developing my produc- 
I tion, we were correspond- 
~west addition I ing," said Brorup Weston. 
,Haworth and I Highway, who usually 
the trails. On I splits his year between 
'ed to see the I France and Ontario, was in 
he land to the I B.C. to workshop his latest 
there. | play EPhestine Shuswap Gets 
I Her Trout. 
He invited her out so she 
could participate in the Marianne 
workshop and so they could Srorup Weston 
finally meet face to face. 
Brorup Weston was not 
let down by his personal demeanour. 
"He's very open," she said. "He's an extremely 
funny, funny man." 
During the workshop, Highway asked for advice on 
everything down to the characters' names, and took ad- 
vice well. 
"There was a great deal of discussion," she said. 
The play, now in its third draft, is based on the events 
surrounding Prime Minister Wilfrid Laurier's visit to 
Kamloops in August, 1910. 
The story surrounds four women, each aged 10 years 
apart, preparing a feast for the event. 
"There's a lot of hilarity in the play." 
As with Rez Sisters, Brorup Weston said, the play- 
wright blends humour with hard issues. 
"He's very good at mixing deadpan funny with stuff 
that rips your guts out," she said. 
Brorup Weston said she would love to put the play on 
for northern audiences, but won't get the chance to do so 
for a while. 
"The play is at least a year away," she said of its de- 
velopment. 
Ernestine will first open to a national tour, just as Rez 
Sisters did back in 1986. 
The rights will be off limits until after the tour, which 
could take as long as another year. 
Meanwhile, here at home, Brorup Weston and Skee- 
na River Players are planning a play creation and acting 
workshop in October with First Nations playwright 
Yvette Nolan. 
m Park life 
BOB FRANK, seen here with his mom, Aileen, plants the newest 
to Frank Park, where a team of local foresters, including Kim  
Jim Quigley, have worked to clean up the park and upgrade t  t 
Aug. 21 the Frank family and some of the volunteers gathered t  
fruits of their labours. Floyd Frank, now nearly 97, donated t  l w 
city in 1975. He'd planted a variety of species of evergreens there. 
i 
COMMUNITIES In Bloom judges Dave Hilton of Kamloops and Joanne La- 
force of Maple Ridge at the beautification society's annual dinner, 
A blooming good snow 
People, not posies, may be our best asset 
By JENNIFER LANG 
WAY TO go, Terrace. 
The Greater Terrace 
Beautification Society is 
commending the efforts 
shown by residents and bu- 
sinesses alike as prepara- 
tions for the Communities 
In Bloom contest reached 
a fever pitch. 
Two contest judges ar- 
rived two weeks ago, put- 
ting Terrace's gardens and 
greenspaces under the mi- 
croscope. 
"We were very, very 
proud," beautification soc- 
iety president Chris Han- 
sen said. 
"The community has 
really put on its best face. 
The judges were impres- 
sed." 
And now it's just a 
question of how big a bou- 
quet Terrace will receive 
for its efforts. 
"The community has really put on its 
best face. The judges were impressed." 
She said the judges own yards were well kept. 
looked at everything from The judges also evalu- 
the city's garden beds to ate the amount of corn- 
the amount of environ- "munity involvement. 
mentally sensitive areas Hansen said the most 
that are protected, common comment the 
"The late spring we had judges heard from Terra- 
worked in our favour be- cites was: "You should 
cause the flowers are in have seen it five years 
bloom now," she said. ago." 
The judges were from 
Maple Rtdge and Kam- 
loops, two towns that are 
also entered in the Com- 
• ~,r-md~|ti¢~ d ,Bl6oni~ conies t 
"And the town had 
never looked cleaner." 
Hansen said Terrace re- 
sidents went all out for the 
contest, clipping grass to 
the curb and ensuring their 
this year. 
The judges joined local 
dignitaries at the beautifi- 
cation society's annual 
barbecue at Heritage Park 
Museum, 
Terrace could earn one 
bloom or as many as six in 
the Communities in Bloom 
contest, depending on how 
well the town fares in a 
range of categories. 
Around Town 
Helmets: strap 'em on 
WITH SUMMER in full swing, kids everywhere 
are rolling out onto local streets. 
With that in mind, the North West Health Unit 
is reminding children to wear helmets and safety 
gear when using toys that have wheels. 
Falls from scooters, bikes and trikes, roller 
blades and skateboards can cause head injuries, 
broken bones, scrapes and bruises. Twice as many 
boys as girls are injured, says injury prevention 
nurse Ester Brisch. 
She recommends wearing a helmet when tiding 
a bike or a trike. Elbow and knee pads - and a hel- 
met - are a must when using a scooter. Wear wrist 
guards, knee and elbow pads and a helmet when 
using roller blades. 
Parents should tell children to ride on smooth, 
paved surfaces and to ride during the daytime. 
Adults should watch children under eight years of 
age closely, because they can't judge traffic speed 
well. Their brains and eyes aren't otally developed 
yet, she says. 
Remind your child to take the helmet off when 
playing, so he or she doesn't get stuck when crawl- 
ing through playground equipment. For more infer- 
marion call her at 638-2200. 
i 
~1 ,~ 




GATOR'S PUB: Enjoy the top hits of today and the 
classics of yesterday. Appearing to Sept, 1, Edmon- 
ton's Q.E.D. This intelligent, guitar-driven Edmonton 
rock band has released two albums. 
Thursday night is Ladies Night. Win jewellery or a 
beauty package. Saturday is Student Appreciation 
Night, Once a month we will give away a cash scholar- 
ship of $300 to a lucky student. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: A place where good friends meet 
to enjoy good times, Watch the game. Check out the 
great specials and try the Picasso Burger. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Seventh Heaven, a six piece 
band, appears Aug. 28 to Sept. 1. 
HANKY PANKY'S: Your weekend party destina- 
tion, the northwest's largest dance night club. No 
cover. Join us Friday and Saturday nights for great 
times. Karaoke on Sunday and Monday nights. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Don't forget our 




THIS PAINTING by Ma~ek Korshak is one of the works on view at the 2001 members 
show presented at the Terrace Art Gallery until Sept. 2. 
to sculpture. Gallery hours: Wed. to Sat. from noon to 
SEVENTH 
i HEAVEN 
(Don't Drink.,,.] (THE COLD DEER 
i&  Drive ~.~.~/& WINE STORE / 
Our  FREE Courfes ~ V  ~' " 
)RNHILL  P U B ~  
:k and relax on our Pat io . J I l /~  ! i 
3(3 CABIN PUB IN THE NORTHWEST. 
Out Our New Menu! 
)RTH l 
OPEN 6 AM"  ] i PM. -  7 DAYS) 
\ / I  (~ I I  ^ / ^ r~ T (~ 4 p.m., Friday from noon to 6 p.m, and Sunday from 1 I 
MUSIC  V IO  U/ '~L  /-~ I \ /O  to 4 p.m. 
The Terrace Art Gallery presents The 2001 Mem- Make the SCENE: Call 638-7283 or fax to 638. ! :  .~,,~¢~..~,~,~ 3086 Highway 16 I 
Vox Polaris, a vibrant community choir, is seeking an bers show. J.uly 20 to Sept. 2. Featunng the art. of 8432toaddyoureventto the Standard'sfree Ter.race, B.C. I 
energetic and motivated irector to lead us in our Lyn,neCh[Ist~nsen, Edward Epp,..Colle~ Goutler: entertainment I/stings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
' Ph. 635-6375 I 2001/02 season. For details contact Kelly at 798- r~aa~a ~e,a, Hooena Hoeson, ua, =urner-~ears, aria Thursday. Events will run two weeks in advance, 
2535 or Maurie at 615-5802. Maureen Worobey. Artistic works range from painting space permitting. 
~ ' 
~.~R ~B~[~C E ~ R ~  An awarene::tGaUSTw~ObAe NsD3ulp m the Skee T:d~ I Cau~:s~r ,~ ~ ~°;:uCedCeonxt ~e:as s~ I~/n gb d:: ;  i dewa lkers -  i 
na Mall for the Aboriginal Foster Children's costs $22. Phone 638-8553 to reserve your ~ Unique Clothes, Hats & Footwear  ~J 
STANDARD The Terrace Standard 
advertising@ terracestandard,com 
: ~ ~  ::~Oo,nthe : :  
: Skeena Valley ::: 
::::Rotar Ci;Ub:;i ;i:: 
September is 
i Membership Honth For 
:Rotary !nternat ional  
• : - er i,od, jo n UsFor eakf.s! 
:: 7:00 a:m;Wednesdays: 
~0r  more information Call Terry M0rriS: 6~5!69~3j  
~.,,,¢,~ ..- .~... ,~a,.m~ 4 
AUGUST SPECIALS 
For  The  Month  Of  August ,  Enjoy! 
SUNDRIED 
TOMATO WRAPS 
Ranchers Crispy Chicken Wrap 
Lettuce, tomato, green onion, ranch dressing 
Ranchers Beef 
Wrap 
Beef, lettuce, tomato, nion, 
cheddar, ranch dressing 
Western Wrap 
Egg, peppers, onion, ham, tomato 
Turkey Ceasar Wrap 
All served with your choice of fries, 
soup or salad of the do): 
Chicken & Beef Kabobs S~RVEO 
Montreal seasoned on a bed of rice, " AFTER 4 P.M. 
house salad,  arlie pit , so.,on l.eg ie-q3.99 
i 
Dessert 
Sundaes with Blueberry or - '3 .95  
Strawberry fruit toppings 
i '  (All prices donot  ineludb g .s . t J  " 
U ~  I N N  Where good food brings 
C0 the family together! 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
, 
,¢ 
Feast Dinner and Awareness March, coming up 
Oct. 27. Volunteer and moral support sign-up 
sheets at our display in the mall from 10 a.m. to 
3p.m. 
SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 2 
~Epluchette de b16 dinde" (Corn Roast) 
Sept. 1, at 3 p.m,, Hirsch Creek Campground, 
Kit/mat, Everyone is invited. Corn on the cob, 
hot dogs, and games fun for the whole family, 
Hosted by the Association des Francophones et 
Francophiles du Nord Ouest: 632-6642. 
L'Assoclatlon de Frencophones et Franco- 
phlles du Nord Ouest (AFFNO) vous invite 
leur Epluchette de b16 dinde, samedi, 2 Sep- 
tembre, 16h, au Hirsch Creek Campground ~ Ki- 
t/mat, Touts la faro/lie eat invit6e & part/c/per. 
Pour plus de renseignements 250.632-6542, 
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 4 
The Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13, La- 
dies Auxiliary host the monthly meeting, Pot luck 
at 6 p,m., meeting starts at 7:30 p.m, At the 
Terrace legion, Call Ussi for info at 635-2158. 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMpER 7 
Come and enjoy a fabulous steak dinner at 
the Royal Canadian Legion, presented by the La- 
dies Auxiliary, starting at 5 p,m. Call Lissi at 
635-2158 for more information. 
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBE~ 0 
The next general meeting of the North 
West Community Health Services Society 
will be held at the Stikine Health Centre, High- 
way 37, in Dease Lake, B,C. for information call 
Shirley at 638.2224. 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11 
ABCs On The Road, a workshop on living 
with HIV/AIDS for patients, caregivers, fa- 
milies and friends - and community workers. 
From 10 a,m, to 2 p,m. at the North West Health 
Unit Auditorium, 3412 Kalum St. Lunch will be 
provided. Presented by the B,C, Persons with 
AIDS society and the B,C, Centre for Excel- 
lence, For info or to register, call public health 
nurses Carol or Nancy at 638.2200, 
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 19 
Northwest B.C, Malls Association meets at 
InterConnect, room 205, at 7 p,m, We meet on 
the third Wednesdays of the month, For info call 
Shelley at 635-0772, All members are urged to 
attend. 
bulbs. 
Volunteers needed to help seniors.Can you 
give a couple of hours a week on a regular basis? 
Help those who need assistance to go shopping, 
keep medical appointments or take social out- 
ings, You could also be a friendly visitor. For 
more information on the Terrace Volunteer Bur- 
eau's Volunteers for Seniors Program, call 636- 
1330. 
Every Friday afternoon throughout the 
summer InterConnect is showing videos 
packed full of tips teaching you how to be suc. 
cessfut in your job search- as well as how to be 
the best employee you can be, Drop by 205- 
4650 LazeUe Ave, It's free! 
Did you or anyone in your family attend a 
residential school, boarding school or were so- 
parated from your family at an early age? Do 
you sometimes feel things just aren't right in 
your life and you don't understand why? Reel. 
dentlal school after-effects are multbgener. 
ational, If you want answers to these questions, 
you are welcome to join our circle every Tuesday 
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at 1581 Kulspai Cres. 
cent in Terrace, We will continue throughout the 
summer months. For information call Northwest 
Band Social Workers Association at 638-0744 
or 1-888-655-6533, Ask for Louisa, 
Volunteers needed now for all aspects of 
the Skeena Valley Fall Fair. Even if you only 
have a few hours to spare, we need you. From 
now until fair time, Sept, 1 and 2. Together we 
will make the best fair ever. Call Maria at 635- 
7531 or Barb at 635-3813 for more info, 
The Canadian Cancer Society Resource 
Centre, 301-4722 Lakelse Ave., is open Men. 
days, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a,m. to 3 
p,m. For information about emergency aid or the 
Cancer Peer Support programs please call 638. 
8583, Wigs, scarves and hats are available for 
cancer patients, 
Mood Disorders Association of ec, Terrace 
chapter, first support group meeting on the 
first and third Mondays of the month, at 7:30 at 
the Stepping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks. 
For family, friends and people with depressive, 
bipolar and other mood disorders, For informa- 
tion call Allen at 638-8749, 
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 20 
Learn the skills to cope. Family to Family Edu- 
cation Course presented by the B,C. Schizo- 
phrenia Society, For families of persons with se- 
vere depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, 
panic disorder and obsessive.compulsive disor- 
der.Course starts Sept. 20 at the Stepping 
Stone Clubhouse at 7 p,m, If interested, contact 
Etleen Callanan at 635-3620. Seating is limited, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Friday's Kitchen. Free, for youths aged 15 to 
19. Drop in and have a bite to earl Want to help 
Youth Opportunities Odd Job Registry has 
many people who are looking for odd jobs. Do you 
need casual help? Call 635.3612. 
All mothers ere welcome to attend Mother's 
Time Off at Knox United Church Monday, Wed- 
nesday, Thursday or Friday for coffee and con. 
versation, Guest speakers, Learn about he joys 
of parenting. Sponsored by TCDSS, Phone 
635-4147. 
Quitting smoking can be a drag, but help Is 
available, If you're thinking of quitting, call the 
B,C. Smoker's Helpline, The Helpline is free, 
confidential - and no pressure, Just solid infer- 
plan, prepare and cook meals? Show up around mat/on and support from trained specialists. 
9:30 a.m, Fridays. For Info call Carols at 636, 1.877-455-2233, 
8812 
't 
4548 £azdle Terrace • 638-1711 •(East on Lazdle) 
1 
We've  filled the Fall Closet 
J 
• Skeena Valley 




Grounds & Hall 
O 
FOB MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT MARK 
AT THE TERRACE STANDARD • 638-7283 
Baby's Name: 
~rissaJanelle Violet 
Date & Time of Birth: 
3:38 a,m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Mart), & Angle 
Clayton-Scodane 




Date & Time of Birth: 
August 16, 2001 at 1:19 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Dan & Becky Soucie 
Baby's Name: 
Trover Dominic Jr. 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 16, 2001 at 9:40 a.m. 
Weight: 9Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Renae Seodane 
& Trover Reece 
Baby's Name: 
Denver 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 16, 2001 at 5:51 a.m. 
Weight: 9Ibs. 4 oz. Sex: M~c 
Parents: Tamara Quock 




Date & Time of Birth: 
August 19, 2001 at 9:22 p.m, 
Weight: 8Ibs, 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Brad & hnelda Burkart 
i e ve'th  s{ 
 , !Gund i und Teddy Bear 
0 
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Labour of love 
Huge volunteer effort 
behind Riverside lest 
CONTRIBUTED 
By BETTY HAMILTON Third annual music festival 
P RF C'r .eathor, great draws crowds - and helpers 
entertainment and the sup- 
port of wonderful fans were 
the ingredients of success tive fencing, made impro- Both women put in 
for the third annual Elks vements to the stage and shifts on Saturday and 
and Royal Purple River- created another prize-win- Sunday in the kitchen. 
side Music Festival. ning float for the annual Like the other ladies, they 
And behind this success Riverboat Days parade, also baked some of the 
was a corps of dedicated, Other volunteers found mouth-watering pies sold 
hard-workingvolunteers, the talent, looked after ad- at the event. 
Months ahead of time, vertising and publ ic i ty-  Then there were the 
volunteers converged at and sold advertising for the stacks of firewood to cut 
Harlee's Place to help festival's first professional- and haul, garbage collec. 
maintain and improve the ly-produced program, tion and disposal to ar- 
facilities, provided once One team looked after range, etc., etc. 
again this year by hosts ticket sales and the gate. It meant organizing a 
Mickey and Harley Poa- Another purchased sup- small army of Elks, Royal 
gue. plies and set up, and ran Purple, and their children 
The hosts themselves the food service, grandchildren, friends and 
are members of the Elks Pictured at left are two acquaintances who brought 
and Royal Purple. Ladies of the Royal Pur- their taleats, skills and en- 
Volunteers built more pie, Sue Ferretti, 77, and thusiasm to make it all 
outhouses, more decora- 79-year-old Elsie Kroeker. work. 
NEW in September 2001 
Outdoor Power Equipment Technician 
Tt~Js NEW 6-month program will give you the skills 
and  knowledge needed to beg in  work  as an  
entry level d iagnost ic  and  repair  technic ian 
qual i f ied within the power  equ ipment  trade 
(ATVs. Outboard  motors. Snow machines,  Lawn 
mowers.  Motorcycles).  
The program is des igned to be  equiva lent  to  the 
Ministry of  Labour's first year of apprent iceship 
techn ica l  fralnlng, 
Admission reaulremenfs: 
• Grade  10 or GED or CCP 
• Intermediate Moth and English or successful 
complet ion  of the NWCC Trades Assessment 
(wa lved  If you have  Grade 10 standing) 
• Must be  18 years of  age  
Program dates: September 4 - March 29, 2001, 
The cho ice  Is yours - -  
Northwest Communi ty  Co l lege 





Keith Avenue Mall 
Terrace. 635-5333 
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!If Mount £a Iton III 
Pasta Special w/Salad & Garlic Bread I~,~ 
$12.95  I~t 
~ ~l '~f"  798-2214 • 1 -800-663-3862 [~..~ 
THINGS TO DO 
IN TERRACE 
l o  
Enjoy a picnic lunch on a bench 
over top of the city. Take Kenney 
St. and stay on it as it climbs 
Lanfear Hill. Look immediately to 
your right at the top of the hill for 
a pleasant area. 
After lunch; i fyou 'are  feeling 
adventurous, you can climb down 
the hill using a iraii'and bacl~ "up 
again. 
2. 
Take a day trip east on Hwyl~ 
East to visit historic Battle Hill. Or 
the top once stood a fort manned 
by the Gitwangak people who, 
from this strategic point, con- 
trolled the lucrative trade on the 
grease trail coming south from the 
Nass Valley past the fort. 
The grease trail~ so named for the 
calorie-rich grease from the ooli- 
chan fish which dripped from the 
packs of those who used the 
route, was a key path of com- 
merce for native people. 
Battle Hill is a national historic site 
and is located just off of Hwy37 
North. To find it, turn left off of 
Hwy16 at Kitwanga where it 
intersects with Hwy37 North. 
Drive across the bridge spanning 
the Skeena River and continue 
north. Look for the signs. The 
parking area for Battle Hill is on 
your left. The drive from Terrace 
should take about an hour. 
You'll find interpretative panels 
and the story of Nekt, a 
Gitwangak warrior who died in a 
fire that destroyed the fort. 
e 
Terrace offers a number of scenic 
R.V. parks. Braun's Island R.V. 
Park, located on Ackroyd Rd. on 
Braun's Island, just off of Graham 
Ave. and Braun St. in the south- 
west corner if Terrace, offers 10 
sites. ~ 
The Rainbow Inn R.V. Park, 5510 
Highway 16, offers 12. The Reel 
Inn R.V. Park, 5508 Highway 16, 
offers 15 sites. Wild Duck R.V. 
Park, 5504 Highway 16, has 20. 
o 
Sani-dumps are located at the fol- 
lowing sites - Behind the tourist 
infocentre on Hwy16, at the 
Lakelse Lake campground, south 
on Highway 16, near ICG 
Propane on Highway 16 and at 
Canadian Tire, also on Highway 
16. 
SKEENA VALLEY FARMERS MARKET EVERY SATURDAY Strong, Healthy Equals, a drop In centre for young women, 
UNTIL OCTOBER - 9 A,M. TO 1 P.M. Located on Davis is now open Saturdays from noon to 8 p.m. and Thursdays from 
Avenue, Crafts and produce from the surrounding area, 4 to 8 p,m. A safe, relaxed atmosphere where girls can come for 
support, information, ideas, conversation or to hang out. 
FILL THE BIN - THE TERRACE STANDARD encourages Located at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre Call 638- 
everyone to help fill the Food Bank Bins at Safeway, Overwaitea 0228 fbr info, z 
and the Bargain Shop, At this time of the year food supplies at . . . . . .  i . . . . . . .  
food banks are extremely low and need replenishing, Your Park  I I li:::i;~i!!~ti::;!il f " - - " '% 
DONATION goes a very long way and is gratefully appreciated, 
Report I i!il I 1 
STARTING AUGUST 27 BC TRANSIT OFFERS MORE by I;;iiiii J iiJk r J 
SERVICE TO: Aquatic Centre/Arena Birch Hill, Park & Apsley, Greg McDonald t~~i |  
Twin River Estates and Mountain Vista. Canadian Tire and west r~ ' .~!~l  
end of City of Terrace. It's a fine day for a hike.., just put on the running shoes and off you 
go... now hold on there let's consider a few things. Last time you went with 
someone who knew the area, however today you have decided to go alone. 
AUGUST 31 & SEPTEMBER 1 - TERRACE FALL HORSE Have you prepared for the unexpected? 
SHOW Starts at 8 A.M. Etnry forms can be picked up at 
Northern Horse Supply, For more information contact Jacquie 
Strachan at 635-6727. 
SEPTEMBER 1 AND 2 - 31st ANNUAL SKEENA VALLEY 
FALL FAIR Thornhill Community Grounds & Hall, Terrace, B,C, 
Admission Adults $3.50 Seniors 12 & Under $2.00 5&Under 
Free. 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 - TOTEM SADDLE CLUB 
ANNUAL GYMKHANA Registration at 9:00 a,m, - -  
Starts at 9:30 a,m. TROPHIES, ROSETTE RIBBONS AND 
PRIZE MONIES For information call Laurie Muller 635-9401 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 - LOGGER'S SPORTS 
Sponsored by Terrace Downtown Lions - 
more than 15 events - numerous novice 
events for first-time competitiors. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter and Hostel has moved to 
2812 Hall Street, behind Totem Ford, right next door to the old 
place, For info, call 635.5890. 
First of all does anyone know where you are going and when you will be 
back? It's a good idea to tell someone or if no one is around at least leave a 
note describing your plans, If possible do not hike alone. 
Clothing and footwear is of utmost consideration. Well fitting hiking boots 
are the best footwear as you often run into rough and unexpected terrain 
but at the very least wear footwear that provides the best protection for feet 
and ankles alike (in this country preferable waterproof). When choosing 
what clothing to wear it is best to dress in layers, a T shirt, a sweatshirt, a
light sweater and a jacket. It is easier to put clothing on and take it off than 
not to have enough to keep you warm. 
Always take protection for your head even if it is a scarf, easily tied 
around your neck it will be a welcome friend in lhe blazing sun or on a chilly 
night. If you encounter bad weather head protection will become crucial as 
more heat is lost through your head and neck (70%) than any other part of 
your body. Cotton clothing is good for hot dry weather and wool or the new 
poly fabrics for wet and cool since they retain their warmth even when wet. 
Bring along a small pack to carry the extra clothing, 
There are some other essential items that you should always take on a 
hike.., even it it is only a short hike. Water, matches in a waterproof con- 
tainer, high energy snacks, whistle, pocket knife, light weight space blanket, 
reflector or hand mirror, insect repellent and a small first aid kit. You should 
get in the habit of carrying these even if you are going for a 112 hour hike... 
since you never know when you might get lost, Dehydration will increase 
your susceptibility to fatigue and hypothermia, so water is crucial to your 
survival. If you do become lost a compass is an excellent idea but make 
sure you learn how to use it first, 
The best thing parenfs can do for their children when hiking is to set an 
example for you chlld. Practice the readiness rules which say that even if 
you are going to the airport hill to pick mushrooms or for a quick stroll down 
the Twin Spruce Trail at Lakelse Lake park make sure that you take all the 
supplies mentioned above because you never know when you could get 
lost. 
If you would like to know more about hiker safety come to Lakelse Lake 
Provincial Park and take part in some of the safety programs. Or contact 
/our local college or hiking club who may have safely programs as well. 
See you in the Park. 
i 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
IN ks J PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
Thursday. Aug 30 
4:00pm Walk with the Giants See the forest in a special 
way. Walk and talk 
7:00 Baked Salmon and Wine Walk along the Twin 
Spruce and learn how the first nations people survived in this 
area. i 
4:0Opm Pond Life The mysterious world of little crea- 
tures, which Inhabit the pond, 
7:00pm Bear Aware Bears are a valuable part of riving In 
Northern BC. learn more about them and you, Bear Aware Team 
4:COpra Hike-A-Tree Amazing little things Inhabit Ireee 
7:COpra Nlsga'a Lava Park The Naes Valley conlains one 
of the most wonderful new protected area. 
Sunday.  Sent, 2, 
4:00pm Bugs, Bugs, and more Bugs Learn about the 
Importance of bugs In the park and make your own to take home, 
7:00pm Plunge In Explore the homes of aquatic animals 
that live at Lakelse Lake. 
Monday. SeDt. 3 
7:0Opm Hug-A-Tree Learn what to do if you are lost In the 
woods. Family presentation and Slides 
ALL ARE WELCOME • PROGRAMS ARE FREE I 
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OLGA AND Hugh Power with daughter in law Michele, son Allan and their 
daughter Claire. 
Goodbye to the Powers 
business, and has belonged 
to several organizations. 
Hugh, a past president 
and life member of the 
Kinsmen club, was in- 
volved in many Kin pro- 
jects. 
Both Hugh and Olga 
were very involved at the 
Happy Gang Centre. 
Olga, as a 
city council- 
lor worked 







iety was very 
fortunate to 
have her as 
the represen- 
tative from the city to sin 
in on meetings. 
She will certainly be 
greatly missed by our 
members. Not only Olga 
helped, but Hugh always 
came out on work bees. 
A farewell-open house 
was held on Sunday, June 
17 at the Kin Hut. Many 
long time'+friends and as- 
sociates came out to wish 
them a fond farewelFand 
good luck in their new 
home in Nanaimo. 
Also attending the ga- 
thering from Richmond 
was their son Allan, his 
wife Michele, and baby 
THE POWERS have left 
Terrace to be closer to 
their children, and of 
course, more importantly, 
their grandchildren. 
Hugh Power arrived in 
Terrace in 1960 to teach at 
Skeena Secondary School. 
Then, when Caledonia 
Senior Secondary was 
opened in 
1969, Hugh 
t rans fer red  
there. 
He became 
the director of 
adult educa- 
t ion for  
School Dis- 
trict 88 and 
was there 
until his re- 
tirement. 
Sometime, 
about five years later, 
Hugh met a lady - her 
name was Miss Olga Croot 
- who arrived from England 
to teach home economics 
and during the Easter 
break in 1966, Hugh and 
Olga Power were married 
(Hugh works fast) and of 
course were blessed with 
three lovely s0n.s ~ : +,, 
And now they want to 
b~'near them, to share the 
grandchildren. 
Both Hugh and Olga 
have contributed greatly to 
Terrace in their time here. 
• Olga has worked in sev- 
eral bank,s the real estate 
YVONNE MOEN 
Claire. 
May McFar land  
(Hugh's sister) and Mari- 
lyn Andersen and Janice 
LeFrancois were respons- 
ible for organizing the 
event. 
The Kin Hut was taste- 
fully decorated by Betty 
Campbell and Myrna Rolf- 
sen with beautiful lilac 
bouquets at each table. 
Good luck and good 
health to both. 
Olga and Hugh, thanks 
for your contribution to 
Terrace. 
It is citizens like the 
two of you that make a 
place like Terrace a better 
place in which to live for 
everyone. 
You are both Terrace's 
loss, but Nanaimo's gain. 
Hello to you both, from 
everyone in Terrace. hope 
to see you both back for a 
visit someday. 
I l l  
Preserving roses 
Who can tell me ways 
to preserve beautiful 
roses? I have a lovely bou- 
quet of gorgeous roses 
gi~,en'~'to'me by Otto 
Grundmann, and I would 
like to know how to keep 
them. 
If you are a person who 
preserves flowers, please 
phone me at 638-0423. 
The Skeena Valley 





'llJlllll,,,. Bgl lydro = ,-~,o+,~~ % Skeena 
l (. lllIYil" 
,';,,,,,,,,',,,,, 635"TIPS 
The Boegorn Line...  
. . •  I. Never approach a hear 2. Never attempt to feed a bear 
J3RITISH 3. Avoid surprising ahear 
I I ~,OLUMBIA 4. Never leave your vehicle to photograph 
~,-,..-=- a bear on the roadside 
5. Never take ANY food in your tent 
6. Never store food or garbage so that the 
For Further smell may attract a bear 
Inforruation 7. Never approach a dead animal because 
Contact he bears may attack to defend such food 
Bear Aware 8. Never clean fish or discard remains 
Program at: where they can attract bears to your camp 
or yard (in fast moving water is best[) 
615-0218 9. Never interfere with a mother bear and 
her cub(s) 
10. Never leave unpicked fruit on trees or 




The Terrace Women's Resource Centre ~ 






at  the Coast Inn of the West (small banquet room) 
Have a voice in all the exciting things that are happening, 
FOOD, FUN AND SISTERHOOD. 
For more information please call 
638-0228 J 
Drugs for Parasites? 
When diagnosed with a parasitic infection, typically a 
course of medical drugs is used to eradicate the problem. 
While medical science can be wonderful, there are some 
reasons why we might choose to avoid using a prescription. 
There is some concern that certain ahtiparasitic drugs 
are not effective. 
As a result, the symptoms subside but later reappear. 
lOver the years, many parasites have become resistant o 
several of the drugs used to fight them. 
Quinacrine, megendazole and medtronidazole were 
aq? e~ective as a sing e cour e to f ght protozoans Often 
,day they...must be u s.ed. for exfe.n~et:l ~nods, rn~tkln'g tliem', 
aPmffJl tS'u's a~ w~llth~ intended'x,i~tii~i. ":"" ' '  ' :  :+  
ii.!: It issuggested that some;drugs:create unfriendly, envi- 
i+!ronments within a certain organ. The possible.outcome is 
i:+that the parasite migrates to another part of th e body, oreat- 
:+!ng new symptoms. This real situation is" thought a 
:response to toxic, but not lethal,, drugs 
If paras tes themselves aren t offensive enough now wit- 
hess the scenario of a filthy intestinal dweller migrating tO 
!our liver or bile ducts! If this travelling response has beeri 
: •witnessed n the large worm Ascaris, is it also possible for a 
• similar occurrence with different, microscopic parasites? 
It stands to reason that any drug used to kill a living 
ganism (parasite) must necessarily be toxic~t0 some 
degree. Drugs have side effects that can be long lasting 
:and unpleasant, even severe. Antibiotics and drugs for this 
use often need to be used for extended periods of time, 
thereby increasing our exposure and the likelihood of side 
effects. 
For those of us with reservations about using prescrip- 
tion drugs, or when we want to cleanse as a matter of 
course, there is a viable option. 
Multiple evidence shows that a comprehensive I]olistic 
program with bitter (encapsulated) herbs can be surprisingly 
effective in a healthy program. 
Because many parasites have a long life cycle, a three .• ~ 
month program]shighly beneficial . . . . . .  
For information, a consultation or to. 
purchase herbal nutrition products 
at wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Darcle Annesley, Shelly , 
Coxen, Maureen Gent, Wayne Gray, Joan Hough (Kitim+ 
Bruno Belanger & Krista Bottyan (Terrace). 
e ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638-1541 - Terrace 
F. N R ! C H (250) 632-2740- Kitimat 
,N r ,~, .~ ^  t I o .,¢ ^  t Fax: (250) 635-1565 
mm~'.~.'.,m~,.,mm,m.]:, www.enrich.net/bruno 
C.hanging Cana~'ar~ 'J-[eaftti One Person at a ~me "" 
Venez  nous rencont 'er I 'Expo ! 
Kiosque 
du gouvernement  
du Canada 
Foire d'automne de Skeena Valley 
Thornhill Community Centre 
3091, rue Century 
Terrace 
:- +,1" et 2 septembre 
Samedi, de midi & 20 h 
:-)-+. :,+:, ...: Dimanche, de 10 h & 16 h 
Dor6navant, il est encore plus facile d'obtenir de 
I'information sur les services gouvernementaux. 
Pendant que vous profitez de la foire d'automne 
de Skeena Valley, prenez le temps de visiter le 
kiosque du gouvernement du Canada o0 vous 
pourrez vous entretenir avec un de nos agents 
d'information. 
Renseignez-vous sur les centaines deservices 
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President's message 
This is the International Year of the Volunteer 
and as such 1 would like to thank all the many 
volunteers who make this event possible. 
This year's fair is fast approaching and all 
have been very busy planning and organizing the 
31st annual Skeena Valley Fall Fair. 
This fair is a cumulative ffort, with many 
long hour s put in by many wonderful people who 
should all be very proud of what is accomplished 
each year. 
When I walk around the fair, I am always in 
awe at the vastness of the event, and the enor- 
mous amount of work involved to 
put it all together. 
It is~a tribute to this community 
and the people in it. Let's keep up 
the good work and congratulations 
to a l l .  
Each year brings new events 
and new contributors to our Fair. 
We ~vould like to welcome both 
Alcan and BC Hydro to our 
Frie,nds of the Fair corporate 
sponsorship rogram. We are very 
ple,.~sed to have them on" board 
anal grateful for their contrbutions. 
!Alcan will also be sponsoring a
recycling booth this year at the 
fair, With lots of information for 
t.he public. Make sure and come 
~::i!: :~ : i~  :::iii:: ~iii::!i~ :
,:.- :L. !,.,i:.k~i~ ~ 
• i :::: ':~ ! :J i ,~ 
)/ :  5i:~ii~:i;i i 
Dede Bone 
down and take a look. / 
The rabbit barn is Complete now and we are 
exPebting a great show of the local and out of 
town!talent. 
Again this year, we:will have both a competi- 
tive rabbit show as w611 as a fun show for your 
favoUrite pet bunny. New this year is a Cavie ca- 
tegory, (these used to;be called guinea pigs to us 
laymen). This should be an interesting and edu- 
cational event. 
Many thanks again to the Adams family for 
all their hard work in organizing and making this 
possible. Thanks aga~in Barb and Jim and every- 
one else who volunteered and contributed. 
Another new item this year is a fi'ee bus ser- 
vice on Sunday to and from the fair. This service 
is generously provided by the City of Terrace, 
the Regional District of Kitimat Stikine and the 
BC Transit Authority. Schedules are available 
from the BC Transit Authority. 
The horse show will kick off our fair again 
this year. 
Dressage will begin at 9:00 am with regular 
classes and trail classes to follow. 
The heavy horse pull event will follow the 
horse show on Saturday evening and continue 
Sunday afternoon. Come down and cheer on your 
favorites. 
The Fun Fair will return on Sunday, 
with lots of fun for young and old. 
This event was a great hit last year, 
with races and contests for the kids 
and lawnmower aces for the older 
"kids". 
Entertainment will be ongoing in the 
big tent all weekend. Many thanks 
again to Erie Crawford for organiz- 
ing this event. A schedule of enter- 
tainment is available on our website 
www.kermode.net/fallfair. 
Don't miss all the fun events, Log- 
gers Sports and Pancake Breakfast, 
sponsored by Downtown Lions, Pet 
Show with the Skeena Valley Ken- 
nel Club, Annual Gymkhana with 
the Totem Saddle Club, 4-H Show- 
manship and Achievement events, 
and the Beer Gardens with the Centennial Lions, 
as well as all the booths and Exhibit Hall, there 
will be lots to see and do this year at the fair. 
Came out and support he Skeena Valley Fall 
Fair and see what the efforts of the wonderful 
volunteers in this association have done for their 
community. 
Without them, this Fair would not happen, 
and we are all very proud of our fair. 
New members are always welcome, so come 
on down and join our team and share in our ac-' 
complishment. 
See you at the fair! 
Dede Bone, president 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Association 
It's open mike time for music ians 
-ERLE CRAWFORD wants to 
see some new musical talent 
hit the Fall Fair stage this year. 
That's why he has opened up 
the  schedule /o anyone and 
everyone who wants to play. 
~ "I want to create a venue for 
local talent to get up their and 
show their stuff," said Craw- 
ford, the fair's music organizer. 
"Everybody needs a chance 
to get on stage and strut their 
stuff." 
Crawford has booked local 
talent and scheduled sessions 
where musicians in  the audi- 
ence can step up to the mike. 
"It doesn't matter how good 
you are or how bad you are," 
he said. "They all get a chance 
to go on." 
The performances will fol- 
low Saturday's opening cere- 
monies. Featured acts include 
Moonshine Band, Classic Rock 
and Country, and a tribute to 
"Don Messer's Jubilee" featur- 
ing Vic Mullen 
The music will run well into 




WINDSHIELD REPLACEMENT & REPAIRS 
• ICBC Claims ,, .,.,lllli,,.~ 
• S a fe ty G la s s ,~"l~llih'il!~ 
• M:rrors . i;; llllrllllll  
Serv,c,ng all kogg,ng ~11111111111~ 
Equipment & Heavy :i~"~'!!'[1~!:~~, 
Duty Machinery 
5504 Uoyde Slroot, Terrace, B.C. - -  ~ 
iiiiiiii',i',i:::2::-iiS~i~E~2i~ 
"~llllJlll)|lllllllllllllllllllllllllll|lll 
Proud Supporters olthe 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair , 
• Trees • Shrubs • Perennials ¢:~: 
• Turf • Annuals 
* Garden Supplies 
- Rhododendrons • ,..,,"' .~Clallv 
Corner of aa l iwe l l  Ka lum Lak, 
635-2603 
66 
ANNUAL 31 s' ANNIVERSARY .... 
KEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR 
Sept 1 & 2, 2001 
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:mode Auto Sports ~ 
~j~F@hn f°r all ages.3 t°100) .'~ ', 
omhill Commuatty Grounds& Hall~ 
~, /i , Terra.ee'BC , . } 
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'"FREE" 1TON OF PELLETS: ', ~~ with the purchase of any Pellet Stove from 
i Terrace Builders Do-it Center Expires September 15, 2001 
TERRACE BUILDER DO-IT CENTER • 3207 MUNROE STREET, TERRACE. 635-6273 • 1-800-470-DO.IT 
0 i 
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~ANDY LAMBERT, a 40-year veteran and one of the original contestants in the Skeena 
Valley Fall Fair's Logger Sports competition, is back this year for another throw of the axe. 
L()ggers get 
test saw, axe ills 
And he's participated almost every year the 
event has been held since then. 
An experienced veteran, Lambert is compet- 
ing in the chainsaw competitions and the axe 
throwing event. 
Spectators at the loggers' sports this year will 
get a taste of everything from log burling, to pole 
climbing to power saw bucking. 
Also featured are ladies' events such as nail 
driving, the Jill and Jill crosscut and the Jack 
and Jill crosscut. 
"There's a couple women in this town who 
compete and man, can they drive nails," says 
Dave Maroney, who has organized the event for 
over 40 years. 
He said over 30 local participants could take 
part and he anticipates out-of-town athletes from 
Vancouver Island, Washington, Oregon and 
Idaho may also compete. 
And there is plenty of extra room for specta- 
tors this year. . ..: . . . .  ' ' i: 
The'addition-of new bleachers willprovide'.' 
seating for 400 people. 
The novice events kick off Saturday, Sept. I 
at 10 a.m. with the open events beginning at 1 
p.m. 
AS THE Skeena Valley Fall Fair draws near 
loggers' sports enthusiasts are gearing up 
for some great competition. 
The loggers' sports competition is put on 
annually by the Terrace Downtown Lions 
Club and is always a crowd pleaser. 
This year features obstacle pole bucking 
and the chokerman's race as championship 
events. 
That means winners receive double the prize 
money and the title of provincial champion for 
those events. 
Frank Peile, one of the event organizers, says 
the championship events draw some of the more 
serious competitors from around the province and 
the northwestern United States. 
"Some of these fellows travel all over the 
place doing this," Pelle said. 
: But the annual competition is also a chance 
{or local enthusiasts'to demonstrate heir ability. 
One of  this year's local competitors i Andy 
Lambert. 
Lambert has been competing in the loggers' 
sports here since the very first year it started. 
"1 started back in 1960/' he recalls. 
Summer Sa eli • ,#?,: 
" 30% Showshirts ~" 
September 15, 9110/ .  BUg Products S 
"~L  _..7-- 2001 ~r .u/u  sHampoo 
i~ 0 Supplements & 
IE. • English and Western Tack & Apparel 10 o l aa t  
!~ • Australian Outback Wear . . . .  hercare~.~ 
• Herbs and Supplements H: .... ~'k 
• Grooming Products "~iiili!:%~;,~ ~!ii.. 
• Books, Tapes & Cards ~ ~!i!~ fili;i!i • 
• Jewelery & Silver Accessories ~ i  ii~i~, ii!/i~ ::i::::~. 
i~ and so much more. ;~i~:~:~;~l :~,.:~;~:.~::i~:;,. .~; 
Sot , we won't have a booth at the :~,~:i~'~:~,::i~:~:~::~,~:~,~,,:,i,~,:,:4',~;~:~:~,~ :  :!!!!~!!~: ~iii.::~ k~i'!~ !~:i~!;!~:;i!:h:~!:!::?:i~i~, : ;. • .:.i~,:.~?.- 
Fair, but we do DELIVERIES TO : iiiiiifliiiiiiiiiiiiii::~/i!i~,i~I!i~i~i;~i ~iit!, 
THE GROUNDS at NO CHAFIGE:,~,,~,,:,:,,,,::~:~,~:,:~,,~:,:~:~:,:,:: ,:: , ;::,,~ ::: ~,: 
Saturda & Sunda ust hone ............. ~ ....... ;L: ,~:. . .~ ,~....:~ ~.::::::., ... ... 
638-7252 or 615-8643 ::ii,iiiiiii,li,liiiii~l~:~ i,i,iiiiiliii,i? ~i:: 
OPEN: Monday-Saturday  10 a.m. - 6 p.m. :::;~,:~:::::::::::::~*,:~:~i~i!~i~ (.'..:! i!i~i b :: :~iii::ili, ;: 
~ 4628 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C.-- Phone: 638-7252 Fax: 638-7253 www./hiway16.co~nhs 
ALL 1500 SERIES 
TERRACE 
DLR.  #5958 
4916Hwy. 16West • 635-7187 • 1-800-313-7187 
www.terraceautom,-til, corn 
!!!ii~iiii!iiiiiiii!i~!ii~ii!i ~'%/ili~: ~iiiiiiii~,,ii!i~i ,, iii!iiiiii/:,iiiiii iii iiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i !  ~ iiii: ~:'~iiiii!iiiiiiiiii~ ~,': ~'~iiiiiiiiiii!ilili~ li! i l ~'~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~'? iiiii ~ii!iiiii: iiiiiiiii :~iiiiiii!iiiiiii]iiiii~" 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
• MOWERS • GENERATORS • PUMPS 
t . l tONDA.  :; ~ , 4441 LAKELSE AVE. 
POwer ::::: /i: 
' ' 635-6384 n ::r. pJJ,J,]IW-]hZ-- 
TER CE 




COAST I~  Like a Deere® 
r.AcTo. 
4650 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
635-7131 
All Regular Services: 
• HT Lubricants~Motor Oil 
• Bulk Fuel Delivery • Enviro 
Tanks 
PETROCAHADA ® .24 Hour Gas & Diesel Card 
Committed to Canadians Lock System 
Cardlocks Located In: 
• -m-,w',,, w"~ ~ 
4912 Hwy 16 W, Terrace B.C. 
250-635-6558 
www.terraceautomall.com 
,o o, ;iii~] 
Sponsored by Terrace Downtown Lions 
• more than 15 events 
- numerous novice events for first-time competitors 
KffWANGA, TERRACE, SMITHERS, 
KWINITAL, HAZELTON, TATOGGA 
LAKE & NASS CAMP 
TYMOSCHUK AGENCIES LTD. 
,5138 Keith Ave. Terrace Tel: (250)635-2066 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace Fax: (250)635-3453 
V8G 1 K9 Smithers Tel: (250)847-2522 
~ii!i:Ul 
5( t 
For information a d entry forms, call: 
Frank Pelle Dave Maroney 
635-4488 635-6384 
1 
STARTS AT 10 A.M. 
NOVICE EVENTS !6!~!2!hi~ :~i2 
Underhand Log Chop-  
1st 5100 2nd $75 3rd $50 
Obstacle Pole Bucking - g 
1st $I00 2nd $75 3rd $50 Ist~S!S0 2nd $100 3rd $75 4th $50 
Axe  Throwing - 
Ist $100 2nd $75 3rd $50 
Single Hand Bucking - 
(Peg  & Raker  Saws  Only )  
1st SI00 2nd S75 3rd S50 
Ch?kermans  Race - 
Chc~mpionshlp Event 
5600 Prize Money 
Local Power  Saw Bucking - 
(100cc  '. Ter race  res idents  & s tock  saw 
Power  Saw Bucking - Stock Saw only) 
1st 5100 2nd 575 3rd S50 1st 51502nd $100 3rd 575 4th S50 
OPEN EVENTS 
Underhand Log Chop-  
1st 5150 2nd 5100 3rd 575 4th $50 
Axe  Throwing 
Ist $150 2nd 5100 3rd $75 4th $50 
Chokermans  Race - 
1st $150 2nd $100 3rd $75 4th $50 
Single Hand Bucking - 
1st $150 2nd 5100 3rd 575 4th $50 
Ladies Nai l  Dr iv ing -  
Open Power  Saw Bucking - 
(Hot SeXy) (140cc and under) 
Ist 5150 2n d 5100 3rd $75 4th $50 
Log Burr ing-  
1st $150 2nd $I00 3rd $75 4th $50 
Jack & J i l lCrosscut -  
1st 575 2nd S50 3rd 525 
Jill & Jill Crbsscut - 
1st 575 2nd 550 3rd 525 
Pole Climbing - 
Ist5150 2ndS100~3rd575 4thS50 
1st 560 2nd $40 3rd 520 STIHL Timber Spo~ts Challenge Event 
:~ . . . .  Stock Saws upp ied by STIHL 92cc 
Open Obstacle Pole Bucking - : 1st 5150 2nd 5100 3rd S75 4th S50 
1st $150 2nd 5100 3rd 575 4th $50 ~ 
Standing Block Chop 
1st $150 2nd $100 3rd $75 4th $50 
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IN ACCORDANCE with the 
4-H motto, "Learning to do 
by doing," several ocal club 
members are learning about 
animals by raising them. 
Naomi Peters, a club lea- 
der and member of the ex-  
ecutive, is raising three such 
clubber~- and has another 
child Wli~ll on her way. 
Her:~ son Andrew raise's 
poultry and eldest daughter 
Jessic,'i rdars horses as well :as 
the barnyard birds• 
Elizabeth, the middle 
daughter of three, raises rab- 
bits. 
She plans to enter a tawny 
Holland Lop, Cindy, and her 
ELIZABETH PETERS will be at the rabbit barn at the Skee 
na Valley Fall Fair this weekend with her bunny Domino 
In open class the judge 
simply opens the cages and 
critiques each rabbit. 
But in 4-H competition, 
each entrant must handle 
their rabbit, present it to the 
judge and demonstrate 
knowledge on the topic of 
rabbits in general. 
- will go on in the rabbit 
barn this year. 
Adams expects about 60 
to 80 rabbits in the barn for 
the wtrious competitions. 
"There'll be Guinea Pigs ~ ~ The Cookie jar Bakery. $4L~ ~ there, too," she added, " in 
"which will make life kind 
of fun." i s  C E L E B R A T I N G  the i r  
ei ht offs rin ~ in the Catur While the club doesn't put Adams said that cross- ~ l  
g P ~ '~ " ' . • " 3 rd  Ann iversa[y  w i th  these  • . ~ • a large emphasis on winning, bred rabbits are elignble for day morning Fall Fair abbzt . " , 
show - both in the 4- H and Elizabeth is still aiming for competition as wel l -  not just ~ ~[~ ~ ~ ~ r ~  ~ ~  
":,.~ ' the blue ribbon purebred as in some compe- ~ open class,.~• • • 
" JELLY  DONUT I MULTIGRAIN  BRAN ' "That's my pal this titions Currently Elizabeth is , g •'. ~:~. 
D nO" ~ • year,' Elizabeth said "Not "We' re  encourag ing  ':~ Raspberry  or Lemon BREAD MUFFINS re  m her bunmes for . • " ml)FOP~"  [ 16o~. J S iFO~. , , -  
~.^~.'-,~.-:--.,--: . . . . . . .  -, the winning part, just people with pet rabbits to 
~,uw, t.,t:a..,g,,eJ, em~ u . u . .  ¢ t._. succesS.Lucky for Elizabeth and' Jan I. $ ' ] chppmg the,r toe na,lsf enter. 1 --'/99 • . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Ainu, . . . .  ~ v,-t . . . .  u, .c,  S.uw'~'-" Gosen, a judge from ~ ............................... 
n n . " n other entrants, the rabbit Victoria, is being flown in r:~' • rrevaratn°n'shemustsrend ~ )  ENTER OUR DRAW ~ SPECIALS  ,L~.~] 
several quality hours with barn begun before last for the event• -. 
• v , year's competition has just He's a registrar for the ~ for a ~&~l~ ~)1~ ~ IN EFFECT ~"~ I 
- Cmd.. . • ~ '1] ~ ~)~o I~L~t~ , , , r , ~  ~ Se- tember  l~ ,~. ' . '~ . '~  
yg ~j l  ~ h~Ab~ !s~!! sl i:eiai~ieady ~SH:f : i ! i ! ioafS! i~dl .~tes  (20 Loaves) " 
,, x~th rlab? t~shs;P nd~n been completed. AmerLcan Rabb~t Breeders ~ White or Brown• " 5th  - 8 th  he ine  of the keys to , [ ( :~o~: jo r "~ DrawDa on ~ ~  
,,, n v,, e " i s ~ To help w l th those  "~: l [ l , ko¢ '~/~ ~:=,, .,a=,,Y~.~ ~ ~  
day, ,Naomi said. g g " P, ~ "  School  Day Lunches . . . . . . . . .  :' . . . . .  " ~ /  
"It s the time of working the show for the second and Guinea Pigs, or Cavies. 
hme Judging begins m the rub with them and teaching them ' . . • . . t ~ To  Order . /Khead!  635-" /117  
to stay ca lm'  ~ Overall three shows-  4- bit barn Saturday morning at ~ ~  4641 Laze l le  Avenue - -  
2002 
I • . v 
.L BULBS 
SEEDS 
¢ING IN EARLY 
;EPTEMBER 
WANT A 
..JLAF~ , .~  ,.,, I 
. . . . .  
Selected Exterior PAINT & STAIN 
Factory  Uebate  
~: i i~i ¸ 
;!i: 5:. :.../')::- 
Great Sale 
Prices 
with MAIL - IN  
REBATES 
while supplies last. 
Best Prices of the Year on 
selected exterior products 
~ERAL PAINT 
'%  
FIl~t on 4 WhoelS 
! ]  .... 
• 500  cc  
4x4  automat ic  
• Sh i f t  on  the  fly 
2 o r  4 whee l  d r ive  
• 400 cc 
• Shift on the fly 
2 or 4 wheel  drive 
• Available in 
automat ic  or 
standard transmission 
SUZUKI  
~ WITH PURCHASE OF 
EITHER UNIT RECEIVE 
2000 LB SUPERWINCH 
OR 
~ KARCHER PRESSURE WASHER 
i , ,' 
t 
, / -  
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SKEENA VI:iLI 
September I and 2, 2001 
Thornhill Community Grounds 
ARTS & CRAFTS: 
Thornhill Community Hal! 
For Information Regarding: 
Genera l  Exh ib i ts  & Inquir ies  .................................. 635-753 l 
Li res tock  ............................ .. ............................... 635 -2665 
4-H ..................................... Contact  Ind iv idua l  C lub Leaders  
Loggers  Sports  ................................... 635-6384 or 635-4488 
Gymkhana ............................................................... 635-9401 
Horseshow. ,  .... ,, .. ,..,. ........ ... :. :,:.... ....... ..., ............... 635-6727 
e l l ,  
Friday, August 31, 2001 
9:00 a.rn. Terrace Fall Horse Show- Dressage 
Saturday, September 1, 2001 
9:00 a.m. Terrace Fall Horse Show -(Open) 
10:00a.m. 4-H Sheep Showmanship 
4-H Sheep Achievement ...... 
Open Sheep to Follow 
10:00a.m. Open Rabbit Show (Rabbit Barn) " 
10:00a.m. Open Poultry Show (Poultry Barn) 
Rabbit & Cavie Fun Show to follow 
1:00 p.m. Exhibit Hall to Open (Concession Open) 
1:00 p.m. 4-H Rabbit Showmanship 
4-H Rabbit Achievement 
1:00 p.m. OFFICIAL OPENING of the Fall Fair 2001 
on the grounds in the Big Tent 
Open Beef Classes to follow 
2:00 p.m. 4-H Poultry 
4:00 p.m. 4-H Horse Achievement 
6:00 p.m. Heavy Horse Pull Event -Single Horse Pull 
8:00 p.m. Exhibits closed for the day 
Sunday, September 2, 2001 
9:30 a.m. Totem Saddle Club Annual Gymkhana 
10:00a.rn. Logger's Sports Commence 
I 
I $1.00 entry fee 
I Entry deadline is 
| August 27, 2001 
I 
I, All entries are to be n 
I on the general entry 
form 
Bring entries to the 
| Exhibit hall, I 
I 
I Friday, 
I August 31/2001 
I between the hours 
I of 4-8p.m. 
I 
I Children - 18 and und 
| (please state age on enl 
I Adults - 19 and up 
I 
I 
I Sponsored by 
Open Dairy Goat Show : I Kermode Auto Spo~?~. tu. 
4-H Goats , : . . . .  . .: - - - - - -  
Fun Fair Events- 
Fun for all ages from 3 to 100 
Heavy Horse Pull Event- Team Pull 
Pet Show (Adjacent to exhibit Hall) 
*Please note- No dogs will be permitted 
on the fair grounds. 
Exhibit Hall closed till 4:30 p.m. (to prepare 
exhibits for pickup) 





























SKEENA VALLEY  FALL  FA IR  
FUN FA/R EVENTS 
Sunday,  September  2, 2001 
No pre-registration required 
Events begin at 12 p.m. 
Fun for all ages from 3 to 100 
WATERMELON EATING CONTEST 
LAWNMOWER RACE (WITH A TWIST) 
Sp~elal note: Lawnmower competi tors must be s igned  
up no later than 2:o0 p.m. 
AND MANY OF THE 
OLD FASHIONED FOOT RACES 
COME JO IN  THE FUNtt t t t t t !  
!= : / / / :  
. . . . .  Skeena  Va l ley  iq~l l  Fa i r  
:f! i i~ ¸ ¸  
•11 
II 
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Skeena Valley FalI Fair ' _ _~ 




Like a Deere® 
4650 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
635-7131 
Proud Supporters of 













Fax (250) 635-9413 
5012 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5S5 
TERRACE 
4912 Hwy 16  W,  Ter race  B .C .  
250-635-6558 
www.ter raceautomal l . corn  
• 7 - 
__  tJ,~- "." 7~;_~, C .- . . . . . .  L~:~*d. -LL~:~.~ ~-L~L I~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/ "~'U tLq "- TT" I~ l l  l " r '~T ' l~  
- - -  ,5 e .-'.~'.':'.: .......... S e r v i c e s  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• Homeowners ,Auto • Riverboats 
• Heavy Equipment ,Travel •Commercial 
• Logging ,Marine .Liabilily 
• And Much More i 
Located next to Saan's Terrace, B.C. ~1.  
Phone: (250) 635-5232 
Fax: (250) 635-3288 1-800-335-8088 
Website: www.keenleyside.com Yo~.r~,..,. ~ ~ 
FARMS ,LTD 
4423 North Eby St, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0777 
Fun For The Whole Family 
All Regular Services: 
• HT Lubricants/Motor Oil 
• Bulk Fuel Delivery • Enviro 
Tanks 
PETRO CAIIADA ® .24 Hour Ca,  ,~ Diesel Card 
Committed to Canad ians  Lock System 
Cardlocks Located In: 
KITWANGA, TERRACE, SMITHERS, 
KWINITAL, HAZELTON, TATOGGA 
LAKE & NASS CAMP 
TYMOSCHUK AGENCIES LTD. 
5138 Keith Ave. Terrace Tel: (250)635-2066 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace Fax: (250)635-3453 
V8G 1 K9 Smithers Tel: (250)847-2522 
t~ ~ -. ' • • , 
$'i 
L 
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~,KEENA ANGLER : I I 
ROB BROWN 
Great Expectations 
i t's been been fabulous fishing. As 
~ good as last year - maybe 
better!" 
Instead of the look of beaming 
anticipation I'd expected a faint 
out fleeting cloud of skepticism scuds across 
Jonn's face. | ,  
[, "Karen and Cait just finished canning sixty 
; jars ot sockeye. Honest. I've been going out at 
, seven and catching my limit of four before noon. 
, We'll catch eight in no time," I rave. "Come by 
my place, suited up and ready to go at nine, and 
' we'll go prick some lips." 
i "I. count twenty," declares John, looking 
, down from the stop line on the Terrace approach 
,' to the Old Bridge. And there they are, sockeye 
fishers standing cheek to jowl, up to their bol- 
, locks in the blue water of the Ferry Island Rif- 
, fie, waving their poles without much regard for 
their fellows in some cases. 
"They need to rotate," I say. "A guy casts a 
couple of times, takes a couple of steps, and 
keeps doing that until he reaches the end of the 
line. Then he goes back to.the head of the line 
and fishes through again. It's what Atlantic sal- 
mon anglers do on crowded streams. It eases 
competition and spreads out the opportunity to 
fish the hot water. Just look at the Skeena; it's 
in excellent shape. We'll murder 'era!" 
• I pull the truck off the highway at the head of 
the old road that leads to the homestead ruins 
that lie beside the river in a faded field, across 
from the spot where Fiddler Creek feeds the 
Skeena. Boughs are a hazard with the camper 
on, so I park in the pullout. 
A small car arrives from below as we begin 
to make our way down the prec!pitous hi!l. John 
• is ahead,' thanks to the :fact that l had to i,o back ' 
for my ~wadmg slatt'~ e  ~lrwer olls down hlsl 
window and talks to him for a few moments 
then pulls out onto the highway. 
"What'd he say?" I ask. 
"Said you can drive all the way down." 
"It ain't far. We're not paraplegics," I shoot 
back a little defensively. 
Distance has a prairie-like deceptiveness in 
wide spots along the Skeena Valley. It's a hot, 
stiffening, 15 minutes over round rock before we 
reach the heart of the giant run. I jig a pink. 
There seem to be no fish around until after a 
good hour and a bit I hook and land a sockeye. 
"You wanna keep it?" I ask as we stare at a 
fungus covered lesion on its caudal peduncle. 
1|  11 Uh...no, John answers. 
"Look, we'll make that short climb to the 
highway, walk back to the truck, and then we'll 
go to the Inukshuk Run. We'll pound on 'era 
!here," I suggest. 
The hill is a killer, doubly so in the hot sun. 
Half way up, I decide to break down my rod be- 
fore breaking it in two. In the process I drop the 
reel bag. It rolls back to the bottom. As John 
struggles for the peak, I descend to base camp 
to retrieve the errant bag. Then I make the as- 
cent a second time. It's more than twice as hard. 
When I reach John he's in the shade panting 
and leaning against a concrete abutment. "In 
Africa, the natives lie on grave stones to keep 
cool," he says. 
"Where's the dog?" I ask. 
"Thought she was with you." 
"She's probably back at the car," I say, but 
when I get there she isn't, which is not like her. 
I think of traps, of explaining the loss of our be- 
loved haywire retriever to Ca,t, as I drive back 
to John. 
"Get in," I say. "She's not there. 
"Uh oh," he says as we drive up the road. I 
look into my rearview and see Pawsome gallop- 
ing down the highway behind the truck at 50 ki-, 
lometres per hour. ! 
I stop and roll down the window. She leaps in 
and slobbers over both of us all the way to the. 
Inukshuk Run. 
When we arrive, a First Nations crew with: 
the assistance of a Second Nations white guy 
and a Sikh are just finishing up after beach 
seining the bar. 
"Huh, they've got an Indian working for 
them," I say. "Don't worry, I had the same thing~ 
happen last year. The run will be plugged with 
sockeye in ten minutes. 
Two hours and two jigged humpbacks later 
we're still waiting. Then the fish show: one, 
then two, then a half dozen flipping in unison. In 
moments I'm playing a lip hooked, legal sock- 
eye. As I administer the coup de grace with a 
rock, we hear the distant sound of a jet engine. 
On cue, plugged into the natural cycles, the 
First Nations are back to scrape the beach and 
remove all the fish, which they do expertly, 
The prospect of waiting another three hours. 
to be scooped again has no appeal. I look at 
Johtt,' I hold out the lone sockeye to him. ~. 
"YOU shoulda bin here last week," I say. = '°' 
Saddle Clu 
set for Fall [ 
A PERENNIAL Fall Fair 
favour,to is the annual 
gymkhana nd horse show 
at the Thornhill Commun- 
ity Grounds. 
The events traditionally 
draw riders and spectators 
from throughout the north- 
west and this year is no 
exception. 
"It's a special event for 
the Fall Fair to invite 
people from other clubs to 
participate," said Marry 
Cox of the Totem Saddle 
Club which is hosting the 
event. 
Rachel Muller - this 
year's Totem Saddle Club 
queen - will be competing 
in the annual gymkhana. 
Muller got her horse ri- 
ding start early in life 
when her morn would go 
riding with Rachel tucked 
in a backpack. 
She began competing in 
lead line events as a tod- 
dler and now at 16-years- 
old she is an accomplished 
rider. 
She says she looks for- 
ward to the annual gymk- 
hana because she gets to 
test her skills in each of 
the patterns instead of just 
a select few at regular 
gymkhana events. 
The challenge is to get 
through the patterns in the 
shortest amount of time 
possible. 
"I get to m~ 
go fast and el 
self to go f 
Muller. 
The gymkh 
go Sunday, Se 
a.m. There wi] 
this year at 





is a fun eve 
whole family. 
Riders in al 
will compete 
such as Dres: 
Jumping and R 
"We have 
classes which i 
that's become 




also includes ~ 
class. Riders g( 
elimination pr~ 
on how aecu 




what they s~ 
means your he 
to do it proper] 
plained Stracha 
The horse 
Friday, Aug. 31 wltll Dres- 
sage and Saturday, Sept. 1 
with the open events. 
RACHEL MULLER is excited about the annual gymkhana at this year's Fall 
Fair, Competitors from throughout the province are expected to take part, Pic- 
tured above is Muller and her horse Tidy. SARAH A, ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
STEVE RODERS is all smiles after placing first in the Cadet division at the Mc- 
Bike Wild Decent Downhill race. The 15-year-old local rider wowed spectators 
by winning his class despite riding a hardtail bike. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Young riders dazzle 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
SHAMES Mountain drew an excited crowd and talented 
riders for tl)e, McBike Wild Decent Downhill race Aug. 
19. Race organizer Mike Christensen was impressed 
with the number of participants - particularly in the 
younger age classes. 
"Last year we started the Minime (age 13-14) and the 
Peewee (under 12) categories just for the fun of it," he 
said. "But now those categories are full and they're real- 
ly competitive." 
Having younger competitors taking part means in the 
years to come, interest in downhill racing should remain 
high. One of the younger competitors who's making a 
splash is local rider Steve Roders. At 15-years-old he's 
riding consistently and logging fast times. 
He placed second in the Cadet (15-16) category at 
the Source for Sports Downhill in June and at the Aug. 
19 race he came in first in that division with a time of 
1:36. That's just eight seconds behind Chiton Kantakis 
who had the fastest ime overall. 
The remarkable aspect of Roders' riding is that he 
rides a hardtail bike without suspension - which can be 
rough on the body. But he's known for being equally hard 
on his bikes. 
"He's our official product ester," laughs Christensen. 
"If it passes Steve's test we know it's indestructible." 
Northmen go down 
in Ultimate challenge 
By CRAIG BATTLE 
SO THERE they all were. 
Two teams poised on 
opposite sides of the field, 
preparing to show the other 
one up. 
On one side stood the 
Terrace Ultimate Club 
(TUC), dressed in casual 
sporting attire, ready to 
show the rugby players a 
thing or two about their 
fast fringe sport. 
On the other, the Ter- 
race Northmen were clad 
in game faces and full 
rugby garb. They were on 
their home turf at NWCC, 
sure, but out of their sport- 
ing element. 
The game, which began 
as a light war of words be- 
tween Ultimate player 
Sarah Zimmerman and 
local rugby guru David D. 
Hull, became a combina- 
tion charity and grudge 
match. 
"He kept saying it 
wasn't a real sport," said 
Zimmerman. 
"So I said, 'Alright 
David D., why don't your 
boys come out and play a 
game of Ultimate and then 
tell me if it's a real sport 
or not.'" 
Hull insisted the two 
teams play for charity. 
Both teams put up some 
money and brought dona, 
tions of food that would be 
given to the Terrhqe Chur- 
ches Food Bank ~I~ the 
Chi ld DevelopXm'~:n t 
and sloppier - game. 
Then, inevitably, the 
TUC regained control of 
their sport, 
Just as the Northmen 
would do in a rugby match 
• against a fresh opposing 
side, the Ultimate team 
began to use their know- 
Centre, . " ~ . . . .  ledge of the game to their 
Wednesday, '~ . .~dvantage ,  
the game was on. , ; ;, ~ '~g,~s i r~a! ly  we had to 
• ~,' ;!, 'take-'~ni(ol b~..slowing 
~' " down'the pace of fhegame 
"It's a gum' 1or and",maklng confident 
border co~lies," passes," said Zimmerman. N 
David D. Hull. 
The TUC's Richard 
Klein lifted the disc and 
flung it across the field as 
the two teams charged 
each other. 
After the first four 
points, the game was tied 
at two apiece and the 
Northmen lads and lasses 
were putting a scare into 
the TUC. 
The speedy Northmen 
held control of the tempo 
"They were running us 
off our feet for the first few 
-points." 
The TUC eventually 
took the game in a 25-12 
romp. 
Much of the Northmen's 
12 points came off the 
hands of TUC player Arnie 
Pelletier, as he pitched in 
to play with his rugby 
mates in the last 15,,:min- 
utes of the game, '" 
After the game, despite 
the soungl,-fhrashing, Hull 
maintaitfbd his stance on 
thezsfatus of Ultimate as a THE TERRACE Ultimate Club's Gary Matlln eyes up 
off the pull and forced the .,,,spbrt. a pass as Northmen member Graham Bayles de- 
usually calm disc throwers," "!t's a game. for border fends him. The rugby team took on the Ultimate 
# "  , ,  
to play a: much qutckp' - colhes, he stud laughing, club in a charity match Aug. 22. 
/ "  
/ 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp lay ,  Word  Classi f ied and  C lass i f ied  D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a star hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number eady. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Standard & Advertise,) $14.4R*l,r.:..Se GeT) 
3 weeks  (Standard & Advertiser) ~26.75"0~¢.t.75 OST) 
"Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12.46 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I
INMEMORIUM/CHURCHESINON PROFIT GROUPS) $8.12c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ 4~ per column inch 
BARGAIN CORNER ADS Sale items $50 or less advertised In 
the Terrace standard only. No on account charges, cash only, no 
phone calls. $4.67 (+.33GST) 4 weeks (10 words max) 
For regional coverage place your display ~d in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
'+ ;i 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
' i~  :., '  : ~- : . , :  " ' . : . . '  . 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENIS 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I 0 ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOfilLE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
14S IN MEMORIA,~ 660 STORAGE 
1SO LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
lS50BffUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 tHANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REAL E~TATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 705ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & rOUND 715 COMMERCIAl PROPEl 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNI 
MERCHANDISE 735 HOUSES 
315 AUCTIONS 745 MOBILES 
330 COMPUTERS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
3S5 FURNITURE 7;'0 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUrOMO/lVE 
365 MISC. FOR SALE 01O CARS FOR SALE 
380 TIMBER 815 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 920 VANS FOR SALE 
PETS I FARM RECREATIONAL 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 LIVESTOCK 854 AIRCRAFT ' 
435 PETS 8S8 AI~S 
862 BOATS / MARINE ' 
INDUSTRY 966 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 970 RV'S CAMPERS ' 
470 LOGGING,/T~BER e74 RV'S 5TH WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY 
87a RV'S MOTOR I~)MES 
EM~OYMENT 882 RV RENTALSj -.+,. 
ale 0USINESS '090 SNOWMOBILES 
OPEORIUNnlES .~ 
S20 CAREERS , ,  ~,.. "'~ SERVICES 
530 EDUCATION - 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
540 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
S70 FUTO/RING 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
r 604 APARTMENTS 936 JANITORIAL 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 944 MLSC. SERVICES 
612 CABINS/COT[AGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and Io repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instrucllons not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless malting Instructions are received. 
Those answering eox Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after Ihe first publication. 
It Is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that the liability el the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for the portion at the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #_.__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No. Exp i ry  D a t e ~  
r'z V ISA  Q MASTERCARD 









16  17]  18  
14 .71  
:27 .02  
14 .9~ 
27 .29  
16 .32  
28 .62  
le .o5  
28 .36  
16 .2S  
27 .55  
16 .59  
28 ,89  
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 









14 .45  
26 .75  
I S.5,~ 15 .7a  
27 .e2  28 .09  
16 .e5  17 .12  
29 .16  29 .43  
For  longer  sO, ) lease use a separate sheet  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
: ..... 120 BIRTHDAYS ~ r ' ] " ~ ~ " 
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z•NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
SEPT. NIGHTLY COURSES & 
WEEKEND WORKSHOPS TART 
SEPT, 9 REGISTER NOW. 
Details at Centre- Meditation, 
Metaphysical, Healing, 
Self Growth & More 
LAURELL BALLARD Mscd. Phd 
' 150LEGAL 
~ ~NOTICES : : ? i  
• : L ! i:: 
51i Cottonwood Cres., Thotnhib 635-77 
TC'S SHROOM Shack is nov 
open. We are buying all varie- 
ties of mushrooms this year: 
lobster, king boletus, caulifower, 
chantrells, pines and many 
more. Call 250-635-0117 least- 
ed on River Drive. 
. . . .  105 
ANNOUNC 
: . : ' . .  , :  
CUSTOM CUTTING and 
Butchering. Hamblin Farms 
Meat Shop now open. Sausage 
making, curing & smoking.Natu- 
ally raise meats for sale. Hous- 
ton 250-845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992 
VICKI PARVIAINEN Dance 
Studio. Variety within classes of 
Jazz, Ballet, Tap and Ethnic 
Character (Irish, Scottish, Ukrai- 
nian etc.) Ages 4 1/2 to 12. for 
information phone 250-635- 
7483 
WATER COLOR Workshop 
Fun with watercolors. Beginner 
Workshop: Instruction by Gail 
Turner Sears. Cost $175 Sup- 
plies and lunches included. Lo- 
cation: Lakesle Lake, Septem- 
ber 21,22,23. Please call to pre- 
register as space is limited. For 
information stop by THE PAINT 
SPOT Saturdays at the Farm- 
er's Market or call Joyce 250- 
798-2000 or Gall 250-798-2000 
!MENT 
,/II13oCOMING i:: 
~ :.:: EVENTS !",,"!.~ 
• . . •.  ANNOUNC 
' • . ~ : 
The Ultimate 
Security Company 
Licensed & Bonded & Insured 
Phone: (250) 615-2244 Fax: (250) 635-0840 
SECURITY GUARD 
CERTIFICATION 
The Ultimate Security Co. will be holding a Free Basic 
Standards Se.curily Guard training Course Level 1 & 2 begin- 
ning September 8, 2001 and encling September 18, 2001. 
Thi~ is a Justice Institute approved course. Thls course can cost 
as much as $3,000. per person to take. Yes, il's freel This is a 
once in a life time opportunily, Ibis deal has never been 
offered before and wifl never be offered againl We are only 
accepting 14 people into the course, but all are welcome to 
attend tl~e screening process, which will be held at the 4443 
Kelth Ave. on September 5 & 6 2001 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Call for an appoinhnent. Frat come first serve basis. 
The Ultimate Security Company will be hiring 3 to 5 nd v dua s 
who have success|ully completed the course. The course 
requirements are; you must be at least 18 years of age, abe to 
speak fluently in the English language, able to perform physical 
maneuvers and have no criminal record whatsoever. Al/suc- 
cessful applicants will be required to present a current criminal 
backgrouhd check prior ta the comnhencement of the course. 
Previous security ~uard experience is an asset but not required. 
All persons who'have successfully completed the course, but 
are not hired, will be put into a hir ng poe. In add t on, all 
individuals who have completed the course will be certified to 
work as a security guard in the Province of British Columb'a 
Th s course is a greet asset when seeking employment. 
For more information call the Ultimate Security Co. between the 
hours of 12 p.m. to 7 p.m., 7 days a week. 
WOMEN OF impact: Life Train- 
ing Seminar. Terrace Pentecos- 
tal Assembly. 3511 Eby St. 
September 14 & 15. Join us for 
a seminar for women of all 
ages, and any position in life. 
Topics include: "How to Dele- 
gate", "How to Deal With Diffi- 
cult People," and "rhe Impor- 
tance of Ministry to Women." 
For more Into call the Church 
office 250-635-2434 or Vickie 
Kornelsen 250-635-8140 
t 
CHALLENGES IN your life? 
Turn stumbling blocks into step- 
ping stones using simple, pow- 
edul spiritual exercises. For free 
book, ECKANKAR, 1-800- 
LOVE-GOD, ask for book #F18. 
www.eckankar.or.cl 
SPECIAL THANKS to Dr. Van 
Herk and Dr. Phillips and nurs- 
ing staff for the excellent care 
given during my stay in Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Mar.qaret & Harold Wyatt. 
r .  
J ~.. . 
THANK YOU 
EVANLY.RAYS 
rolod best service and most accurole 
psychics in Canada in 1999 +2000 
Career 
i Relationships ~ I  ~' , 
Spouse habits ~ I 
• Picking Lotto #'s I 
• • in 2000 
I 1-900-451-4055 24 HRS. $2 .99 /min .  184.  
B.C. Seniors Games Zone 10 would like to thank 
these merchants fer donating prizes, and helping to 
make our Monte Cristo Challenge a success, which 
was held during the Riverboat Days celebration 
on August 5, 2001 
A&W Kathy Roze from Aiyonsh 
Aqua Clear Bottlers Mcgonalds 
Coast Inn o1 the West Pacific Northern Gas 
Ev's Mens Wear Ruby Red 
Gemma's Sight & Sound 
Gardeniand "tim Hortons 
Happydays Hand Bags 
STANDA 
encourages everyone to help fill the 
FOOD BANK,B INS 
at Safewa ; Overwaitea nd the Bargain Shop. 
At this time of year food supplies at 
food banks are extremely low 
and need replenishing. 
UNDER WAREHOUSE 
LIEN ACT 
For sale by Phils 
Custom Towing Ud. 
To recover towing 
& storage 
1980 Kenworlh Tractor 
serial #908009GLC 
for parts only, storage 
$4,914.85 
1987 Answer Jeap & Log 
Trailer 
2A9JP3126HV045085 
needs certification, towing 
& storage 
$6,702.85 
Belonging to Errol Sims of 
Eyeball Industries Inc. 
Sale to take place 
September 121tl, 2001 
@Lean-lo-Creek 
635-0022 
Not necessarily sold to 
highest bidder 
• Northwest B.C. Melts ~ 
• Association 
would llke to cangralulata 
OUR STUDENTS WHO 
RECEIVED AWARDS 
at Notional Aboriginal Days. 
We would also like to send a 
belated thank you to the fol- 
lowing sponsors for donations 
for National Aboriginal Day: 
• B&G Grocery 
• InterConnect 
• Copperslde Foods 
• No=them Drugs 
• Lucky Dollar Foods 
• Coast Inn of the West 
• Zellers 




INVITATION TO TENDER 
Seated tenders for site 
development and services for the 
Kiflmat Fire Base, 2290 Forest 
Avenue, Kitimot, BC will be received 
by the Contract Administrator, 
Financial Management Branch, 3rd 
Floor - 2957 Jutland Road, PO Box 
9500, Stn Prov Gov'I, Victoria, BC, 
V8W 901 up to 2:00:00 p.m. (local 
time) on September 20, 2001 and 
opened In public st that ime. This 
competition Is available only to BC 
suppliers. 
As of August 30, 2001 tender 
packages Including specifications 
end drawings may be viewed st the 
Construction Associations In 
Smithers. Terrace (and Kltimet Plan 
Roam), Pr. Rupert, and Pr. George, 
and. may be viewed end/or 
purchased from the: Skeens Fire 
Zone. Terrace Airport (Bristol Rood), 
Terrace, BC, phone (250) 635.9735, 
nnd the Financial Management 
Branch el the above address n 
Victoda,'phone (250) 387.6538 OR 
387-8864. Contractors are advised 
to telephone the pick-up locations. 
after the specified availability date, to 
confirm that packages ere available. 
A NON.REFUNDABL F tender 
package charge of $25.00 PST 
included - (cheques payable Io the 
"Minister of Finance") Is required. 
Unless delivery by regular mall Is 
requested, packages will normally be 
sent via courier collect. 
A non-mandatory site tour shall be 
conducted. The site tour date shall 
be specified in the lender package, 
Tenders must be made subject to the 
conditions of lender and submitted 
on the form and n the envelope 
supplied. No tender shall be 
considered having any qualifying 
clauses whatsoever nd the lowest 
or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted, 
Depu!y Minister 
AMENDMENT TO Min(slry of 
I TIMBER SALE LICENCE A6640g Forests 
J This amendment Is to provide for the correction of the closing date. 
J Take nolo that, pursuant o Section 20 of the Forest Act, a Timber So e Ucenee Is 
being offered for seth. Closing Date: September 13, 2001 nt 9:30 a m 
j Dle"(,ict: Kolum 
i 
NOTICE  TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF 
JOSEPH SMOLEY 
formerly of Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the above eslate are 
required to send full parliculars of 
such claims to Warner Bandstra 
Brown, #200.4630 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 156, on or 
before the 3rd day of October, 
2001, after which date the easels o[ 
the said estate will be distributed I 
having regard only to the claims that |
have hen'been received. J 
I 
MARIA SMOLEY, Execulfix I 
c/o WARNER BANDSTRA BROWN J 
Solicitors for the Estate r. 
I 
NOTICE  TO 
CREDITORS AN D 
"r~l "" OTHERS 
RE:' THE ESTATE OF 
/ JOHN GERALD CARSON, 
also known as JOHN CARSON, also 
known as JOHN G. CARSON, 
deceased, forme~ at 
Terrace, Brillsh Columbia 
Creditors and others bovieg claims 
against he above estate aT JOHN 
GERALD CARSON are hereby noti- 
fied under section 38 of the trustee 
Act that particulars at their claims 
should be sent to the undersigned 
executor at #200-4630 Lazelh 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 1 $6, on 
or before the October, 10, 2001, 
after which dale the Executor will 
J distribute Ihe estate among the par- I 
ties entitled to it, having regard only I
to the claims that have tfien been I
received.- J 
DAVID RUSSEL CARSON, Executor. I 
Warner Bandstra Brown, Solicitors. J 
CALEDONIA BAII:IFF SERVICES J 
: : : .~ . . .#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ~ J 
Phase 250-635-7649 ~ t  
----REPOSSESSION/BAILIFF SAL I :~ I  
2000 Ford Fi50 s/cab 4x4 V8, A/C 
1996 Ford F150 XLT reg. cab, P/S, P/B, 4x4, c/w propane fuel 
1996 Chrysler Concorde 4 dr Sedan, V6, A/C 
1997 Plymouth Neon 4dr, std, A/C, 4CYL, 87,081 km 
1996 Dodge 13 pasenger van 
For appoinlment to view, please call 
Take notice that 11434 Yukon Ltd., doing business as Misly 
Mountain Outfitters, of Whitehorse, Yukon Territory has 
made application to the British Columbia Assets & Land 
Corporation for use of Crown Land to develop a base 
camp on unsurveyed Crown Land in the vicinity of 
Oweegee Lake, Cassiar District. The base camp facilities 
wouldbe used as a staging area for gu de-outfitting and 
commercial recreation actitivites in the surrounding area. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the' 
Commercial Recreation Co-ordinator, Skeena Region, Box 
5000, Smithers, B.C., VOJ 2NO; telephone (250) 847- 
7254; File 6406926. 
TENDERS AND PROPOSALS 
FOR 1974 FIRE TRUCK 
The District of Slewart invites tenders and proposals for the 
purchase of a 1974 fire truck, model #6500 VS, V.I.N. 
1-rE674V557595, ENG. 427 C.I., G.V.W. 27,500 Ibs., 
1000 GAL. Capacity, Pump - 840 G.P.M. (Mileage 
12,977). 
Sealed proposals will be accepted up to 2:00 p.m., on 
September 4, 2001 at the following address: 
District of Stewart 
Box 460 
705 Bright well St. 
Stewart, B.C. 
VOT lW0 
The District of Stewart reserves the right at its d scretlon, to 
accept or reject any pro~sal, The District may choose nat 
to accept any proposal, if in its opinion and at its roe dis- 
cretion none recelved are acceptable. Furthermore, the ow- 
e'st or highest tender proposal will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
In selecting the successful proponent, the best price will be 
considered, as well as the scope and creativity of f~e pro- 
posal and the proponent's abilily to use the veh c e. 
The terms of the sale will be determined by the District of 
Stewart Council. For further informatlon on this matter, 
please direct all queries to: 
B.M. Woodward, CMC 
Admlnlstmtar 
Box 460 
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Joan Mary Gelding, (nee Davey) beloved wife of Mr. Ron Gelding 
of Calgary, AB passed away at the Foalhi!ls Hospital on Tuesday, 
August 21, 2001, at the age of 76 years. , 
Joan and Ron celebrated their fifty-fifth wedding anniversary on 
Friday, August 3, 2001. Joan was respected and loved by all that 
knew her. 
Besides her Iovoing husband who will miss her d~rly, Joan is sur- 
vived by a daughter, Pat and san.in'law, Eugene Rovensky; five 
grandchildren, Kenny (Joone), Darren (Sandy), Jason, Guy (Sheila), 
Vanessa Bisson (Kevin} and six great grandchildren. She is also sur- 
vived by a brother, Alan Davey in England; six nieces, Ann Durant 
(Earl), Holly Mclnnes (Rod) Cathay Sousa led), Carol Davis, Sherry 
McColl (Lee), Lisa Marsh (Dwain) and four nephewS, Alan (Heather) 
Clyde (Kerrie), Blake (Colleen) and Todd (Joan). Joan was prede- 
ceased by her identical twin sister, Irene on March 11, 1979 and a 
brother-in-law, Robert Davis on November 20, 1989. 
" O " ' " : . ' Our mere nes of you will always be w~th us T we meet again 
my Love." 
To e-mail expressions of sympathy: 
condolences@mcinnisandholloway.com 
Subject heading: Joan Gelding. 
In living memory of Joan Gdding, a tr~ will be p(onted 
by Mclnnis & Holloway Funeral Homes, Crowfoot Chapel", 
82 Crowfoot Circle N.W., Calgary, AB. Phone: (403) 241-0044. 
365! ,  
MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR SALE : 
IlL  0cati0n at 4450 Greig Ave. 
t#~ Residential • Commercial 
I~ /  :Call the experts for all 
_~ your lighting needs. ~, ii 
,,, A  OA= 2,0 
L ~ k~ ~[~F~[~ FP~:: 1250}~5:1525 
I I /  ELeC'rnlc INC ,0, ..,0~;e~o?;~;o~ ILL' : 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
COMMITTED TO being debt 
free but can't qualify for a con- 
solidation loan? Our Debt Man- 
agement Program is not a loan. 
It is a partnersip with you in 
your commitment to be debt 
free. We will negotiate one low- 
er monthly payment to satisfy 
you and your creditors. Nationa~ 
"Credit Counsellors of Canada 
Inc, For more into visit our web- 
site www.nccc.ca and/or call 1- 
888-777-1747 toll free Canada 
Wide for the office nearest you. 
FLOORING SALE Laminated 
and hard wood. Start as low as 
$.99/sqft, Soft new clip floor, no 
~ive $2.50 sqft. 250-638-7074 
HAY FOR sale. Excellent alphal 
brome. No rain, AIphal grasses 
$75per ton. Call 250-567-2630 
TRAPLINE - Region 6-9, Cop- 
per River area. All equipment 
and 4 wheeler. 250-847-2736 
TWO FRENCH Provincial love- 
seats and armchair $1500. 
Double bed mattressand boxs- 
pring $76. Two fabric covered 
double headboards $30 ca. 6 
drawer chest, 6 drawer dresser 
3 drawer night table $300. 4 
PROFESSIONAL.:I, STRina.%::drawer,.~desk:.$150:. Call .250- 
teacher. Teache's?~iOli n dhe 010~'~ ~63~2064~ i IJ~ ~..~{ ~ ,; i/:', ,= 
la. For beginners and advanced 
students. 250-635-7536 
96.5 COOLER, blue w/white lid. 
Lost at Rosswood Music Festi- 
val. Please call 250-635-5166 
BRIGHT YELLOW Hot Rock 
Cherokee BMX bike stolen from 
4814 Warner, on sunday bet- 
ween 12-5pm. Young man 
missing his bike terribly. Re- 
ward offered. Please call 250- 
635-7115 
LOST AT the swimming pool on 
August 9th, 2-5pm, embroi- 
dered faces of Southpark on 
black packsack. Only one in 
Terrace. Reward offered. Call 
250-636-1538 
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1.888-913-8122 
from $2.00/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-870.7647 $3.99/min 
Website: www.discreettalk,com 
HYPNOSIS/HYPNOTHERAPY, 
Rewarding career helping oth- 
ers or self-empowerment. 
Classes starting September 8th. 
Free brochure: Meridian Inset- 
tute~ PC Box 753, Duncan, BC 
V9L 3Y1. Phone 250-748-3588 
ESTATE AUCTION, Pioneer 
Okanagan family home, cont- 
ents and equipment on five acr- 
as. September 1512001, 11:00 
a.m. Osoyoos, BC 3km west of 
Husky. Antiques, truck, 5th- 
wheel, motorhome, boat, motor, 
flat deck, saddles, tack amd 
much more. Viewing info: 250. 
861-8807 
"RECOGNIZEDFOR Quality & 
Commitment" Kitchen Craft 
cabinetry, Craftline countertops, 
Murphy wallbeds. Competitive 
prices - 10 year warranty pro- 
duct, free estimates & design. 
Phone 1-800-336-1639. Fax 1- 
888-553-2343. Visit website 
www.kitchensbc.com. Dealer 
opportunities available through- 
)ut BC. 
[d ~ .1;I :i-11,11 ~ [¢'J~ 
SELECT TIGHT KNOT & 
CABIN GRADES 
lx10 
• .---J Channel r J 
lx8, = 





Call First, Flexible Hours 
VOLKAWAGON WESTFALIA. 
250-638-8750 or 250-615-2133 
WANTED: CRAFTERS, Arti- 
sans and Home Based Busi- 
nesses interested in selling their 
wares in Houston for the Chris- 
tmas season.Please reply as 
soon as possible; Limited space 
available.Country Clutter Crafts 
& Gifts will be located down 
town Houston November and 
December. Please call Sherrie 
Stuart 250-845-7877 
ATTENTION ALL gamers, 
Colby Cameron will be selling 
accessories and Video Games 
for PS2 and PSI. If interested 
call me at 250-638-1157. I am 
also trading games for those 
systems, Or if you live close to" 
me my address is 3656 Balsam 
Ave, 
JBJ COMPUTER sales whole- 
sale pricing on computer sys- 
terns ~ visit www.jbJcomput- 
ere.cOrn, to see our specials or 
call 250-549-2041to receive a 
fax or mail out of our promo- 
tions. 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell inventory, laminate 
$.75sq/ft: oak unfinished 
$1.49sqff: oak cr maple prefin- 
Ished $2.49sqlt: oak maple 
floating $3.50swft, tons morel 1- 
800-631-3342 or 888-8175 
FOR SALE string bass and 
case $150&.C.al! 250;638-0413 
DOANES HAY and RV Stor- 
age. Hay for sale. Barn stored. 
$350/bale. 250-849-5329 
MEAT GOATS for sale. Ready 
to be butchered. Call 250-842- 
5872 
SQUARE HAY bales. Grass 
and grass/alpha. S3.00 and up. 
Delivery possible, 250-849- 
53g5 
1989 REGISTERED Arabian 
gelding. Trained in western 
pleasure and excellent in gym- 
kana. For an intermediate rider 
and #ood home. 250-645-7142 
2 HORSE, straight hall trailer, 
New floor, checkerboard plate. 
Great condition, $3000 obo. 
250-615.O316 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocaters - Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan (250) 567- 
2607, 6km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. 
i , i  
NORTH CENTRAL BAILIFFS LTD. 
EQUIPMENT OR TURNKEY P IZZA BUSINESS 
Great Location, Low Cost Business Opportunity. 
Call Gary at 635-O115 for more information. 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
Shef ie ld & Sons ~ -Tobaccon is l  
Skeena  Ma l l ,  Ter race  
Establ ished bus iness  with Lottei 3" 
centre,  sales 1 milliot~ + 
25 Year Nat ional  Chain,  112+ stores, 
on-site t ra in ing and  cominua[  suppor t  
call weekdays  8 :l,m, - 4 p.m. (p.s.t.) 
1-800-663-4213 
1976 CAT 930 Log Loader. 
Complete with tog grapple. In 
operating condition. For more 
information: 1-250-845-8866 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
firewood for sale. Phone 638- 
7290. 
TURNKEY 18" shingle mill. 
complete with forklift, conveyor 
belt, burner, 2 blades, generator 
and watering system. Asking 
$75,000, For more into phone 
250-615.5548 After 5:00pm 
DO YOU have a nose for busi- 
ness..an eye for a good oppor- 
tunity. Call 1-822-432-6459. 
www.achievefromhome.com 
INVENTOR SEEKING investors 
for I.T.E. Searched invention. 
Has promising potential. Phone 
Ron 1-250-635-4705 
NATIONAL REAL Estate Fran- 
chise Corporation looking for 
Franchise Sales Persons 
throughout BC.Self motivated 
individuals.Will train the right in- 
dividual. EXIT Realty BC 1-877- 
935-3948 
NEW MOTEL in Burns Lake 
looking for owner/operator to 
open dining facility. Option to 
purchase building & land or 
lease, Must be within 20 metres 
of motel. More info call Kim, 
250-692-7696 
YOUR DOLLAR STORE WITH MORE 
Locations available in, Terrace, Prince Rupert, Kitimat, 
etc. We offer Franchising, Locations, Designs, Lease 
Negotiations, Training, Opening Support and More. 
Contact Dave Uzelman. 
Phone: (250)  8604225 Cell: (250)  878-2018 
Website: www.dollarstore.ca 
Email: yourdollarstore@hotmail.com 
SICAMOUS HD & RV mechani- 
cal shop. Equipment & stock for 
sale. Established clientele for 7 
years. Owner retiring. Will carry 
mortgage on approved credit. 
Serious enquiries. 250-836- 
2292 or 250-833-6254 
SPECIALTY LUMBER mill, es- 
tablished domestic and offshore 
customers, first class equip- 
ment, substantial tax bene- 
fits.Willing to participate as mi- 
nority shareholders. Reasona- 
bly priced at $70,000. 250-897- 
9735 
SUPER CHANCE to own a 
unique lifestyle in the beautiful 
west Kootenay. Lucky Dollar 
Grocery Store, Post Office, Gas 
pumps with attached home on 
1.8 acres. Long time owners 
wish to retire. Reasonably 
Priced $219,000. tor a quick 
sale. Phone 1-250-366-4216 or 
1-250-353-2215 
TEST DRIVE! Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down, You must 
have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
THERE'S NO better time than 
NOW to join "THE PAMPERED 
CHEF", Excellent earnings, low 
start-up. Flexible hours, no in- 
ventory, unlimited growth poten- 
tial. Call Shirley 250-426-8633 
WANTED : People to lose 
weight without stress. Earn $'s. 





J ,,,,,--- Jenning's OUTDOOR SPORTS For a l l  your  F i rearms Work  
Minor  or  Ma jor  
m ~; ,~ ~,~,'~ ;~i~r~mi~-, ,  
P.O. Box 29, Pritchard, B.C. VOE 2PO 
Ph: 250-577-3244 Fax: 250-577-3249 
R LAsphalt Sealing 
Specializing in residential driveways & parking lots, 
Protect your pavement and keep it looking like new! 
Sweeping Parking Lots] am~i~ ,.-,___ 
FREE ESTIMATESI 
Ro land  Lagace  
(250)  635-3516 





Rob Freeman (250) 635"2652 
By a.ppointment,.. 
5ecause you're worth it, 
,635-1107 
4802 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Select "Terrace", then J 
k"Where to Save Money'J 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
gerving r&¢ Norr&wesr since 1980 
Piano Tuning 
Complete Rebuilding 
Regulating & Sales 
Certified 




rY,.  -,l C IsELY RI ,- 
Wl ~ ' "-~0ur Moving Profe~lonals Sce 99 
. T~ fiud~" ,_~, New32& 28 ff fia~/ers a! Your ~,a~ 
~, -~-  * Across town or the country 
~ • Will assist or load foryou 
. Reasonable Rates 
1-866-615-0002 
'~i ~ H i  ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
615-0002 ce,', 638-6969 
SERVICE  & REPAIR  
We come to you..." 
Darrell Phillips 
Bonded, Ucensed 
Government Gas Certified 
E-Mail: northwestmobilerv@osg.ner 
Tel: (250) 635-2132. Fax: (250)638-2145 
Serving Terrace and the Northwest 
Northwest Tree Service 
~easonal Ccee d Maintaining ofTre~ 
Tree P.emoml. Topping. Pruning Chipping 
Dan Godolphin 
Certified Utility Arborist 
635-5854 
FREE t ST~MATIES. 15 Y~ARS EXPERIENCE 





DREW DELOREY MAINTENANCE 





Tree & Brush Chipper • Rental 
Danger Tree Removal - Toptoing - Shaping 
Since 1990 • Fully Insured 
Terry Morton 638"8811 Manager 
~L~,3  L ~ J~ OR.,~ 
SERVIGE8 
Stump Removal 
St amp Grinder 
No Excavating Below Ground Level 
Ve~, Little Clean.u]~ ...... 
PHONE 638-0153 Cell: 615-6921 
No,horn Hearing & Safety Trainiflg 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Sat., Sept. 8 Fri., SepL 14 - 0nly SSS 
Level I Adult Care Tues., Sepl. 11 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., Sept. 9 
WCB OFA Level 3 
Sept. 17-28 -0nly $659 
V~HMIS  - Anytime via computer 
- 0nly $85 
C4REY BOGART, Instructor 
- 0nly $50 
, Northwest Training Ltd. 
201~ 4622 Greig Aven~e, Terrace 
Ph: (250)638-8108 Fax: (250) 638-7212 
Job  ekers 
: FREE CAREER COUNSELUNG & 
i EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE SERVICES 
i Ser~ces may kctude: 
! • ~M[ O~OP~ • ~ L  S~POR~ ~R mA~G 
i • JOB S~CH ASS~T~ • ~R ~f f  ~OR~N 
I • WA~ SUBS~Y P80~ • F~, P~,  PHOTOCOP~G 
I Free employment workshops - -  Please call to register | 
September 12 - -  "Resume Development" 1 
m 
 !lllSl0[0u" - 
.. .. ess in Li e 
anti n the W0rkp c  
)Ur 0 ~rlO 
Life SIrJJls I)f/orkshops: 6:30-9:30 p.m. ~ ~ t ~  
Sept. i L & 13 Communication Skills (6 hr) 
Sept 18 Coping with Change (3 hr) . . "  / 
Sept. 20 ,' Money Management (3 hr) 
Sept. 25 ~¢ 27 Building Self Esteem (6 hr) 
Oct. 2& 4 Anger Management I ro (6 hr) 
Oct. 9 & 11 Creating Healthy Relationships (6hr) 
Oct. 16 Balancing Emotions (3 hr) 
Oct. IB Stress Management (3 hr) 
Oct. 23 Anger Management Advanced (3 hr) 
Oct. 25 Conflict Resolution (3 hr) 
Emplo.~m,'~t ,~Mre~mce SMI]n: l:30-4:30 p.m. 
Oct. 30 Problem Solving & Decision Making 
Nov. 1 Employer/Employee R sponsibilities 
& Expectations 
Nov. 6 Teamwork Skills 
Nov. 8 Handling Conflict in the Workplace 
Please pte-regtatet for each workshop at 638-8108 
Sponsored by Human Resources Development Cana0a NORTHWEST TRAINING LTD. 
Hu[r lan  Resources H O,~,o me.t c o,,a~ #201-4622 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
D~ve loppemenl  des ......... ,u,,,=r,~, c...~. (250) 638-8108 
OFA Level I $89 I1} 
Sept 13 ..................... Thur .................... 8 :30-5:30pm 
Adult Care Component $25 ,L  
Sept 73 ...................... Thur .............................. 7.8 pm U 
c 
Traffic Control Recertification $60 
Sept 14 ....... ~ ............... Fri .................... 12:30-4:30 prn  
Traffic Control Flagging $209 
Sept 15-16 ............. Sat/Sun ........................... 8-b pm 
Start Here! (Computer Storte0 $69 1~ 
Sept 78-20 ............ Tue.~/Thur ............. i .......... 7-10 pm 
Basic Picture Framing $85+gst . -  
Sept 22-23 ............. Sat/Sun ........................... 9.4 pm 
Intro to Windows 98 $169 ~ 
Sept 24-0ct  3 ...... Man~Wed ...................... 7-10 pm 
Intro to Accounting S79 
Sept 25-27 ............ Tues/Thur ........................ 7-10 pm i 
Medical Terminology $250+tex-I 
Sept 25-0ct  29.,,, Man~Wed ............... 6:30-9:30 pm 
Watercolors - Flora & Fauna S65+gst 
Sept 26-0ct  17 ......... Wed,  ........................ 7-9:30 pm 0 
t~ 
Before You Buy A Computer $39 
Sept 27 .................... Thur ............................ 7-10 pm ~'0 
Fall Garden Maintenance $39+gst 
Sept 29 ...................... Sat ............................. 12.4 pm ~1~  
Mgmt Skills for Supervisors - Part I $459 
Oct  2-5 ................... Tues.Frt .................. 8:30-4:30 pm 
NORTHWEST 




TRAIN TO work in the comput- WCB OCCUPATIONAL First 
er industry. Network Techni- Aid and Canadian Firearms 
clan, Computer Technician, Safety Courses. For Course in- 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- formation and dates contact: 
ministrator, For program or Northwest First Aid Training. 
student loan information, from Phone: 1-250-846-5159 or toll 
our CDI College (Abbotsford free 1-800-489-2440 
Campus) Cart toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
work experience, who  is eager  to advance into a 
supervisory position. We offer excel lent tra in ing 
and opportunity.  
Come Join Our Team 
VISIT US TODAY 
IN TERRACE 
t, ' ' 
B12- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 29, 2001 
The successful candidate must be able to deal effectively 
with fhe public, have a positive attitude, be self motivate& 
Must be able to operate computer programs. Knowledge 
of automobile servicing is a must. Minimum one year 
experience. Compensation BeneFit packages available to 
successful applicant. Apply in person with a resume to: 
Mark Dejong 
3026 Highway 16 ( .~  
Terrace, B.C. 
Sight & Sound, Skeena Mall has a 
full-time entry position available in the 
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT 
for a friendly, outgoing person looking for a chance to 
get started in the business world• This person will 
work on the front counter and will be willing to work 
Friday nights, Saturdays and Sundays. Sales 
experience would be an asset but not necessary. Apply 
by submitting your resume to the attention o f  Denise 
McCann, Manager, Sight & Sound, Skeena Mall. 
$1011T< SOUNI) 
Sight & Sound, Skeena Mall has a 
FULL-TIME POSITION 
for a friendly, outgoing person, knowledgeable in
computers and peripherals. The successful applicant 
will bc able to get along with customers and staff and 
be willing to work Friday nights, Saturdays and 
Sundays. This is a career opportunity to get in on the 
ground floor with a new department in an established 
business. Apply by submitting your resume to Denise 
McCann, Manager, Sight & Sound, Skeena Mall. 
  , Au  oTRoNm 
TERRACE 
[ ~  GITANYOW 
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 
Certified Ear/j/Childhood Educator and 
Infant Toddler Worker 
Gitanyow Independent School Society requires an ECE and an 
ITE worker in the Gitanyow Childcare Facility September 2001 
to June 2002. 
Candidates should be licensed to operate in a daycare and 
have a certificate in ECE/Infant Toddler, 
Please submit your resume via fax or mall to the address shown 
below. Attention: JacqueUne Smith, Administrator 
Your application should include: 
Early Childhood Educator Certificate. : . . . . .  
Infant Toddler Certificate " " :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Child Safe 
Criminal Record Check 
Certificate of Health 
Current TB Test i 
Transcript of ECE program 
2 letters of references from an employer, previous employer 
or instructor 
A letter stating background and interest In Eady Childhood 
Education 
Mailing address: Box 369, Kitwanga, BC, V0J 2A0. 




Part-time contract anitorial position available 
immediately. Successful applicant will be 
responsible for cleaning the Thornhill Community 
Centre after functions, mainly on weekends and 
holidays; also responsible for cleaning the Thornhill 
Animal Shelter on weekends and holidays. Pay 
range is $13-$15/hour, depending on experience. 
Applicant is required to provide their own WCB 
coverage. 
Please drop off resume in person to the Thornhill 
Animal Shelter, 3856 Desjardins Street, between 
the hours of 1:00 pm and 5:00 pm, Monday 
through Friday. References and Criminal Record 
Search required. 
~ Regional District of 
Kitlmat-Stlklne 
300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 4E1 
Phone: (250) 615.6100 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work online. $25-$75/hr. Earn 
up to $600-$1500 part-time. 
$2000-$5000+ full time. 
www.dreamextra.com 1-888- 
395-8438 
ACCESS TO computer, work at 
home on line, full training, 
$500+pt, $5000 FT. 
www.change911.eom or 1-800. 
989-9722 
BELL 11 Lodge. Server/cashier 
and housekeeping for fall and 
winter. Experience and maturity 
required. Fax resume to 604- 
881.8330 
BUSY THREE bay shop 
located in Merritt looking for a 
4th year or Journeyman 
Mechanic. Call Frank @ 250- 
378-1322 for details. 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. Ve- 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720 
Haugland, Terrace, BC 250- 
638-4013 
COOKS REQUIRED for well 
established restaurants in AI- 
berta. Hardworking and upbeat 
an asset. Excellent advance- 
ment opportunities and wages. 
Apprenticeships considered. 
Please call Chef Michael. 780- 
778-8600 
E-MAIL PROCESSORS re- 
quired. Earn extra money from 
your home computer. Not MLM. 
For info e-mail moxtse@star- 
date.bc,ca 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 
requires Journeyman Electri- 
cians for Kamloops, Kelowna 
and Merritt locations. Competi- 
tive wage and benefit package. 
Resume to Fax 250-374-4579 
or by mail, Human Resources. 
Box 3305, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
6B9 
FRONT-END Technician re- 
quired. Experience on brakes 
and front-end alignments is 
necessary• Wage and benefit 
package depending on experl- 
ence. Send Resume to File 
#116, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 
HAND CRAFTED Log Builder 
with experience required by Ar- 
tisan Log Homes in Mission, 
Full time work. 604-826-0141 
NOW HIRING: Experienced Hi- 
Lead loggers. References re- 
quired. Call 250-562-8100 
Prr DRIVER wanted. Trad- 
er,cam Is currently seeking an 
Independednt contractor for Fri- 
day & possibly Thursday distri- 
bution in Terrace area. Must be 
customer service oriented, poe- 
• sees rel iable transportation & 
valid ,, BC,,llcense. , Interested 
candidates may apply by Phone 
1-800-663-1199 ask for distribu- 
tion. email to careers @ buy- 
sell.,com or Fax to 604-540- 
4425 Attn. Distribution. 
SHAKE CUTTERS wanted. 
Must supply own equipment. 
Shingle $175/cord• Shake 
$220/cord. Must be 
experienced. 250-557-4558 
leave messacle• 
SHEET METAL Journeyman or 
4th year apprentice required for 
commercial Ventalation Instal- 
lation work in Kitimat, Fax re- 
sume 250-769-5214 
h ~ l  ~ERRACE SHELL Convenience Store 
3504 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B,C. 
635-5363 
Required to work rotating shifts, 
approximately 30hours/week. 
Previous cashier experience 
would be an asset. Store hours 
7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily Training 
provided. 
Interested applicants, please 
deliver written resume, 
Including references to, the 
above address. 
Closing date: August 31, 2001, 
for l'techako-Kitamaat 
Development Fund Society 
The Neehako-Kitamaat Developmenl Fund Society is seeking proposals 
for a part-time Manager on a services contract who will report o the 
Chair of the Society Board. The role of the manager isIo oversee all of 
the operations of the Society, including prcliminary review of proposals. 
implementation of the decisions of the Board, management of
contractors, bookkeeping, budget management, and all Society 
communications, 
Knowledge and Skills Required: 
• Knowledge and understanding of community economies within the 
region: . . . . .  
• Strong understanding of and demonstrated success i n community 
economic dovclopmenl i rural areas; 
• Demenslrated ability to manage time and deliver quality products in a 
timely manner; ' i 
• Demonstrated skills in bookkeeping and budget management; 
• Strong communication skills, written and oral; : 
• Ability to provide secretarial services; 
• Ability to develop and pre~nl rep0ns including financial spreadsheets: 
• Ability to interact electronically and manage toll free phone line; 
• Knowledge and skills in contract management; 
• Understanding of funding programs and how to research sources of 
funding; 
• Repulation for exercising discretion in dealing with sensitive and 
confidential Information:~ 
• Tim manager will Supply office equipment o provide secretarial 
services to the Board, and have their own vehicle; 
• Preferred background: established network of contacts with various 
levels of government and knowledge of available funding programs. 
Please contact Dave Merz at 250-690-7408 f0r a full contracl 
deliverables package. All proposals are due by September 17, 2001. to: 
Dave Merz, Chair 
Ncchako-Kitamaat Development Fund Society 
Box 108. Fort Fraser, B.C., V0,1 IN0 
Full time position as a 
STORE CLERK 
at Meziad n Lake Genera Store 
TI position is br  a person that wil/work shifts that may vary, 
d, mdln 9 on the hours. The job duties will be operalion of a till 
ai self serve gas bar. You will be required to take the training 
and certification on Propane dispensing. We will also requ re you 
to train on the operatio n of our postoffice. I[ required, we will 
provide the staff with accommodations. Please submit your resume 
via fax at 250.636.2657 or call 250.636-2657.  
I Is seeki 
I CHILDH 
I of their 
I working 
I per fe r re  
I Avenue,  
I Nancy t 
I:,, 2001. 
BIll 
Paces Daycare Society 
ng a creative and dedicated EARLY 
OOD EDUCATOR, to become a part 
Infant/Toddler Program• Good team 
skills a must. Infant/Toddler Training 
d. Send resume to 4924 Straume 
e, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4V8 Attention: 
Hague. DEADLINE: September 4, 
2001. .: 
Requires branch managers to be based 
in Horthern B.C, and Alberta. Duties 
include overseeing dispatch, yard 
operations and attending to customer 
requirements. 





This is a port-time position to fill-in while staff is on 
holidays. Must have some experience diagnosing 
and repairing computer problems. 
L Drop off resume to: 
Terrace Furniture Mart/Radio Shack 
4517 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
or Fax: (250) 638-1119 _~ 
Day Staff 
Our Daytime position will appeal to any- 
one looking for a little extra money and 
a flexible schedule. 
Come Join Our Team 
VISIT US TODAY 
IN TERRACE ~~llli~ 11  
Building Healthier Babies 
Pregnancy Outreach Worker 
Permanent part-time, 35 hours per week 
Start wage-  $14.06 per I~our 
Qualifications: 
• Social or Heahh Sciences Diploma 
• Good verbal, written and communication skills 
• Life experience relevant to pregnancy and parenting 
• Positive personal liFestyle 
• Vehicle and valid B.C. driver's license 
Duties: 
• individual counselling on prenatal issues (nutrition, 
breast feeding, labour and de'livery, parenting, cessation 
of drugs, alcot~ol and smoking, etc.) - 
• Home visits, grouc droo-in, liaison with other community 
programs, ona mvsc• era e duties. 
Please submit resume to below address by September 
5th, 2001. 
Building Healthier Babies 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
4665 Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V9 
TEL: 635-1830 Fax: 635-1501 
Century 21 Wightman & Smith has an 
Immediate opening for a pad-time 
receptionist/secretary. Requirements 
are good telephone skills, ability to 
deal with the public, and reasonable 
computer skills. Drop off your resume 
to Jim Duffy at 3227 Kalum Street. 
Wlghtman & Smith Realty Ltd. k~'~,~,/~,-~ , . , , ,  
Phone: 635.6361 
::! i: 7::7~ WANTED: : .  
;,: ;:: ,?':!,:'/:':'!.' i ' 
Full time position available. [xpenence preferred, but 
lag to train the right person, Wage based on experience, 
benefit package included. 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE, 
Apply in person with resume to Manager, Greg Delaronde, 
N El D: ENTER PRISES LT O :~: 
: You=" Recreat ion !Speclai ist ~ :~ ::  ; / 
: .: 492: t 'KethAve . ;Ter raq :e  B.C~;.5:i: ' :  : 
• Phone~:63~478.  i ;  i : : :  i x:; +,635;5050: .  
il :r L'i I '-] I[']'1 I :i h |']'.] :,T'] 'J ILIJ II h|'l 
We require a bookeeperlaccountant for a 
temporary part-time position in a busy multi- 
function office. The successful candidate will have 
data entry skills and must be familiar with the 
accounting programs AccPacc and Simply 
Accounting. Experience in a similar position 
would be an asset. Hours of work are flexible. A 
recent resume is required and may be left at the 
reception area of 
Braid Insurance Agencies _ .~ 
4648 Lakelse Avenue ~,~~~/  
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1 R2 t 
www.bra id insurance.com 
STANI ,,  .RD 
has an opening for a 
SALES 
CONSUUI?  NT 
The successful applicant will manage an 
estab l i shed account list and will be 
expected to develop new clients. 
This is a challenging position for the right 
applicant and offers an extended range of 
benefits. Must  have vehicle and clean 
drivers licence. 
Please send resumes to: 
Br ian  L indenbaeh,  Sa les  Manager ,  
The  Ter race  S tandard ,  
3210 C l in ton  St.  Ter race ,  B.C.  V8G 5R2.  
The North West Health Authorities are implementing a vision for health 
service delivery in the North West Region of British Columbia• As a 
member health authority, the North West Community Health Services 
Society provides regional programs and integrates these programs 
with the other health authorities to deliver egion-wide health services. 
The North West Community Health Services Society is inviting 
applications for lhe temporary part-time position of Community Home 
Care Nurse based in our Terrace office. Position Io cover maternity leave 
A.S.A.P. to September 28, 2002. Salary range: $21.40 - $26.50 per hour. 
Repoding to the Assistant Continuing Care Manager, the successful 
candidate must be able to use Independence and Initiative to plan, 
organize, Implement and evaluate professional nursing care for clients 
of all ages with chronic, acute, palliative or rehabilitative h alth care 
needs in community settings. You must be flexible and have access to 
a vehicle. 
Qualifications: •Licensed to practice nursing in the province of BC 
under the Registered Nurses Act * two years' related experience wilhln 
the last five years in acute care nursing and/or community home care 
nursing • BSN or equivalent combination ofeducation and experience 
preferred, and • competence regarding Intravenous Therapy. 
You may be required to use your own vehicle on Society business and 
transportation arrangements must meet operalional requirements of 
the Society. The successful applicant is subject to satisfactory 
references including a criminal record review. 
A job description may be oblained upon request. Your appltcallon 
must cleady Identify how you meet he posted qualifications. 
Please direct all Inquiries quoting competition #NW01:049 
to: Caroline Hill, Assistant Continuing Care Manager, North West 
Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 41"2. Tel: (250) 638-2272; Fax: (250) 638-2264; 
E.mall: caroline.hlll@nwch,hnet.bc,ca, This Competition will remain 
open until a suitable applicant Is hired. 
The Society fhanks all applicants for their interest, 
however, only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
\ 
Pas,si0nate.,. out Radio 
0'hate Ab0:: ;0wth!!f b ' II! 
Telemedia Radio (West) Inc. is tb, e western division o{Zelemedia Radio nc., Canada's number 
one radio broadcaster, with 78 radio stations across ell Canadian time zones and television 
broadcasting operations, reaching 5 "millionCanadians each week, 
If you believe that the human voice and image is oaten:, that sound and visuals can influence 
and that broadcasting can tap into the imagination of the human spirit, then consider the 
exceptional opportunity we now have for a: 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
Terrace, B.C. 
A results-oriented, creative problem solver, you Will be responsible for overa I accounting and 
edm nistrat ve functions of a designated cluster of s lat ons: Working directly wlth the Cluster 
Manager, you will identify the status of current busineSs plans and financial Implications of 
future expansion options, as well as manage the ongoing administration of payroll and 
benefits. Expense reporting, budget and financial statement preparation, credit management 
and invoicing supervision and general edger management will be among key 
duties, This role requires a pos~secondary education in Accounting or 
Business Administration, 5+ years' accounting experience, a nd demonstrated 
expertise ~n accounting concepts and controls, 
For a rewarding end satiating career, please forward your resume end 
salary history to: Barb Fairalough, 300  • 435  Bernard Avenue, Kelewna, 
BC V IY  BN8.  Fax: (250)  860-8856.  E-mail: bfairo|ough@bo.tri,ea 
"I&BvE]3A 
INC. 




Heavy Duty Field Mechanic to 
maintain a full line of logging 
and road building equipment. 
Camp is available. Position is 
permanent full time and based 
in Fort St. James area. Please 
fax resume to 250-996-8742 or 
Phone 250-996.8032 




VICEROY HOMES limited. Win- 
ner of "The Canadian Exporter 
of the Year" award. Challenging 
fulltime year round employment 
with good benefits in our State 
of the Art Housing Manufactur. 
ing Facilities. Career Opportunl. 
ties. Operators for highly ad. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, ra- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
LOOKING FOR work fora 618 
Timber Jack Feller Buncher. 
250.788-9556 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
New Freightliner with 32' or 28' 
fully enclosed trailers to protect 
your goods across town or 
across country. Will assist, or 
load for you. 1 ton Cube van for 
rent for Terrace moves, Rea- 
sonable rates, Now accepting 
vancedcutting & framing equip. VISA. Call 250-615-0002 or 
ment. Material handling & Ship. Cellular 250-638-6969, 
ping positions, Maintenance & --  
PRIVATE HOME Care Worker 
Millwright positions. Quality looking for full time employ- 
control, Preference given to 
those with the following. Basic ment, but will take part time if 
to advanced computer skills in. required. Approx 1 year experi- 
eluding CNC operations. Resi- ence with on the job training. 
dential framing experience, Excellent references. If interest- 
Comfortable with basic to ad- ed in a very reliable hard worker 
vanced carpentry equipment, please cal1250.615.9539 
Comfortable with metric meas- SMART PAINTING Residential, 
6'36 HOUSES FOR 
RENT : ~i : : i  
668 TOURIST ~ 
: ACCOM. 
urement. Strong written and 
oral English language. Refer- 
ences required. Mail reaumes 
to: Attent: Plant Manager, Vicer. 
oy Homes Limited, 12200 
Horseshe Way, Richmond, Be, 
V7A 4Y2. Fax 604-274-8787 
Emall: dmawer@viceroy.com 
commercial, interior, exterior, 
experienced painting contractor, 
all paint 10% discount from sup- 
plier. Seniors 15% discount on 
labour, Professional quality 
work. Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. References avail- 
able, Call Karl 250-615-0199 
636 HOUSES FOR 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
Team 
Leader/Supervisor 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
is seeking to fill the Team Leader/Supervisor 
posit ion, to deliver culturally appropriate child 
protective and family support services. 
This challenging opportunity is avai lable for 
experienced child welfare practit ioners to 
provide the highest quality services to children 
and famil ies in six Gitxsan communit ies.  
For complete details of  the responsibi l i t ies 
and qualif ications, please contact the GCFS by 
call ing (250) 842-2258 or fax (250) 842-2481.  
The deadline for receipt of applications is 
4:00 pm, August 31, 200t  
~= 
676 WANTED TO 
-:: :::-: RE:NT::i :~@-: 
" : .  " .  • ' . . -  . .  ' .  
, :: 705:!. : . :  : 
:ACREAGES/LOTS 
:. i :  . :  • i:. 
640 MISC, FoR 
: :RENT: :  : 
We've got great things 
in store for you! 
• Afternoon 
Shift Supervisor 
Qualifications: Previous retail customer service xperience. 
Paid Training - everything yeu need to do a great job. 
Valuable Experience- everything you need for a great future. 
Good Times - what makes our customers happy is what 
motivates our employees. Honesty, earing, and a workplace 
that  feels like home. 
Apply Today. 
Lakelse Avenue 
An employer  you can  count  on .  
' • " ,  . . ' .  , . - i 
THE DISTRICT OF STEWART 
is requesting proposals for the 
STEWART YOUTH COORDINATION SERVICES 
Request for Proposal No. 01-05-03 
Summary of the Requirements 
The District of Stewart invites proposals for the coordination and 
delivery of programs specifically for the youth of the District ot 
Stewart. The proponent would work under contract with the 
District of Stewart. 
Primary tasks will include: assembling and working with a 
group'of youth to form o working, youth committee; working 
with the youth committee to identify; develop and ensure the 
delivery of programs geared towards youth; consulting with 
other .qroups in town regardin.q the kinds and types of program- 
ming t~at would be supported'by the community; developinq an 
effective professional relationshi R with local, provincial and]ed- 
eral governments and or private funding agencies; assisting and 
guiding the youth group through the committee in acquiring 
and maintaining youth employment and developing funding 
options and sources which may make the youth programs as 
self-sufficient as possible; overseeing the maintenance and good 
operation of a youth centre building; guiding and mentoring the 
youth committee as they develop .1~. licles and protocols for the 
use of the building and resources ollocated to them. 
The contract will be one (1) year, with District of Stewart holding 
the option to renew the contract for further terms. 
Proponents will be required to submit detailed information 
al0oul pro.posed service delivery and costs. Successful propo- 
nents will have significant experience in the area of working 
with non-profit and/or communily groups, with local and or 
Provinclal'levels of government, ~nowledge of the communily 
and the socio-economic ssues in the area, minimum two years 
experience or equivalent educalion in youth activities, excellent 
oral and written communication skills, proven, ability to wr.i!e 
successful funding proposals, and be able to demonstrate tti- 




705 Bnghlwell Street, 
Stewart, B.C., VOT 1WO 
Closing Date and Time: 
Complete copies of eachproposal must be 
received by 12 noon on September 4, 2001 
Proposals must be submifled on the request for Proposal for- 
mat only. lb..ese proposal formats are available at the 
Municipal Hall. 
EnQuiries . . . 
A~r ies  related to this Request for Proposal ore to be 
directed to the followinfl person. !nf?rm.a!ion obtained from any 
other source is not otticfol and should not be relied upon 
Enquiries and responses will be recorded and may be distrib. 
uted to Proponents ubject o the Freedom of Information Act. 
Request for Proposal 01-05-03 
Stewart Youth Coordination Services 
Stewart, B.C. 
A~nllon: B,M. Woodward, Administrator 
District of Stewart 
Bax 460, Stewart, B.C., VOT 1WO 
Phone: (250} 636-2251 Fqx: (25.0.) 636-2417 
E.mad: dofstewar t @ holmail.com 
ELECTRICIAN. REASON- 
ABLE rates. Commercial and 
residential. A. Brochu. 250-638- 
7925 Registration Number 
6939. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 or 
635-6428. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Availimmd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
250-635-6428 or 250-638-0015 
or250-615-0345 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Available Sept 1st. Close to 
downtown and schools. Ref req. 
$600/mo includes utilities. 250- 
635.6241 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
Quiet clean two bdrm apart- 
ment. Hot water included. Rec 
facilities on site laundry and 
management. $525. Call 250- 
638-0404 
BRIGHT 1 BEDROOM suite, 
ground level. Close to college, 
utilities included. W/d, fireplace. 
Furnished or not. No smoking, 
pets, parties. 250-635-4162 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
5420.00 month, 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 








0 Clean, quiet renovated suites 
° Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
, On site management 
, No pets 
• References required 
To view carl 
638-1748 
FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
apartment suite. 2 floors, very 
clean & quiet area. Comes with 
fridge, stove, washer & dryer. 
No pets pleaseff Available Im- 
mediately. Phone 250-635-4571 
FURNISHED BACHELOR su- 
i!e. Very private. Available im- 
mediately. No pets. $400/mo 
incluses heat and light. 250- 
635-6128 
NEAR NEW, bright, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 




1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monies Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 
ite on Keefer behind Real Ca- 
nadian Wholesale, Suitable for 
a single person only. Utilities in- 
cluded in rent. $475/mo, No 
Pets. 250-635-2806. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities, 
Ref reqd.Available immediately. 
250-615-7665 or 250-635-5653. 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 




I COACHMAN Jl 
APARTMENTS JJ 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. ill 
On Sit Management III 
Securi~/Entrance with J| 
Undercover Parking J| 
& Elevator. J| 
Laundry facilities on I I  
each floor I I  
On Bus Route I I  
No Pets 11 
To View a Clean & Quiet 1| 
Building on the Bench I I  
638-8554 II 
REFERENCES REQUIRED JJ 
SMALL 2 bedroom duplex in 
Thornhill available September 
1st. $375 month. 250-638-8639 
UNIQUE I bedrm Lakelse Lake 
apartment, W/d, heat/light in- 
cluded. Ref req. $500/mo 250- 
798-2222 
1 BEDROOM suite in new 
home in Thornhill. F/s, w/d. coy- 
ered parking, ground entrance 
on quite street near golf course, 
utilities included. No pets. N/s 
$525 plus damage deposit. 
Available immediately Phone 
250 635-5413 
1 BEDROOM suite. W/d, f/s. 
Parking, separate entrance. 
$450/mo plus damage deposit. 
Please call 250-638-0822 leave 
messaQe. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
clean and roomy, private 
location minutes form town, 
suitable for single of working 
couple, $400/m0. 250-638-0068 
or 250-923-0201 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Furnished, utilities, appliances. 
Cable. Suitable for working 
mature adult. New Remo. 
$500/mo, References and de- 
posit/250-638.1413 
2 BEDROOM basement Suite. 
Mature working adult preferred. 
No smoking. No pets. $500/mo. 
Utilities included. Phone 250- 
635-8277 
2 UNIQUE 1 bedroom suites 
with view and yard on Queens- 
way. $525 -$450/mo. Garbage 
pickup included. 250-635-7844 
or 250-635-2837 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent. 2 
bdrm close to amenities. 
$625/mo. DD req. No pets. Call 
250-635-6415 
BRIGHT 3BDRM suite, f/s, w/d, 
no pets, no smoking. Close to 
town and schools, fenced yard. 
$600/mo. Dam dep. 250-638- 
1584 
GROUND LEVEL basic one 
bedroom suite. F/s, shower, pri- 
vate entrance, no smoking, no 
pets. $500. Call 250-635-5081 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to schools and town, 
no pets, no smokers. Also 1 
bedroom with kitchen facilities. 
Call between 6-7pm. 250-635- 
5893 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Quiet Iocaton. F/s included, 
newer carpets and recently 
painted. Call 250-638-8544 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. 
Phone Rob 250-638-7290. 
VERY BRIGHT "and spacious: 
one bedroom suite In quiet loca- 
tion. Includes w/d, and utilities. 
Suitable for professional per- 
son. No pets. $600/mo 250- 
638-1900 or evenings 250-635- 
9769 
2 BEDROOM bright, clean up- 
per duplex. F/S, W/D. Bright 
and clean. Small pets okay. 
Close to pool. $550 month. 
Available Sept. 1. 250-635- 
6352 
2 BEDROOM duplex side. Dob- 
bie St in Thornhill. Preference 
to mature, clean, quiet, non- 
smokers. $500/mo + utilities. 
Leave messafle 250-635-4200 
Reasonable rates 
Second Floor 
445 Sq. Ft., 685 Sq. Ft. 
1030 Sq. Ft. 
Tel (250) 635-7191 
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
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DOWN TOWN CORE. FIAT 
r~.TE LEASE INCLUDES [I  
ALl, UTILITIES [ i  
EXCLUDING PHONE. FOR I I  
MORE INFORMATION, [I  
CALL635-7282. 
I 
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX on the 
Bench. Close to College and 
new school. Like new, attrac- 
tive, 5 appliances, N/s. 
$850/mo. Call 250-635-1293 
3 BEDROOM duplex. Two lev- 
els included, f/s, w/d, front & 
back yard. $495/m0. Utilities not 
included. Ref req. $250 dam 
dep. at Gander St. Available 
Sept 2. 250-632-2540 
3 BEDROOM side by side du- 
plex. $800/mo half dd req. F/s 
included. No pets Available Au- 
gust 15th. 3 bedroom town- 
house available immediately. 
250-638-1094 
3 BEDROOM townhouses, 
clean, newer carpets. Include 
f/s, w/d hookups, storage room, 
fenced yard, Small pet ok. 
Available Sept 1st. and Oct 1st. 
250-638-1115 or 250-615-9772 
3 BEDROOM upper level of 
house - hospital area. W/d, 
dishwasher, f/s. No pets. 
$900/mo plus dd. utilities includ- 
ed. Available September 7/01. 
Call 250-635-5992 
3 BEDROOMS upstairs. Close 
to town & school, f/s included. 
No pets, smoking, drugs, 
parties or young infants. Call 
anytime 250-635-5174 
4 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath house 
on dead-end street on Bench. 
F/s, w/d, family room, storage. 
Large yard, deck;'greenhousei 
garden. No smoking O r pets. 
$925/mo. 250-638-8639 
4 Bedroom lower unit of duplex. 
N/G heat included. No parties, 
no smoking. Written references 
and deposit req. In Terrace. 
Phone 250-798-9554. 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, house at 
3644 Cottonwood. F/s, w/d 
hookup, storage, fresh paint, 





TERRACE & DISTRICT 
CREDIT UNION, A 
CENTIb~.LLY LOCATED 
BUILDING IN TERI~ACE'S 
A-1 Suites We treat our ten- 
ants as valued customersl 
Available Sept. 1. 3- bedroom 
suite in bright and modern du- 
plex. Ensuite in master bed- 
room. W/d. Fenced yards with- 
trees and garden. $800/mo (in- 
cludes utilities) Call 250-635- 
4261 
2 BEDROOM house for rent AVAILABLE SEPT 1. 3 bdrm 
available Sept 1/01. Non home, big fenced back yard, full 
smokers preferred, $600/mo. basement, half finished. 
F/s, w/d included. Phone 250- Elec/wood/ngheat. F/s, w/d, 
635-6062 leave message $700/mo. Call 250-635-0257 
2 BEDROOM house for rent, 
large yard, close to schools, ex- 
cellent neighbours, w/d hook- 
ups. $480/mo. 250-638-8909 
2 BEDROOM house, in com- 
plex with other small homes. 
Close to downtown. No pets. 
Ref req. $500/mo. Phone 250- 
638-1648 
2 BEDROOM suite in town. Util- 
ities included. $500/mo. Call 
250-635-0616 
2 BEDROOM Townhouse In 4- 
plex, Clean, quiet. Frldge/ 
stove. No pets. references re- 
quired.250.635-3796. 
3 BDRM Mobile home at 4659 
Beaver. 5 appliances, no 
smokers or pets. good rental 
rers req. $650 month. Call 
250-638-8639 
3 BDRM split level house In 
Horseshoe. F/s, W/d and fire- 
place, fenced backyard, 
$750/mo. Avail. Oct. 1, ref, req, 
Call 250-635-6352 
3 BEDROOM condo close to 
downtown. Includes f/s. Avail- 
able first week of september. 
$600/mo. 250-635.4448 
3 BEDROOM house for rent 
$700/mo + dd. Includes w/d. No 
smoking, no pets, Call collect 
250-359-6629 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE in a cul- 
de-sac In Horseshoe near 
schools. Clean fenced back- 
yard, garage. Non smokers, 
please. Available Oct 1st 250. 
635-6940 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2 baths, 
fireplace, close to Uplands 
School. Available immediately/ 
Sept 1, Ref req. sg50/mo. 250- 
635-5555 
BRIGHT ATTRACTIVE, Well 
maintained 3 bedroom Thomhill 
duplex. Close to Golf Course 
and school bus. Avail Sept 1. to 
non-smoker. F/s, w/d hookup, 
storage, ample parking. Ref 
req. $700/mo. Phone Erika at 
Royal Lepafle 250-635-2404 
BRIGHT, BEAUTIFUL. 3 bed- 
room, 1 1/2 baths, f/s, w/d, dish- 
washer, fully fenced, shop, 
deck, fire pit, .much more. 
$800/mo, dd and ref req. 250- 
635-9344 or 250-615-8235 
COZY 3 bedroom house down- 
town. $750/mo + dd. Includes 
heat. Available Oct 1st. 250- 
635-6350 
FOR RENT on 2713 Hall St. 
F/s, w/d, 4 bedroom 1 1/2 
baths. Available Sept 7. Call 
250-635-0055 or 250-635-1650 
LARGE 3 bedroom home. 
Large lot. Located in Thornhill. 
No pets, no smokers. $800/mo 
+dd,  Utilities not ir~cluded. 
Phone 250-638-0027 or 250- 
638-2007 
NEW 2 bdrm house. W/d. f/s. 
Horsehoe area, Ref req. 
$700/mo. 250-798-2000 
NEWLY RENOVATED three 
bedroom lower half of house. 
Located close to downtown, 
with fruit trees. F/s. Asking 
$600/mo, Available September 
1st. Call Patrick Watson st 250- 
638-1135 
ONE BEDROOM house. 
$400/mo. Pets allowed. Smok- 
Ing OK, 250-635-3409 or 250. 
635-5981 
ONE BEDROOM plus laundry 
room In duplex, w/d f/s, quiet 
area In Thornhlll, Close to 
school, Cats ok, $500/mo + dd. 
250-638-8503 Available Sept 1. 
SMALL 2 bdrm duplex in 
Thornhill, for 1-2 people, fls. 
No pets. $375.mo 250-638- 
7727 
TAKING APPLICATIONS for 2 
bdrm duplex in southslde Ter- 
race, available Sept 1. F/s, w/d, 
Rent $750, Call 250-635-2769. 
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED 
for 2 bedroom house. Lakelse 
Lake waterfront off tst Ave. 
Suitable for 2 people, lovely set- 
tincl. $700/m0. 250-638-1353 
TERRA NOVA Place A 
complex operated by BC 
Housing. Applications are being 
taken for well maintained 1,2,3 
& 4, bedroom townhouses and 
apartments. Located in family- 
oriented developments. Off 
street parking, f/s, w/d hookups. 
Security deposit required. No 
pets. References required, for 
more information please call 
250-635-1996 or pick up an 
application at 4616 Haugland 
Ave, Terrace, B.C. Between the 
hours of 10:00am and 2:00pro 
Monday to Friday. 
TERRACE MANOR rent free 
for September. 3 bdrm town- 
house. Close to downtown and 
schools. 4520 Scott Ave. F/s in- 
cluded, w/d hookups. Call 250- 
635-4980 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-malt kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
1996 TWO bedroom mobile 
home, Us, w/d, dishwasher in- 
cluded in family park. Close to 
schools and town. Ref and dd 
req. $600/mo. Call 250-635- 
9260 
2 BEDROOM trailer 15 min 
from town. Quiet, peaceful area. 
F/s, w/d hookups. Ref req. DD. 
$600/mo. 250-638-8772 
2 BEDROOM trailer in small 
trailer court in Thomhitl. 
$375/mo. One bedroom house 
in Thomhill. $395/mo + damage 
deposit, no pets. Ref req. 250- 
635-9530 
2 OR 3 bedroom trailer. 5 ap- 
pliances. $500/mo. Thomhill 
area. 250-615-0397 
2&3 bedroom mobile home in 
Pine Park, washer, dryer, 
tridge, stove, new flooring. 
Fenced yard, very clean, avail- 
able immediately. $500/mo. 
250-635-2126. 
3 BEDROOM 14X70 very clean 
mobile home available imme- 
diately. Close to school low 
heating, costs no pets, On pri- 
vate lot in Thornhill. $700/mo. 
250-635-6128 
3 BEDROOM trailer in TIiorn- 
hill. 5 appliances, large living 
space. $650/mo plus dam dep. 
250-635-9040 afer 5:00pro 
3 BEDROOM trailer located in 
Sunny Hill Trailer Park. Includes 
w/d, f/s. Close to town. No pets 
please. Available immediately, 
Call 250-635-4571 
4 BEDROOM DOUBLEWIDE 
trailer in Jack Pine Flats, all ap- 
pliances, oil and wood heat. Pri- 
vate setting on 5.5 acre hobby 
farm with numerous outbuild- 
ings. $750 plus dam dep. rel 
req.Available immediately, 
Phone 250-798-2456 
AVAILABLE NOW Large trailer 
with 2 bedroom. Gas/wood heat 
in Thornhitl; All utilities except 
gas included. $600/mo, Call 
250-635-1191 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 
14X70 mobile with gas furnace 
and wood stove on 2 acres in 
Jackpine Flats. Available Sepl 
1/01,250-638.1476 or 250-615- 
2683 
NEWLY RENOVATED 1 bed- 
room mobile home in Thornhill 
$360/mo. Available immediate. 
IV, No pets. Call 250-635-8784 
SUITABLE FOR couple. 2 bed. 
room mobile home on large lot. 
Close to school. Pets OK, Ask- 
inq $600. Phone 250.635-4378 
SUNNY HILL Trailer Court, 3 
bdrm, f/s, w/d, patio door, 2 pa- 
tios, New windows. $650/mo 
Call 250-635.2504 
TWO BEDROOM double wide 
mobile In quiet adult park on 
Queensway, w/d, f/s, No pets. 
Ref req. $500/mo. 250.635- 
7411 
3 BEDROOM house, large liv- 
ing room, kitchen big enough 
for dining room, large yard with 
flowers, newly renovated bath. 
room on Maple St, Call 250. 
635-2158 for more Informalton 
and to view. Leave your name, 
number. $600/mo + dd. Avail. 
able Sept 1, 
TRUSTWORTHY FEMALE 
college student wanted. Rel 
req. $450/mo includes meals. 
Call 250-635-9446 after 5 p.m. 
MATURE FEMALE looking for 
a room mate. Horseshoe area. 
N/s, n/pets. Hardwood floors. 
w/d. 250-635-5131 
ROOM FOR rent in downtown 
condo includes starchotce plati- 
num Telus high speed net con- 
nection utilities w/d, room furni- 
ture if you want. $450/mo. 250- 
635-0634. I smoke. 
24X70 SNOW roof for mobile 
home, galvanized metal roofing 
and 24'-12'-12' pitch trusses. 
Also 24X70 free standing snow 
roof building.Great for storage 
or shop. 250-638-1885 
PENDER ISLE Oceanfront Bed 
& Breakfast. Relax on 10 acres 
in own private deluxe suite with 
hot tub, ensuite bath, fireplace,. 
deck. 1-800-663-6962 or 
www.alicesoceanfrontbnb.com 
SKI SUN peaks BC (45 rain 
from Kamloops) Top of the 
Mountain Accomodation. Fully 
equipped 1,2,3.& 4 bdrm con- 
dos & chalets, hot tubs, saunas 
& jacuzzis. Ski in/out or 10 rain 
max (walking) to lifts. Kids 12 & 
under ski free with adult full 
price ticket. Stay 6 nights and 
get 1st night freel Some restric- 
tions apply. Lift packages avast- 
able. 1-800-585-8834. www.to- 
poflhemountain.ca, email: sun- 
peaks @ direct.ca 
COUPLE LOOKING for a 3 
bedroom house, bench area 
preferred. Furnished or unfur- 
nished. Contact Mrs. Jowhar. 
250-638-0513 
2-2acre lots in Jack Pine Flats 
on Roseland Ave. $32,500 tax 
appraisal. Will sell to best offer 
over $30,000 Phone 250-635- 
5913 
OKANAGAN ACREAGE, 5 
acre valley view. Perfect set-up 
for horses. Close to riding trails. 
3 bdrm well kept rancher, Hot 
tub, large shop. Patrick 250- 
546-3119 
SERVICED LOT on bench 
60X131 R-2. Ready to build 
$35,500 taxes included. 250- 
638-0822 
APPROX 1,750SOFT building 
for sale. Prime location. 4 offic- 
es, 2 washrooms, a/c, cat. 5 
wired, storage, etc. 250-638- 
0354 
FOR LEASE or sale: 1350 sqft 
building, plus basement and loft 
C-1 Zone. 4663 Park Avenue. 
Air conditioning. Alarm system. 
Paved parking. Available Au- 
gust 1st. Lease $975/mo. 
Terms negotiable. Sale: 
$129,900. Vendor financing 
available. Please call 250-798- 
2000 
2 BEDROOM APT. nice & 
clean southside, upgraded 
bathroom, no pets. May consid- 
er trade for why. 250-615-6762 
or 250-635-0662 
2 BEDROOM rancher w/ensu- 
lie, carport and south facing 
covered deck, electric heat, 6 
yrs old, 2 acres, near Woodland 
Park subdivision. $165,000 Ph. 
250-638-8320, or 250-638-7664 
4608 SCOTT Avenue $79,000, 
Two Bedroom house. One stor- 
ey bungalow on a concrete 
foundation. Wood floors in living 
room and both bedrooms, This 
home has many up-dates, The 
backyard has a shed and is fully 
fenced. We have outgrown our 
house. Make an offerl 250-638- 
7688 www3,te- 
lus.neVlanes/house 
GREAT STARTER homel 6 
year old 1/2 duplex at 4830A 
Graham. 3 bdrm, 1 1/2 baths, 
appraised 3 years ago at 
$118,000. will sell for $100,000 
firm. Serious buyers call 250- 
638-8639 to view. 
HUGE & OPEN 1700 sqtt post 
& beam home with full base- 
ment, 3 +1 bedrooms, 1 bath, 
plus ensuite, new mot, 12X36' 
deck, attached garage, on 
75X200' lot on quiet cul.de.sac, 
Close to schools, 3964 Moun- 
talnvlew Ave, $144,000. 250- 
635-0892 or 250-638-7668 
IMMACULATE FOUR bedroom 
home in Thornhleghts. Full 
basement, partially finished 
1389 sqft per floor. Large kitch- 
en and living room, laundry 
room on main floor. Three bath- 
rooms, sundeck, large work- 
shop fenced backyard, Tasteful- 
ly decorated. Wood and natural 
gas heating, $159,900. 250- 
638-2075 
MOVING MUST sell. Large 
1440 sqfl home. 3 bdrm newly 
renovated extra lot. 2 sheds, 
just landscaped this spring. F/s. 
built in dishwasher & microwave 
included. Located in Thornhlll. 
Asking $144,900 obo. For more 
Into call 250.638-0027 or 250- 
638-2007 
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FOR SALE BY OWNER 
5.5 ACRE HOBBY FARM IN 
JACKPINE FLATS 
4 bedroom doublewide with all appliances, oil & wood heat, 
large deck, wired workshop, barn & hayloft and 2 large 
greenhouses. Outdoor riding arena & numerous outbuildings 
in very private & fenced in setting. 
Asking $139,900 OBO For appointment call 
Phone 250-798-2456 
-~ .~., "~k'~-~,~ • 
.... .... ;L ...........................  
~~ii:.iiiiiiii::ii;:::ii::i!ili::i;~iii i::i?:ii :::!~?.iii~?:i~;i?:i~ili!! ,.. ii~iii::i!iii~:: ~ ~  
1 112 STOREY, 3+ BEDROOM, 
2100 SQ. FT. HOME 
natural gas heat, 2 baths located at Lakelse Lake on private 
park like setting. Beautifully landscaped on 75'x200' fenced lot. 
Upstairs: 2 bedrooms, bathroom, family room, sun room with balcony 
Downstairs: 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living room, Laundry, bathroom. 
Includes all appliances. Workshop: 20'x40' fully wired and plumbed 
Large greenhouse and gazebo. 
ASKING $159,900 oao 
For more into call 250-798-2456 
,t / : ~ " " ' "=- ~"-"-'~--'.~:'-'- 
FOR SALE [. ~ "  
60subdividable t~r.~:..:.//....~ 
acres with a . , . . . . . . ,  
1300 square ,[ ,," ' _". , . . . - : "~.  
, ;1 '  / "  ~ .  • . J ~ . - .~ , . ,~ .  ". foot home in .... ' ~:-= . . . .  .., . . . . . . . . .  . .... . L._. , ~ ~ i = \ \  
the Thornhill i - -- ~ '~ ~ 
area, minutes . . -  ~ ~ i.  - 
from town. ;l i ~ ~.=' 
House is on community water, and natural gas. 
Asking $235,000.00. 
Offer open until September. 07, 2001. 
Phone # 635-7250 Fax # (250)-635-7234. 
2 STOREY COTTAGE 
with electric and wood heat located at Lakelse Lake on 
private park like setting. Beautifully landscaped on large 
75'x200' lot. Downstairs: kitchen, diningroom and bath- 
room. Upstairs: master bedroom. A great relaxation in 
nature. 
• Asking $65,000 OBO. 
....... ," ,'For'more'into ca11-250-798-2456,'~ "~,~-~' 
ACREAGE FOR SALE 
2.06 acre 14 km east of the city centre• 1350 sq. ft., 
3 bedroom house. Features complete setup for horse. 




For more into call 250-635-9532 
4 BEDROOM,  1500 SQ. FT. 
FAMILY HOME ON 1/2 ACRE.  
1 1/2 storey, clean open floor plan with 2 baths. 
Alternate wood heat, many upgrades in neutral colors. 
Includes firewood and lawn tractor! 
Give us a call and come take a look @ 5121 Agar 
REDUCED TO $1 26,500 
~ For more into call 250,635-7257 
ONE OF A KIND LOCATION AND VIEW 
Beautiful landscaped Westside Lakelse Waterfront properly 
with three bedroom, two bath modern home. Features cov- 
ered decks, patio, pond, inside spa, rec room, four bay 
shop and much more. 
Asking $229,000 
Will consider holding mortgage 
Call 250-798-2211 far appointment o view 
WESTRIDGE ESTATES AREA 
Near new panoramic view home overlooking Terrace. 
Immaculate. 3 bedrooms, Jiving room, sunken family room, den, 3 
bathrooms, vaulted ceilings, crown mouldings, 2 fireplaces, 
deluxe appliances, plumbed for central vacuum and wired for 
security system. Double garage and also a double detached 
garage wtih skylights. Large lot, cedar fenced and beautifully 
landscaped. Trades considered. 
Located at 3405 Mile Place, 
off Gordon Drive Call 250-635-4233 
REDUCED TO $285,000 
Bring In A Picture Of Your Home Along ~th Its Selling Features* 
a,dwewi, mnyourHOME FOR SALE 
in this pecial REAL ESTATE SECTION of the Terrace Standard. 
As well, your ad will be listed as a word classified ad in our Weekend Advertiser and our 
Intemet Classifieds http://www, bcclassified,com 
AII this for only$70/week 
Disa0unt for multiple weeks. Y~r ad is distributed o thousands 0l homes in the Greater Terrace area ever/wee~J 
'SO words maximum PRIVATE SALES ONLY 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 
638.7283 FAX 8. MO,OAYTOFR AYeO0.S:O0 
i 745MOBILES  ~ ~ 
. . .  . 
, / . , .  . , , 
• 810'CARS ~FOR// 
! /:'i SALE: . . ' .  : :il . L . .  
NO DOWr| payment. If you 
qualify you can assume this 
mortgage of $750/mo. 4 bed- 
room home on large fenced lot, 
large cement shop. 3853 Walk- 
er. 250-635-4246 or 250-615- 
8899 
RARE RIVER front property on 
1 acre in town. Has 4 bdrms, 2 
baths, many upgrades to this 
home large multi.layred deck 
with hot tub overlooking the wa. 
tar. Beautifully landscaped yard 
with fountains• If you are one of 
the few who dream of living on 
the water with some of the best 
fishing in the world at your back 
door, give us a call at 250-635- 
3502 to view or drive by 2807 
Skeena St. Askln.q $289,000. 
SKI SMITHERS Double A- 
frame cabin, Leased lot adja- 
cent first tower Green Tee, 
Easy access approved waste 
system. $39,900. Phone 250- 
632-6285 or 250-632-4289 
WOODREEN CONDO as- 
sessed as $73,500, sell for 
$70,000, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
f/s, b.l. dishwasher. Fireplace, 
balcony, end unit. Southern ex- 
posure, security entrance. Cov- 
ered parking, laundry facilities 
available, 250-635-4640 after 
5:00pm 
735 HOUSES 
ESTATE SALE, Older fur- 
nished house, 2 bclrm on main 
floor, Full basement, and fur. 
nished suite upstairs with prl. 
vate entrance. Chain link fence 
in back yard. 5 rain walk to 
downtown. Call 250-635-6282 
or 250-615-9982 
CHARMING COUNTRY house 
on 5 acres in town, 3 bedrooms, 
1 1/2 baths. Hardwood floors. 
Landscaped. A must see, 4304' 
North Sparks. Asking $195,000• 
Phone 250 638-1651 
$145,000 STABLE older home. 
Enclosed garage, spacious 
yard, basement suite, 2 1/2 
blocks from hospital. 250.635- 
5081 




14X70 Mobile Homes for sale, 
No taxi Free delilveryl Pine 
Ridge Sales in Burns Lake 1- 
250-692-3375. 
1981 MONARCH Mobile home 
14X56. F/s, dishwasher also 
14X50 addition. Must be 
moved, Sell separate or as a 
unit. Call 250-635-2563 leave 
messaqa. 
FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, cue- 
tom homes, residential packag- 
es, no commisslonsl Only at 
SHELDON CUSTOM HOMES, 
3075 Sexsmith, Kelowna, Toll 
free 1-688-765-8992 DL10146 
Jim Duffy and the sales staff 
at Century 21 Wightman & 
Smith Really are pleased to wel- 
come Vance Hadley. to Ihe r pro- 
fessional, dedicate~l sales team. 
Vance, his wife Kathy, and 
their Ihree children moved to 
Terrace 12years ago from 
Chetwynd. C~ver the last 12 
years Kathy has worked as an 
I~.N. at both the medical clinics 
and the hospital while Vance 
continued to work in the forest 
industry, 9 years with West 
Fraser and 3 years as a forestry 
consultant. 
Vance has been active in 
minor hockey, both as a coach and on the execut ve. 
He has had a keen interest in real estate for years because 
of his falhers real estate business and his own involvement in land 
development. 
Vance would like to put this interest o work for all h s friends 
and acquaintances as well as the new friends he knows he will 
make in the business. So ifyau are thinking of buying or selling, 
drop in on him at Cenlury ;~1 Wighlman & Smilh Really and get 
him to work for you. 
Wlghtman & Smith Realty Ltd, 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C.-- Phone: 635-6361 
MUST SELL: This trailer can be 
moved or stay on landscaped 
site at Kermode Park, Terrace. 
Near new 14X70 SRI Mfg. 
home. Vaulted ceilings, 2 bdrm, 
2 full baths, 5 appliances, Large 
sundeck and storage shed in- 
cluded. 2001 assessed value 
$46,400. Must sell - make me 
an offer. Phone 250.635-8211 
STARTER HOME suitable for 
couple- two bedroom mobile on 
large lot. Wired shop. Close to 
school• Copper Mountain Sub- 
division. Asking $69,000. Phone 
250-635-4378 
Mobile with large addition. 3 
bedrooms, 1 ,12 baths/ Family 
room, dining rBom. 5 appliances 
included. N/g & electric heat. In- 
sulated, oil heated garage/shop. 
Large fenced yard and many 
extras. Please call 250-638- 
1707 
PARKWOCD MOBILE home. 
C-12 Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park. $10,000 obo. Vinyl wind- 
ows. Phone 250-638-0569 
skiing, biking, and singing. 
Debbie has helped build houses in the past and this experience 
has piqued her interest in the real estate industry. 
Debbie is looking forward to a long career in real estate and 
would like to invite all her friends (past, present, and future) to 
drop in or call her at Cenlury 21 Wighlman & Smith Really and 
put her to work for you. 
I I I 
Wlghtman & Smith Rea l ty  L td .  
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C.-- Phone: 635-6361 
I 
1989 TOYOTA Corolla, 
141,000km. Asking $4000. 250- 
635-5081 
1991 HONDA Civic. Excellent 
condition• Comes with Blizzak 
winter tires. $6500• 250-638- 
2083 
1989 ACURA Integra LS, 4 dl. 
sedan, 5 spd, 212k kms, origi- 
nal paint, well cared for. $2500. 
Tundra cap for Nissan, white 
$300. 250-639-9672 
mm mm 
2000 GMC K1500 
NOW $27,995 
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg 
$19,995 




1998 Merc Mystique 
$14,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS $24,995 NOW $22,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton Silverad0 
WAS $27,995 NOW $25,995  
1996 Ford Escort 
NOW $9,995 
1995 Chev Blazer 
Tahoe LS 
$24,995 




1993 Buick Century Custom 
$10,995 
1992 Mazda MX3 Precedia 
WAS $8,995 NOW $6,995 
1990 Ford F150 
WAS $6,995 NOW $4,995 
1990 GMC Jimmy 
NOW $8,995 
1988 Toyota Corolla 
$5,995 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE o~2 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
I 
: 862 BOATS/  
MARINE ~ . . . .  ; . ,  : r ( 
9.'14 CHILD CARE 
8.. 
. . . . . . . . . .  | 
1998 Mazda B4000 
Ext, Cab SE PLUS 
4x4, "Top ef the Line", Absolutely Perfect 
SALE =21,895 
1999 GMC Heavy Duty 
3/4 Ton 4x4 
SLE Trim Level 
BLOWOUT '29r895 




2000 Jeep Grand Cherokee I 
~ Laredo Trim Level I 
] " '  .~ !:2'." ........... ~ , Auto, C.D., 4x4 I 
j , SPECIAL s29,895 I 
4 Door, V6 4x4, [ . ~  L '~ ' :~~~ 
SALE *23,495 ~ "  
Su egacy I 
II I~ation [I Irag~ I 
SALE s14,895 I 
1994 Chev Blazer 
4 Door, 4x4 [ ~ ~  
Fully Loaded, Very Clean [ ~  
BLOWOUT *11'985 [~~~r.. ---~= 
~ .  ~.'~,,~.~,.~.~' 1997 Ford Ranger 
: ~"i: ~ Ext. Cab 
XLT Trim Level 
4x4 
SALE '16,895 
1998 Mazda 626 LX ~, ; i ] .~"c"~- ' - "  FI 
Fu Y Loaded, V6, Cassette ....... ~:'~ . . . .  
SALE s16.995 ~ ~ '~ 
Evinrude 
75 Hp., w/contr01s 
 1,499.00 
1 1" Zod iac  
Like New 
'1,599.00 
Harbercra f t  

















4 Stroke Jets 
ARE HERE[ 
 946 GreigAve: 
Ph:635:2909) 
.....i./ -; -::~ i: i".'~:i i ", :'. 
1978 9.5' RUSTLER Camper, 
reconditioned by Nor-Burd RV 
Sales. 1980 520 Swiftsure 18' 
boat with 1980 115hp Mercury 
motor & Highliner boat trailer. 
Great water skiing, wake 
boarding, fishing, or just a 
cruising boat. Ready for Fun! 
Call 250-638-8468 
AFTER SCHOOL childcare 
needed. Looking for 14 - 16 yr 
old female to care for 7 & 10 yr 
old children in my Horseshoe 
home, Close to Parkside 
School. 250-615-2248 
LITTLE SCHOOL House Pre- 
school is acepting applications 
for September. Only P,M, class 
spots open for 3-5 year aids, 
Also Friday classes for 4 year 
old session available. 250-635- 
6550 
r 
WELCOME~i  ~ 
• V V: og,OoN 
Your Welcome 
WQgon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Sumontha 
635-5129 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
%~.ifls and information.~ 
Eat right 
Exercise too 
Ask your do0t0r 
about, a 
h lthter . . . . , , .  




Hop aboard and enjoy a cuddy cabin and well designed cockpit, all 
in a 17'. Sleep, fish and travel U~e open water witi~ 115 hp mercury 
with a 40 gallon tank, Weather secure witl~ a sland-uP enclosed 
canopy, 1997 outfit E/C 105 Ilr, Musi see Io appreciate. 
Ph: 638-7280 
m 
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,A ,  [ ;HRYSLEI ! 
4916 th~', 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DL, 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
~ Wet ~- -~~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS .SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS .CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES .REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL -ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS *FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS -VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industr ia l  Vacuum Trucks 635-1  132  
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
i 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Newspapers  
want to  get  
i t  r ,ght .  
So if at times they 
fall short, let their 
editors know. 
If they can't solve the problem, contact the B.C. 
Press Council, a voluntary body that looks into and 
tries to mediate unresolved reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. newspapers. 
B.C. PRESS COUNCIL 
201-1290 Broad Street, 
Victoria, B.C. VaW 2A5 
Ph. 250-384-3344 Fax: 250-384-3346 
E-MAIL: council@bcpresscouncil.org WEB: bcpresscouncil.org 
FORD 
. .= . , ,  Com~1~ni t~ N~w#paper .N~twork  I'ro p,.c,, a  slng I 
I cal l  th is  newspaper  or 
Reach  2 .3  mi l l i on  BC & Yukon  readers  for $309JCBo4)669-9222 
. . .o r  11  mi l l i on  readers  nat ion -w ide  fo r  $1411 I chnUlede~becommunttynew=.com 
UNRESERVED AUCTION, 
September 10. Partial Listing: 
99 Cat 416C 4 X 4; 97850G; 
2001 FLT0 w/Challenger deck 
and wheel lift, (50) Truck 
Tractors, (2) 98, Hessian 4900 
square balers; (5) Haybuster 
• _ -A  ~ S/A tub bale grinders; etc, For 
inlormation/brochure call CPA - 
Canadian Public Auclion 
Ltd. 403-269-6600 
or visit homepago 
24 FT fibre form boat. 360 
CHRY motor. GRC. Dual prop 
leg. 3 new gas tanks. (80) gal 
capacity. New alt., starter, water 
separator, trim tab contols,fuel 
pump. Carb rebuilt. Elec fresh 
water pump, 15 gal tank. Interi- 
or completely refitted. Standup 
head, lots of  storage space. 
Road runner trailer, new cross 
members and rollers. Spare 
tire. $12,500. 250-632-4810 
1997 RAV 4, white, 5sp, abs, 
full winter package. 
133,00Okras, $15,900. Call 250- 
842-2445 
1997 RED two door Dodge 
Neon with custom paint. Sum- 
mer & winter tires, CD, tinted 
rear windows. Very clean. Ask- 
inq $11,000.obo. 250-638-8842 
. . . . .  .AUCTIONS . . . . . .  BU SIN ESS Ol~ P O RT_UNITIE.S EMPLOYMENT 
A NEW IMPORTANT plant. OPPORTUNITIES 
See Bucklhom. Act fast tor 
price discounl on spring 2002 LAKE LOUISE INN s seeking 
plants. Fall 2001 plants still appncanls for entry level 
available. Limited quantities. 
Phone Lloyd 30622_2.8:3_962, positions, Must be 
. . . . . .  .CHILD_ R.EN . . . . . .  indeoendent, Irustworthy and 
PIANO LESSONS for Young bondable. Please forward 
2000 PONTIAC Grand Prix, 4 
door fully Ioaded.CD player, 2 
years warranty, all service 
records. $20,000 abe. Call 250- 
635-6474 
1982 VW Westfalia fully camp- 
erized. 3 way  fridge, 2 burner 
stove, sink, sleeps 4. 
218,000km. $5500 obo. 250- 
635-1674 
IMPORTS 
NEW 12' wide Park Models by 
SECURITY RV. Major price re- 
duction, 5 to choose from. 
Trades welcome, deliver any- 
where! Call Morris at Fraserway 
RN, 1-604-864-6146 or toll free 
1-800-806-1976 
914 CHILD CARE 
w v,~w..ca_n aff_ipn publica u ct Io n .com, 
_ _ _B U S !N E_S FO R..S_A L_E 
2 GAS STATIONS with land 
and building, (Lower Mainland 
& Fraser Valley). Bolh on major 
highways, One with very high 
volume. Inveslmenis wllh 
excellent cap, rate. PATTI el 
Home Life Really, 1-604-807- 
TERRACE 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
FIND NEW CLIENTSI Uso the 
most poworlul classified 
syster~ in Canada and reach 
mitlions ol readers, latrigued? 
Contact this newspaper and 
ask about Network Classnleds. 
Children from ego 3. altering: 
Kelly Kirby pre-school group or 
privale classes; child-centered 
lesson format; Royal 
Conservatory preparation; and 
lessons destgned for aduUs. All 
ages welcome, Slart Sept. 
Henrietta Toth, B.Mus. 12 yrs 
exp. In Vancouver 683-6776, 2 
locations; WestEnd OR 
41st/Fraser, 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be 
an Apartmenl/Condominium 
Manager. Many Iobsl Job 
placemenl assislsnco, All- 
Areas. Government Registered 
Program. Infommtton/brochure 
(604) 681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8_33.9~_ _w~w_, r.m_ !i., q a: ._~ .. . . . . . .  
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
INSTITUTE. Acoredlled by 
PPSEC. Become a 
professional counsellor through 
on-campus or correspondence; 
courses. Free catalogue 
1"{]9P:_66._5"7044. _ . . . . .  
BE an INTERIOR 
DECORATOR with our unique 
home-study course, Call for 
your Free brochure. 1.800-267- 
1829, Shefneld School of 
Inlerlor Design, t290 - 38 
McArthur Ave., Ottawa, ON 
Or call 604._(~§9-92.2.2 ex =t.3= ...... 
WEEKLY PAYCHEQUES. 
COMPANY nsecs help 
distributing postcards, Call 
J-80_O..:2._79:p_O1.9.j 24 hrs. 
PUT YOUR PC to Workl Make 
money Irom hoTel 
www.success4 ifecenlral.com. 
1-800-732-5480. 
BOOSTER JUICE Fresh Juice 
and Smoothie Bar. Canada's 
fastest growmg franchise has 
exploded with over 40 ocations 
across Canada. Contact Chris 
Rust at (780) 440-6770 and 
resume to: Megan Keam, Box 
209, Lake Louise, AB, TOL lEO 
or fax to 403-522-2950. 
ALBERTA GM STORE seeking 
technicians, CompeUnve nat 
rate pay scale. New, clean, hot 
rod triendly shop, Best fishing 
and recreation on Alberta's 
largest lake, Come and enjoy 
our Ilfeslylel Appty to: David 
DeWolfe, Whnecap Motors, 
Slave Lake. 1.8oo.e58.2049. 
1 -78o .849-26oo;  
.w_h_l !e__c a P._@ t_e I_u. ~s P. t a~n_e t..n_e_t ....... 
CHRISTMAS AROUND THE 
World and open invllallon. 
Need consultanls in your area. 
Ground floor opportunity, Earn 
cash. Free merchandise and 




Dealership wllh great 
reputation and busy shop. 
Excellenl company benefnsl 
$23 per hour, Low cosl of 
living, great communlly, Will 
train aggressive, motlvaled 
person, Apply to: Wayne Pohl 
al Pioneer Chrysler deep 7e0- 
3s2.2277 or fax 780.3e2.4201. 
Emall: rkary@lelusplenot,oeI. 
W elaskLwln Albe.rt_a~ . . . . . .  
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
LAKESIDE PACKERS in 
Brooks, Alberta, Canada's 
leading heel processor, is 
looking for production workers. 
New employees on our 
atternoon (B Shill) alert at 
$t 1.35 an hour {a variety of 
day shill positions are also 
available at a $11. alert rale), 
Employees con be making as 
much as $16, on hour In es 
little as 15 months. Those 
labour Jobs will Interest men 
and women who are interested 
In a physical position, working 
In various aspects of heel 
. . . . .  HELP WA=NT_E D. " ........ 
OFFICE ASSISTANT for 
remote 4-season Adventure 
WUdereess Tourism business, 
High-school graduation & basic 
compuler knowledge required. 
Willing to train rnonvated 
individuals. Fax resume, 
(250) 238-2241 
_w~v_ _w.: c.l!i.l_c~!i_n h_9~ .d9 y s ~9. m _ 
. . . . . . . .  LOAN.S_ . . . .  
PAYDAY LOANSI BAD Credit? 
No Credil? No Problem. 
Borrow up to $600 until 
payday, Have a job? Get a Ioa~ 
Guaranteedl 1 hour Approval 
l-e66-3-PAYDAY 24 hrs/7 
production, from slaughter days2 ww'q:prld[ro.c!:co_m. . . .  
through cutting snd trimming 
beef, Our employees benefit 
from no Isyons, permanent lull- 
time work, an excellent benelit 
package, on the Job training (no 
experience Is required), and 
the advancement opportunities 
that only a world loader can 
provide. Various transportallon 
and seoommodanon services 
are available tar new 
employees, Appllcanls who do 
not have English os a tlrsl 
language are welcome, we 
provide Imlnlng in mosl major 
languages, Lekeslde's mobile 
recruUers will be traveling to 
Lower Mainland Iocalions anC 
Nanaimo in September to hold 
information sessions and 
Interviews. You could have a 
posUlon secured even before 
you travel to Alberta, For, 
Inlormanon, check oul 
our websile st 
www, lakes idopackors .com,  
phone 1.888-700.0g03, or fax 
us your application et 403.501- 
_ _MIS_C_E.L A.N_EO U.S .. 
NEED A VISA or Mastercard? 
Gel a prepaid Visa or 
Mastercard regardless of past 
credit, Fast, easy and 
g u.al. anl.o e d.!.l 1_- 0_6.6:82~ ';9, 2_~u ~. 
PAY TELEPHONE SERV. 
EXPERT PSYCHICS... Try  Us 
Firsn Your Future Revealed by 
Your Personal Psychic. Sincere 
g Genuine Readings, Call 24 
hours, t-900-561.2100, 
. . . . . . .  R E.__A_L__ E.S_ TATE 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
OCEANVIEW LOT. 2323 
Queens, West Vancouver. Ros. 
Dov, Lot/t2 200 SF. Asking 
$495,000, Will build to suit, 
John at 604.922-7512. Arizona 
19 acres/com, properly, 512 
ros, building ols, Fully zoned 
asking $6M US. John at 604- 
9_2_ 2j_5_1_2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2_23_9_, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -----' TIMESHARE RESALES, 
GARDEN MARKET IGA Worldwide Selection, Ere 
Stralhmoro, meat manager, Slroman Since 1979. Call Nowl 
meat culler, grocery personnel. Buyers call. 1-800-013-7987, 
Full-lime wUh benefits, Localod Sellers call 1-800-201.0864. 
26 minutes from Calgary, Fax www:Jin~oshaj_elln_k,cg.m," ....... 
resume to 403- TRUCKS 
934-4540, Emaih - ": . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
s.m_oroiga_@cadv.!sion.com ~ ...... 0 DOWN O.A.CJ Guaranteed 
crodn approvals, Trucks, 4x4's, 
-----F-QB-S-.A-LE-MIS~:; ....... crow cabs, dlssols, sport 
SAWMILL $4995.00. All new utilities, cars & vans. Rope's, 
Suoor Lumbermato 2000, broken leases, heavy duly 
larger capacUies,moro ptions equipment. Take over 
Norwood Industries, payments, Free delivery, Call 
monulacture of sawmills, Lawrence Siccia BC's largest 
edgers and skiddors. Free finance hroket. 1-800.993. 
Inlormalion, 1-800-566.6899, 3673, Vancouver 827.6377. 
ext. 400.OT. " ................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A-WORKING PERSON'S 
4TH YEAR or $29/MONTH130 day money TRUCK/CAR LOT, Are you 
beck guarantee No money Iourneyman/gas f l l l e r  _ ' . . . .  sollomployod(or not)? Is no ' oown, no payments Ofllll prool of income a problem? No permanent full.time position, October, 600 Ml4z Intel 
compulor. Apply online O.A,C,: down payment? Oocllnod by 
svallable Immediately, www,lbuckaday,com, u~ C-'I your bank of your dealership? 
Premium wages and benolll 1.888.0u5-5527, We can holpl Repossession or 
...................................... bankruptcies ccepled. We will 
psckage, Call 403.362-4270 or ....... ~L~,WAN~E-D- .......... lend you our money from t.g 
ATTENTION: Driver Training for Fords, Dodges, GM's, One 
tax 403:362-6040_.= . . . . . . . . .  ~ Programs, In¢ludln0 of Canada's only true cuslomar 
SEVENTY ROOI~ full service professional driver classroom service oriented dealer groups, 
inalruction & loaded mountain We will help you make it 
motor Inn In Norlhweslern training, Funding source & happenl Call now for lurlher 
career counsel ing,  Job Information Jeanne or Paul 
Alberta requires placement available, 1.877. 1-B00,650.402g, 24 hrs 7 
703.8040. MJ Bloomfield & d_eys/wk, .w,~N_..credlt:king,cqm, - 
waller/waitresses, front desk, OkaneganUnjyo_rsjly Cortege_" 
RRSP bonuses, Send resume . . . .  npghl audnor, housekeep fig, WOOD HEATING 
re: utJmper =o uumper, uox . . . . CltlLLIWACK • HERDSMAN .................................... 
306, Leo Le Btohe, AB, T0A cooksi janllor, Benefits and REQUIRED for 400 sow farrow ADD ON e WOOD Furnace to 
2C0, Fsx 780. Io finish, Animal experience existing lutnaoe, save big 
• elelf housing avanablo. Fax necessary, will train rlghl bucks this wlnlbr. For nearest 023-S976, Emalh 
sep_aulo@teluspJsnet,nel resume to B, dames, Dunvegsn Person, Permanent luU.tlme, dealer, 250.493.746S. Emall, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Wage rellesls experience fax vossles@vlp,net or 












1990 TOYOTA 4Runner 4X4, 
5speed, 4 cyl, 175K. Michelin 
tires. Blue-grey, well maintained 
mechanically, $8200. 250-635- 
1826 
visit www,booslequlce,com K1L 6R2 
CONTRACTS NOW THINKING ABOUT E- 
AVAILABLE for the 2002 UNIVERSITY? Acadia, one of 
season to grow Echlnaoea. Canada's best universllles 
Guaranteed prices. For more oilers distance courses Ir 
Inlo ca Get Roe Natural 
Home & Body Products, 780- business, compuler science, 
499.7111 or 1-677.997-4376, education, the arts, and morel 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Call Brace at 1-800.565.6568, 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY; hgp_://c_onled,Bcadia.u,cq~. 
Zosto's Oven Baked Subs & "" 
California Style Wraps are JOBS WITH ADVENTUREI If 
looking tar motivaled you are ready for a great job 
franchisees for e proven wllh d, allengeandexcltement- 
business concept, Financing applisatlons are now being 
available, 1-8e8.922.2294, accepled for training wUh Job 
w wW:zest_os,com__ . . . . . . .  placement assistance, Visit us 
$$$ BIG PROFITS US$6,000 on the web or 
could have returned osll toll-flee today, 
US$45,000+ call Ior reporl www, toutlsmcollege,com, 
today, lind out what market is 1,800.668-9301 Canadian 
ready tar the next Big Move call .To urisrq.Co~go," . . . . . . . . .  
n_ow 1;,888-394-7672, EMPLOYMENT 
JOiN THE WJNNING Teaml . . . . . .  OPPORTUNff!_E8 .... 
Transmission rebullder needed PARTS PERSON and 
Ior busy BC Mister purchaser, expanding 
Transmission. Excellent wages, auto/industrial supply store has 
solid career opportunlly in a two positions Io be filled by 
fast growing business, experienced (minimum 3years) 
Fantastic location, For dela0s 
call 1-800.373-8432. self motlvaled people, We are 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  rocaled 2 1/2 hours N,E. of 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Edmonton and oner salary 
EXPLODES established stertiflg at 32K, benerUs, plus 
agricultural company with 
unique service requires 
dealers. Excellent earning 
potenllal. Ra-ocoU,tlng 
revenue. 30K.70K Investment 
required, Call Gary loll free at 
1 -e66 .821 .3464 - or 
aggaryOmts.neL 
MOTHER OF 2, willing to baby- 
sit in own home near Uplands 
School. Men -Fri, Call Valerie. 
250-638-8102 
" -Look ing  for  ~ 
Chi ld  Care?  
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care, 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
t%~velopment and Economic Securi~ 
I IH  I I ;i'b"] I =1 i I  
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
2 To Choose From 
Starting At 
$19,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl., 5 Spd, Hardtop & Sofltop, 
0sly 15,000 km. 
NOW ONLY $23,995 
'99 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT 
4x4, Loaded, Leather 
NOW ONLY $29,995 
'98 Dodge Neon 
4 cyl., Auto, Air & More 
NOW ONLY $13,595 
'98 Dodge Ram 
1500 Quad Cab 
4x4, Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows, Power 
Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
Dual Sliding Doors, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $17,488 
'98 deep Cherokee Sport 
4 Or., 4x4, 6 Cyl.,Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'98 Dodge Ram 3/4 Ton 
Quad Cab 4x4 
Air, Cruise, Tilt 
NOW ONLY $29,995 
INCLUDES PLOW/ 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
A/C, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 deep Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
Was $21,995 
NOW ONLY $1 9,995 
'96 Dodge Caravan ES 
V6, Auto, Dual Sliding Doors, 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks, Tinted Glass 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, V8, Auto, 4 Door, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
V8, Auto, 4x4 NC 
NO W 'O~'N'LY $~17,995 
'96 Ford Crown Victoria 
4 Dr., V8,Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'91 Ford Explorer XLT 
6 Cyl., Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4,Air Conditioning, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $1 9,995 
'97 GMC Silverado SLE 
Ext. Cab., VS, Auto, 3 Door 
was $25,995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
'95 Chevrolet Camaro/.28 
Convedible, 5.7, V8, 6 Spd., 
Leather, Leaded 
NOW ONLY $1 9,995 
'95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
V8, Auto, 4dr, 4x4. 
Was $29.995 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'92 GMC Blazer 
V6, 4x4, Auto 
NOW ONLY $13,995 
'98 Toyota Sietma 
Dual Sliding Doors, Air, Cruise, 
lilt, Pwr, Windows/' Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'95 GE0 M,'_"o 
CD P'~'k 5 \~ 
NL.~'t,,C~,X-#,,~95 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Was $16,99S 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'93 Subaru 
Legacy AWD 
4 Door, Auto 
Was $8,995 
NOW ONLY $7,995 
92 Toy," ta~ 5 
• t 'L . J  
1989 deep Cherokee 
6-cyl., auto, leather, loaded 
NbW ONLY $7,995 
/,o,,,,, 
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Sports Scope 
Smash it up 
RACING for points might be over for the season at 
the Terrace Speedway but the most anticipated event 
of the year is just around the corner. 
The Terrace Stock Car Association's annual demo- 
lition derby is always a fan favourite. Drivers com- 
pete in fun events all afternoon. Bag races, trophy 
dashes, barrell races and backwards races are just a 
few events on the menu. The day wraps up with cars 
getting banged up and bruised in the demolition 
derby. The derby starts at 2 p.m, Sunday, Sept. 16 at 
the Terrace Speedway. For details call 635-9060. 
Board breakers 
ANYONE interested in what Taekwon-do has to 
offer has the chance to check it out Saturday, Sept. 1. 
The Terrace Northern Taekwon-do Academy is 
holding demonstrations that show off what the sport 
has to offer. 
Board breaking, self-defence t chniques, patterns, 
sparring and even children's classes are set to go.The 
demonstrations coincide with the club's garage and 
bake sale at the Terrace Martial Arts Centre at Apart- 
ment B, 4818 Highway 16 West. Events kick off at 9 
a.m. and hist until 1 p.m. 
Chalk up the cues 
POOL PLAYERS get set for 8-ball action in Terrace. 
The Northwest Challenge 2001-02 gets under way 
Sept. 18. Information packages are available at Soc- 
cer-Buy, com in the former Chalky's building, Back 




Chal lenge Aug.  5 
Under 15 
Graeme Linhton 
Anna Linhton (bike) 
Women's Walk (15-40) 
Crystal Thomas 
Women's Walk (55-59) 
Delores Kuchle 
Mary Jane Hogg 
Joann Folmer 
Women 70+ 
Run. Maxine Smallwood 




Men's Walk (55-59) 
Carlo Stella 
Russ Kirk 












McBike Wild Decent Downhill 
August 19 
Peewee (Under 12~ 
Brady Myers 2:1 5 Terrace 
Justin Kierce 2:39 Prince Rupert 
Darren Moores 2:56 Prince Rupert 
Min ime 113-14~ 
Mike Cox-Rogers 2:11 Prince Rupert 
Jesse Lefrancois 2:12 Terrace 
Jesse Sheasby 2:15 Terrace 
Cadet  (15-161 
Steve Roders 1:36 Terrace 
Nathan Park 1:38 Terrace 
Tyler Sheasby 1:43 Terrace 
Jun ior  (17-18~ 
Andrew -Farina 1:42 Kitimat 
Cody Schroeder 1:53 Kitimat 
Nathan Numeric 2:08 Kitimat 
Senior  (19-391 
Chiron Kantakis 1:28 Terrace 
Craig Hansen 1:30 Terrace 
Shown Litster 1:31 Terrace 
Veteran  (40-49~ 
Chris Cordts 1:50 Terrace 
Bob Kenney 2:28 Terrace 
women 
Suki Spencer 2:25 Terrace 
Carol Kozier 2:29 Terrace 
Tashi Newman 2:29 Smithers 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638-8432, or 
you can e-mail us at 
standard@kermode.net 
Aug. 30-31 
[] Junior club champion- 
ships at the Skeena Val- 
ley Golf and Country 
Club. Call 635-2542 for 
details. 
Aug. 30-Sept, 1 
[] Totem Saddle Club 
annual Horse Show at 
the Thornhill Community 
Grounds. 9 a.m. start. 
Sept. 1 
[] Heavy Horse Pull at 
the Thornhill Community 
Grounds, 12 p.m. 
Sept. 2 
[] Totem Saddle Club 
annual Gymkhana at the 
Thronhill Community 
Grounds. 9:30 a,m. start, 
Sept, 9 
[] McBike Cross Country 
mountain bike race, call 
635-5225 for details. 
LU S ® 
: iii~i: ~, ( 
~ ii ~ 
The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) has initiated a 
proceeding to review the form of regulation for the telephone companies in Canada (Price 
Cap Review and Related Issues, Public Notice CRTC 2001-37). Since 1998, the CRTC has used 
Price Cap regulation to regulate the prices charged for local telephone services by the 
telephone companies. 
In its submission in this proceeding, TELUS has proposed a Service Improvement Plan to extend 
service to unserved communities and upgrade service in communities with a lower grade of 
service. For unserved communities, the Service Improvement Plan is o voluntary program for 
communities with at least 10 permanent residents who are willing to participate in the plan. The cost 
of the Service Improvement Plan i~ unserved communities would be paid for in part by the 
customers obtaining service (up to $1,000 of the first $26,000 per household} and in part by a subsidy 
from all other customers (for any amount beyond the customer's $1,000 per household up to a 
maximum of $25,000 par household). The cost of the Service Improvement Plan for upgrades in 
undersorvad communities would be paid entirely by a subsidy from all other customers. 
TELUS has also proposed that it have the flexibility to raise rates for local service (including 
extended area service) by up to $3 per month per year to a maximum onthly rate of $35 par month 
for residential customers. Any rate increases in high-cost areas would reduce the subsidy paid by 
the general body of customers to maintain service in those areas. For business customers, TELUS 
has proposed that rates be constrained by increases of no more than 10% per year in areas where 
there is no competition and tibet his constraint not apply in areas where competition exists. 
The CRTC invites any person wishing to file written comments in this proceeding to do so by writing to 
the CRTC by October 15, 2001. As well, the first day of the oral hearing, which is scheduled to take place 
in Hull, Quebec on October 1, 200t will be reserved for comments from the general oublic, The 
comments may be given in person or by teleconference. If you would like to participate in the oral 
portion of this proceeding, please register in writing with the CRTC by September 20, 2001 specifying 
whether you will participate in person or by teleconferance. 
Written comments or notificalion of your intention to participate in the oral hearing can be sent to 
the CRTC at'. 
Secretary General 
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission 
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0N2 
Fax: (819) 953-0795 
Email: procedure@crtc.gc,ca 
Please send a copy of written comments to TELUS as well. at: . - ~ 
Willie Grieve 
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs 
Floor 31 10020 - t00 Street 
";,: .~ Edmonton, Alberta T5J 0N5 
Fax'. (780) 493.6519 
EmaU: regulatory, affairs@telus,com 
More information about the proceeding is available on the CRTC, web site 
(http:llwww, crtc,gc.calPartVll/Eng/200t186781C12-11.htm) or by calling the CRTC at 
1-877-249-CRTC (2782), TELUS' proposal is also available for examination on the CRTC web site, 
. - - 
P Dr, R A' Okimi ': 
General Dentistry, Orth0d0nticsl TNU 
II . . . . . .  
II 
200-4619 Park Ave 
Office Hours Terrace, BIC. V8G 1 V5 
~Mon- Thurs 8:00 a,m,- 4:30 p,m, (250} 635-7611 , 
 Thank You 
Bandstra Transportation Systems 
~, would like to thank the following 
businesses for their generous 
donations to Bandstra's 
Annual Golf Tournament 
• Aqua  C lear  
• Bab ine  Mack  
• Chevron  
• Founta in Tire 
. Ger 's  Electric 
• Independent  
~ Industrial 
• In land Kenworth 
• MTR 
• Nor thern  Photo 
• Or ica  
• Peterbi l t  
%/  • River Industries 
.A~:. " Royal Bank 
• Skeena Hotel 
• Spee Dee  Printers 
• Terrace Builders 
• Terrace Chrysler 
• Terrace Drag 
Race  Associat ion 
• Terry's Lock 
• Totem Furniture 
• Tower Radio 
• UAP-NAPA 
• Wajax 
• Western Supplies 
• Weston Bakeries 
• Your Decor  
The Skeena Valley Golf & Country 
Club wishes to thank the following 
sponsors for their support ~nd 
making the Mr. & Mrs. Tournament 
a huge success, 
River Industr ies 





Terrace Truck & Diesel 
Peterbi lt  Trucks 














Spec ia l  Thanks  
to  Tom Leach 
• i!¸ .! 
Fountain Tire 
McEwan GM :~.~:: 
Coast Tractor  ~i1:1~ / - : ' - , ,  .~ / " ..~ 
Ross Fillion Trucking ~~; i .~;~. : : :  ~.i::ii~i: :I 
North Coast Equipment ~:~:~i:~ii:,ili::iiiii::ii~':~il 
Clear Creek C o n t r a c t i n g : , ~ ~  
Kalum Tire ~ ~  ~i: 





When: Clubs Day (Sept. 8, 2001 ) 
Where: Skeena Mall 
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Classes are available for boys and girls, at all ages 
and stages, including two new programs - "Mother 
Goose" and "Bounces and Tickles" for children under 
2 1 /2  years of age. Registrants are required to pay 
in full at time of registration (cash or post-dated 
cheques only). Your child's medical number is also 
required. For more information, phone 638-0447. 
Join us for some funl 
ClU|VJI: 
~qhi am q~ 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your help to 
. solve a theft of golf clubs from the Skeena Valley Golf ~." 
.and Country Club ~n Terrace, B.C. 
On the morning of August 20th, 2001, three men 
rented golf clubs from the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. They left the golf course without returning 
the clubs. 
Of the three rental sets, one was for left-handed 
golfers. They are Taylor-made clubs valued at $600.00 
each. They were in black bags with large numbers "10", 
"13" and "16" on them 
The three men are described as heavy-set white 
males with several tattoos, short shaved heads. One of 
the males had a tattoo of a skull across his back. The 
men may be from outside the Terrace area. 
If you have any information about this or any other 
similar incidents, or if you know the identity of the 
person or persons responsible for this, (or any other), 
crime, Crime Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
I Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1.000.00 for 
I Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid 
I against an Individual In thls or other unsolved crime. If you 
I have any Information call Crime Stoppers at 63S-TIPS that's 
I 635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their identity 
nor testify In court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call 
I display. 
Call 635.TIPS 
P lace  a 
c lass i f ied  
word  ad  and . . .  
m m  
Reach the 
I I i, Ii 
il r j i  
! N T R O D U ¢ ! N G 
J 
WHERE THE POWER 
OF THE CLASSIFIED 
AD MEETS THE 
POWER OF THE 
INTERNET! 
ht tp : / /www.bcc lass i f ied .com 
http ://www. bcc I ass if i ed .cam 
When you place a classif ied word ad in our  newspaper, your  ad will automati-  
cally be posted on the Intemet, for the entire duration of the booking. 
S TANI-)ARD 
Ph: 250-638-7283 FAX 250-638-8432 
17 
